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PREFACE

i, We acknowledge with thanks those persons, too numerous to name, of the
National Space Science D_ta Center (NSSDC) who have contributed to the
production of this Ca_log. Appreciation of the contributions of the
experimenters is also hereby acknowledged. _,eir data submission and
explanatory documentation form the base o£ this Catalog. _e NSSDC per- ...

r sonnel activity included data and information handling, verification,
! data description, inventory, illustrations, and photography, as well as
: document production, and involved both the acquisition scientists and
! the Data Center's onsite contractor, General Telephone and Electronics/
' Information Systems, PMI Facilities Management Corporation personnel.

_: The Data Center strives to serve the scientific community in a useful
= L manner so that the scientific data deposited there can be disseminated

_: for continued and further analysis. Scientists are invited to submit
: comments or recommendations regarding the format of this Catalog, the
.: data announced herein, and the services provided by NSSDC. Recipients
., are urged to inform other potential data users of its availability.
_t

i
._ IVinifredSawtell Cameron

_i Elizabeth R. Miller
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INTRODUCTION

THE U.S. LUIIARPROGP,A_I

The decision to go to the Moon with manned spacecraft resulted in a care-
fully planned program of lunar exploration designed to determine if and
where on the Moon safe, manned landings could be made, and subsequently to
achieve manned landings. To accomplish this objective, several series of
spacecraft were designed, developed, built, and launched to determine
different characteristics o£ the lunar surface and environment. _e pro-
manned series were, in chronological order, Ranger, Surveyor, and Lunar
Orbiter. The manned missions comprised the Apollo series, which achieved
six landing missions.

The largest volume of data from these missions was photographic, beginning
with the Ranger series on July 31, 1954, and ending with Apollo 17 on
December 19, 1972. The Ranger series spacecraft were designed to impact
the lunar surface after transmitting photographs during the final minutes
of approach. _ey were also equipped with other instruments to study the
cislunar and lunar environments. The Surveyor series soft-landed on the
lunar surface and surveyed the local area _mtographically. Other Surveyor
instruments were used to determine soil mechanics mid composition and ther-
mal and mechanical properties. Lunar Orbiter spacecraft obtained both
high- and low-resolution photographs from lunar orbit for selection of
manned landing sites. Radiation dosimeters and meteor detectors also re-
turned data. The Apollo mmmed series was a broad scientific assault on the
geophysical nature of the Moon and its environment. In addition to the
photography obtained, expe-iments were performed by the astronauts from or-
bit and on the lunar surfa, and some instruments placed _1 the surface
continue to return data.

The lunar missions resulted in a broad scientific instrumental exploration
of the geological_ geophysical, and physical properties of the Moon and its
environs, augmented by man himself with his capacit_ to judge, select, adapt,
correct, and improvise in his explorations.

CATALOG ORGANIZATION

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) publishes catalogs of data
for the disciplines described on the inside front cover. The purpose of
this Catalog is to announce the availability of all scientific data acquired
by the specified lunar missions and available at NSSDC. Table 1-1 summa-
rizes all the experiments carried on U.S. lunar missions. The coding indi-
cates whether or not NSSDC has data from these experiments and identifies

failed or aborted experiments, thus providing the scope of the U.S. lu_r
program.

5
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INTRODUCTION

This Ca_aZog discusses only those experiments for which NSSDC can provide
data. In addition to the U.S. data, limited amounts of U.S.S.R. ]unar
data from several Luna and Zond missions are also available from NSSDC an_
are announced in this Oatalog, Data requested from NSSDC may be in the
form of film, photographic paper prints, magnetic tape, hardcopy, micro-
film, or microfiche as indicated in data descriptions.

The Catalog has been d:vided by programs: Ranger, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,
Apollo, and Luna and Zond. A brief description of the mission of each "
program and the spacecraft flown is given, followed by experiment descrip-
tions. _e data obtained by the experiments and stored at NSSDC are de-
scribed, and information such as the form and quantity of data is provided.
References and sources of information are provided at the end of each pro-

' gram section.

: In addition, some nonsatellite data that may be pertinent to scientific
studies of lunar mission data are described in Appendix 1. ]llese data are

_: available from NSSDC and other sources as indicated. The principal inves-
tigators of the U.S. experiments described in this Catalog are given in
Appendix 2, which is listed by program and alphabetically by experiment.
The Index to Principal Investigators provides their affiliations, all lunar

; experiments with which they are associated, and the location of descriptions
: of their experiments in this Catalog. Appendix 3 provides a list of acre-

. nyms and abbreviations used throughout the text.

Refer to Appendix 4, NSSDC Facilities and Ordering Procedures, to order or
_; request data from this Catalog. A discussion of ordering procedures is

•: given, and an order form is provided. Refer to the Index to Available
i_i Data to obtain the NSSDC ID number for the specific data required. To ob-
'¢ tain photography from most missions, it will be necessary first to request

documentation and photographic catalogs described herein from which indi-
! ' vidual pictures may then be selected and ordered.

_-_ NSSDC MISSION

: l_e raison d'6tre of the National Space Science Data Center is to be the
,,, repository of space science data and the distributor of these data to the
-f

scientific communit_ as described in Appendix 4. To organize and systems-
,. tize the great volume of data received, NSSDC has a computerized file that

= maintains information on spacecraft, experiments flown on the spacecraft,
and data stored at NSSDC from those experiments. For filing purposes,

. these records are each given NSSDC identification (ID) numbers utilizing

.., a spacecraft/experiment/data hierarchy. Data are ordered from NSSDC by

....:. these numbers.

_{ The Data Center has reproduction services, data viewing resources, and per-
': sonnel to assist scientists in procuring the desired data products. In
- . order to acquaint the user public with the data products stored at NSSDC,

.....2: the Data Center publishes catalogs and documents s_mh as this.
r 4
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Table I-i. U.S. Lunar Mission Data

LEGENn

• All or partial data at NSSDC 0 lixperimoat failed

X Ne ,_t_aat NSSDC 0 Exporlmentaborted

PIIOTOGRAPIIY

f

Ranlier 7 • |

Ranger 8 •

P.anaer 9 •

Surveyor 1 •s X

Surveyor 3 0* •

Surveyor 5 •e X •

Surveyor 6 Me X •

Surveyor 7 Os • •

lamar OrbiterI • X • •

LunaT Orbiter 2 • X • •

Lunaz Ozblter $ • X • •

Lunar Ozbitar 4 • X • •

Lunar Orbiter S • X • •

Apollo 9 • •

Apollo 10 • •

Apollo 11 • • • • • X

Apollo 12 • •Y • • • • X •

Apollo 13 • • 0 0 0 0 ['1

Apollo 14 • e • • • X • • • •

Apollo IS Oa • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • •

Apollo 16 • • • • • • • 0! • • • _ • • • • X • • •

Apollo 17 • • • • • • X • • • X • • •

_tJosat_J also available,

Ylncluded with Itaaselblad data.

llncluded with Phturer and Nikon data.

..............:,_: ......,_. ....._ _,............."- ...........,.,,.,.._............,. ° ...._"'"7--::__:::-:;-'_::'........._'_I-
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Ranger '7 last full-scan A-camera frame taken before surface impact and
not completely read.-oc'.t;the noise at the right-hmld edge is due to im-
pact, Note the smooth _urface and that only one crater (800-m diameter)
in upper left contains anything, Spacecraft alLitude was 5 km (3 mi)
and resolution is 30 m (100 ft),
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: THE RANGERPROGRAM

_le Ranger program consisted of nine spacecraft missions with the ultimate
objective of obtaining h.'tgh-resolution photographs of the lunar surface.

Ranger 1 aud 2 made up Block I of tlle program and were test missions.
They were _arehed in 1961 for nonlunar-oriented engineering development.
Block II missions (Ranger 3, 4, and 5) were launched during 1962 to

achieve rough lunar landings, to obtain some science data, and to test
approach television camera operations. These P,anger spacecraft experi-

•; enced satisfactory vehicle performance but either missed the Moon
_ (Ranger 3) or failed before impacting the lunar surface (Ranger 4 and 5).

_e experiences of these earlier phases of the program led to the Block
:" III missions in 1964 and 1965: Ranger 6, 7, 8, and 9. These spacecraft

were designed to achieve lunar impact trajectories and to transmit high-
: resolution photographs of the lunar surface during the final minutes of

flight. The Ranger spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-1.

B A II

&:
°--. _.._

/

r

:-L ,

"; F'.gure 2-1. The Ranger spacecraft.

L.
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RANalgR

I

Ranger 6 performed satisfactorily, but the cameras failed to opt _te
before lunar impact, llowever, Ranger 7, 8, and 9 fulfilled tile mission
objectives and provided over 17,000 photographs at resolutions not
previously obtainable. It is these missions and the resulting photog-
raphy that ar_ discussed here.

The Ranger 7 and 8 missions provided coverage of the two types of mare
terrain in which they impacted. The first type is modified by crater
rays, and the second is crossed by a complex system of ridges. Image
motion limited terminal resclations on these missions. Ranger 9 provided
coverage of a highland region) impacting in the large central highland
Crater Alphonsus. During the picture-taking sequence, lighting was ex-
cellent, image motion was negligible, and terminal resolution was 0.3 m.
Comparative information for these successful Ranger missions can be found
in Table 2.1.

The Ranger photographs, which are available from NSSDC, provided valuable
information for lunar surface interpretation (Heacock et al., 1965 and
1966), future landing site selection for Surveyor and Apollo missions,
and feature designation of surface detail not heretofore visible to Earth-
based observations. The impact on lunar mapping was considerable (Rar_jer
Program, 1961).

TELEVISlOI_EXPERIMENT

Each Ranger spacecraft approached the Moon in direct motion along hyper-
bolic trajectories and encountered the surface with incoming asymptotic
direction angles witb respect to the lunar equator. During the final
minutes of flight, the spacecraft television camera system began opera-
tions and continued until impact on the lunar surface, i

q_e Ranger spacecraft television equipment had the same basic construction
and operational capability for all missions (KiPhofey, 1966). Included in
the system were six cameras. I

the six cameras were fundamentally the same with differences in exposure
times, fields of view, lenses, and scan rates. 'rilecamera fields of view
were arranged to provide overlapping coverage so that a nested sequence
of photographs was obtained.

The camera system was divided into two completely separate channels desig-
nated P (partial) and F (full). Each channel was self-contained with
separate power supplies, timers, and transmitters.

I0 I
I

!
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Table 2-1. Successful Ranger Missions

Mission Name
Parameters

Ranger 7 Ranger 8 Ranger 9

SPACECRAFT _"

flours o£ Flight 68.6 64.9 64.5

Inclination 26,84 ° 16.5 ° IS.6 °

Trajectory
Asymptotic Angle -5.57 ° -13.6 ° -5.6 °

Impact Coordinates 20.7°W 24.8°E 2.4°W

10.7°S 2.7°N 13.1°S
k

Impact Location Mare Mare Al_lonsus

Cognitum Tranquillitatis

Impact Date July 31, 1964 Feb. 20, 1965 Mar. 24, 1965

PHOTOGRAPIIY

Transmission Time (UT) 1308 0934 1349
to to to

1325 0957 1408

Sequence Duration (min) 17.2 23 19

Quantity 4308 7137 5814

Quality Excellent Good Good Contrast

Highest Resolution (m) 0.5 1.5 0.3

e

_le F-channel had two cameras. _le A-camera was wide angle, and the B-

camera was narrow angle. Both cameras had a large dynamic range from

approximately 35 to 50 cd/m 2 (10 to 15 fL). _le two cameras operated in
sequence so that only one camera exposure scanned at a time, with 5-s

intervals between consecutive pictures on a particular camera.

11
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RANGER

The P-channel contained four cameras designated Pa through I)_, and they
had the same combination of lenses as the cameras in the F-channel. Pl
and P2 cameras were narrow angle, and the Ps and P_ cameras were wide
angle. The primary difference between the two channels was in tlle camera
scan rate and portion of the photoconductive target used. See Table 2-2

: for camera characteristics.

=,; Table 2-2. Ranger Television Camera Characteristics _-

Ranger Cameras

F-Channel P-Channel
: Characteristics

F A B PI P2 P3 P_

_ Focal Length (mm) 25 76 76 76 25 2fi

" f Number 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0

Frame Time (s) 2.56 2.56 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

ltorizontal Frequency (cpr) 450 450 1500 1500 1500 1500

Exposure Time (ms) S 5 2 2 2 2
Field of View 25" 8.4 ° 2.1 ° 2.1 ° 6.3 ° 6.3 °

Target Size 11" 11" 2.8* 2.8* 2.8* 2.8 °

i: Scan Lines 1150 1150 300 300 300 300
Time Between Frames (s) 5.12 5.12 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84

--_

! _le last _-channel picture was taken between 2.5 and S s before impact
(altitude about 5 km), and the last P=channel picture was taken between
0.2 and 0.4 s (altitude about 600 m) from which the highest resolutions
were obtained. The resolution achieved by Ranger 9 (0.3 m) was a factor

_ of 1000 better than any Earth-based views of the Moon.

--;: Vidicons with 2.54-cm (1-in.) diameters were used for image sensing, and
: electromagnetically driven slit-type shutters exposed the vidicons. Images
: were focused on the vidicon target, which was made up of a layer of photo-

conductive material initially charged by scanning with an electron beam.
, The charge pattern formed by the image on the photoconductor remained much
r longer than in commercial systems. An electron beam then scanned tile

_ surface and recharged the photoconductor. The video signal was amplified
several thous_md times, sent to the transmitter where amplitude variations
were converted to frequency variations, and were then transmitted to

; Earth. At the end of the active scan, the camera entered an erase cycle
to prepare it for the next exposure. Twelve P-chrome1 pictures were ex-

: posed between each F-channel picture.

" 12
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RANGER

The tolevision signals were received on 25.9-m (85-ft) antennas at Gold-
stone, California, were amplified and mixed to reduce the signal center

frequency tf, 30 _fllz,and were sent to a television receiver.

Another mixing operation reduced the frequency to 4.5 and 5.5 _lz,

respectively, for the two channels. _e signals were then reconverted
to amplitude variations in two demodulators. The output was the same as
the original video generated in the cameras. _mse video signals were _.
used to control the intensity of an electron beam in a cathode-ray tube
that was scanned in unison with the electron beam in the cameras. This

reconstructed the original image, which then was photographed on 35-mm
film.

In addition to the film recorders, another means of recording was used.

The 4.S- and 5.5-_{z signals were sent from the demodulator to another

mixer that reduced the center frequency further to 500 kltz. _ley were
then recorded on magnetic tape. To obtain film records from these
magnetic tapes, they were played through a demodulator, and the video
signal was applied to the film recorder as discussed above (BiZZingsZey,
1956 and 1970).

The film used was Eastman Kodak television recording film type 5374. _le

negatives were developed by a commercial film processor to a 1.4 gamma.

Television ExperimentData
The photographs from the Ranger missions are stored at NSSDC and are
available as described below. Table 2-3 summarizes the NSSDC data hold-

ings. See the Index to Available Data to obtain the NSSDC ID numbers

necessary for ordering these data.

Table 2-3. Ranger Television Experiment Data at NSSDC

Atlas Photographs
Mission Lunar F-Chmmel P-Channel

Photographs A(wide) B (narrow)

Ranger 7 4308 199 200 758

Ranger 8 7137 60 90 79

Ranger 9 5814 70 88 4b

13
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In addition to the data listed hero, there are supporting data available
on microfiche that present photographic parameters for each mission.

To aid in selecting and using Ranger data, NSSI)C published a Daba User8
Note (DUN), Ranger 7, 8j and 9 TV Cameras (NSSI)C 68-06). The DUN briefly
describes the instrumentation and measurements, the telemetry, and the
operational experience of the Ranger television cameras. A reference list
and bibliography are also provided. It is recommended that this DUN be ,w
obtained before ordering Ranger data (see order form).

Lunar Photographs

These photographs are duplicate negatives made from the master positive
prints that were matched very closely to the density distribution of the
originals. The original negative was obtained from tape playback as des-
cribed.

The total full-scan and partial-scan data transmitted by the Ranger experi-
.: meritsare contained on these 55-mm black and white films of Eastman Kodak

type 5285. They provide lunar views and information on topographic fea-
tures of the lunar surface.

:_ Atlases of Lunar Photographs

:' These atlases contain selected photographs from the television experiments
flown on the last three Ranger missions. _e photography from the various
cameras is found in three volumes for Ranger 7 and one volume each for
Ranger 8 and 9. Included are mission and camera system descriptions as well
as tables of values for each published photograph. _le atlases were repro-
duced photographically to preserve the rich image of the originals. Shown
in Table 2-3 are the quantities of photographs for the cameras and missions.
These atlases are available from NSSDC on microfiche.

REFERENCES/SOURCES

The following citations are annotated with .a-and N-numbers where appli-
cable. An A-number indicates those documents available from:

Technical Information Service
: American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics
:, 750 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10017
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N-numbers refer to documents available from:

'_ National Technical Information Service
_c 5285 Port Royal Road

Springfield, VA 22161p

Behm, II. J., "Results of the Ranger, Luna 9, and Surveyor 1 Missions,"

J. Astronautica_ S_., 14, i01-Iii, May-June 1967 (A67-39_09) "

.: Billingsley, F. C., "Applications of Digital Image Processing," AppZ.

Optlos, 8 (2), 289-299, February 1970. (A70-25507)

" S.P.I.E.J.::i Billingsley, F. C., "Process£ng Ranger and Mariner Photography, ..

: 4, 147-155, 1966. (A66-54496)

_:: Heacock, R. L., G. P. Kuiper, E. M. Shoemaker, li. C. Urey, and E. A. Whitaker,
0: "Ranger 7 Part 2, Experimenters' Analyses and Interpretations,"
:i JPL-TR-32-700 Part 2, Pasadena, California, February 1965. (N65-22162)

' 'i Heacock, R. L., G. P. Kuiper, E. M. Shoemaker, It. C. Urey, and E. A. Whitaker,
"Ranger 8 and 9 Experimenters' Analyses and Interpretations,"

.:- JPL-'rR-32-800 Part 2, Pasadena, California, March 1966. (N66-25046)

". Hess, W. N., D. H. Menzel, and J. A. O'Keefe, Nature of the Lunar Surface,

- Johns Hopkips University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1966.

' Kirhofer, |V. E., and D. E. Willingham, "Ranger 7 Photographic Parameters,"

: JPL-TR-52-964, Pasadena, California, November 1966. (N67-I1817)

°:. Kirhofer, IV. E., "Ranger 8 Photographic Parameteru," JPL-TR-32-965, November

...... 1966. (N67-I1818)
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-r
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: Schurmeier, II. M., "Ranger 8 and 9 Part i, Mission Description and Per-

- formance," JPL-TR-32-800, Part 1, Pasadena, California, January 1960.
,' (N66-16149)

Smith, G. M., "Ranger Photometric Calibration," JPL-TR-32-665, August 1965.
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. Surveyor7 mosaic of the northernflank of CraterTycho. 'rhelarge
_., block is approximately0.3 m (I ft) in diameter,and the horizonis ap-

"-_' proximately3 km (2 mi) away. Resolutionis approximately1 nunalong
the lower edge of the photograph, (7SE31)
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THE SURVEYORPROGRAM

The Surveyor program consisted of seven unmanned hmar missions that wore
.: launched between flay 196b and January 1968, Five of those spacecraft,

'" Surveyor 1, ._, 5, 6, and 7, successfully soft-hmdod on the lunar surface.
.' It is these mis,;ions and the resulting data that are discussed in this

CaC;alog.

In addition to demonstrating the feasibility of lunar surface landings,
_' the Surveyor missions obtained lunar and cislunar photogral}hsand both
•" scientific and technological information needed for the Apollo maimed

landing program. Four spacecraft, Surveyor i, 3, 5, and 6, returned data
from selected mare sites for Apollo program support, and Surveyor 7 pro-
vided data from a contrasting rugged highland region.

' Each spacecraft weighed 100 kg at latmch, was 3.3 _ high, and had a 4.5-n
diameter. The tripod structure of ahminum tubing provided raounting sur-

.. faces for scientific and engineering equipment. (See Figure 3-10 Onboard
.._ equinment consisted of a 3-m 2 solar panel that provided approximately 85-L_

_ output, a main battery anti a 24-V nonrechargeable battery that together "
yielded a 4090-I_ total output, a planar array antenna, two omnidirectional

: antennas, and a radar altimeter. The soft landing was achieved by the
- spacecraft free falling to the lunar surface after the eagines were turned
: off at a 3.5-m altitude. Operations began shortly after landing.

_ Each Surveyor spacecraft carried a television camera, and over 86,000
_-_: 70..r_npictures were obtained at very high resolutions (to 1 ram). q11is

, photography provided information on the nature of the surface terrain in ,
. the immediate vicinity of the spacecraft as well as the numbers, distri-
;: bution, and sizes of the craters and boulders in the area. In addition
/ to lunar terrain studies, the photography supported investigations of soil

mechanics, magnetic properties and composition of the surface material, ,-
..... (Ph_.nney et al., 19701 Gold, 1970; Gault et al., 1970; and Le C_'oissette,
.: 1969). Table 3-1 provides comparative information for the Surveyor mis-

_!. sions.
I

: Surveyor 3 and 7 carried a soil mechani.cs surface smapter (Chr,istensen
_.3: et al., 1967). Photographs of trenching operations performed with the
, scoop provided soil mechanics information. Bearing and impact tests were

.i also photographed, and these photographs provide similar information.
x_

.:. Surveyor 5j b, and 7 had a magnet attached to one of the spacecraft foot-
.. " pads to determine magnetic properties and composition of the soil (De Wy,_,

_:. 1967). Surveyor 7 had additional magnets on a second footpad and the ,
,, surface sampler. Photographs showing the amount of dust adhering to the

-" 19
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Figure 3-I. The Surveyor spacecraft.

magnets indicated the amount of magnetic particles (principally iron) in

the soil and allowed estimates of the lunar soil composition when compared

with premission experiment photographs of magnets in terrestrial soils of
various compositions with varying iron content.

Composition of surface material was also determined from data obtained

by the alpha-scattering instrument (Tu2,keT)-Loh)1970). This instrument was

carried b,_ Surveyor 5) 6, and 7 to allow chemical analysis of the lunar
surface material.

Touchdown dynamics data froh, engineering sensors provided soil mochan£cs

information, and erosion dat_ were obtained from vernier engine activity.

The Surveyor 6 spacecraft performed a "hop" maneuver moving 2.5 m away

from its original landing area. Photography obt'lined aft_,r the hOl_ col,.
tributed to the soil ,,,,chanicsinvestigations.

2O
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NSSIs£ holdings include aJ.1 tile_ ._ltrvoyor lflmtopr:llfl'), , ]tort 1:01 noil muchan_
its _uirl'aco sm_qJlor data, and the I_o,_t all_ha-:;cattorlng d_,ta lfl_t_l.in.,d.
']']le:;O eXl)orinlOlll:S Fllld tlloir (l_lt_l _lro de,_cribed ill the fol Jowl ng _ecc i tm_;.

TELEVISION EXPERIIIEI4T

'l'he tolevisioa (TV) carried on tile Surveyor :4pacecral't was a _;low scall
"',,li_'(mcamera (::.l,,kl,,t,,19(_!);l¢o/..J}_',m,.!Mol21.l/,.a.'l(_.),UjIgb(,). 'Itwas ol_'ur- ...

ated by ground command and demonstrated l,l(;at flexibility, i'rel,lamled
tapes collmlandod tile calllora to take 1)allol'alllic surveys, alld Ill_Hlllal coljl:;alld-
lng was performed when individual visual obscrwttions were required.

The six major assemblies of the camera were tile mirror head, filter wheel,
wlriahlo focal-length lens and iris assembly, shutter, vidicon tulle, and
tile TV auxiliary electronics. The camera acco,unodated scene luminuscuttcu
levels t'rom al)proximately 0.00027 .o 8900 cd/m 2 (0.00008 to 2000 fl,). It
provided a l-finn resolution at 4 m, and the lens was able to focus from
1.23 m to infinity. On level surfaces, the lunar horizon was approximately
2 km distant.

The mirror head rotated 360 ° horizontally, allowing panoramic views around
the spacecraft. Azimuth motion was obtained by rotating the mirro -head
assembly about the optical axis of tile lens (+31 ° to -67 ° above and below
the plane normal to the camera Z-axis) The mirror reflected the hmar
surface images through the filter wheel and the other camera asse_ablies to
the vidicon faceplate.

The filter wheel was mounted above tile leas and had four sections. On Sur-
veyor 1, 3, and 5, the four sections were clear, red, green, and blue. On
Surveyor 0 and 7, three polarizing filters were used in place o£ the color
filters to investigate the polarization of light reflected both from the
lunar surface and from the Earth.

The variable focal-length leas and iris assembly was adaptable to 25-1ma
and 100-ram focal lengths. The extreme stops only were used and allowed
wide- and narrow-angle views of the lunar scene. The shutter, below tlle
lens and iris assembly, was designed to give an exposure of 150 ms, TJ,_s
was considered to be optimum for the lena', light conditions. The vidicon-
tube assembly included a 2.54-cm (1-in.) diameter vidicon tube positioned
0.5 cm (0.2 in.) behind the shutter. Upon receiving the reflected image, a
video signal was produced from the photoconductive target la.ver for analog
transmission of the image to l",arth.

The Surveyor camera had _hree modes of operation. The normal mode provided
one 60e-line TV frar, le every 3.b s and required 1 s to be read from Lhe
vidicon. To transmit lens and mirror position, temperature, calibration
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level, and identifying information r,_quirod 200 ms using a 220-kllz video
: bandwidth over a directional antenna. 1110 vidicon was _rased in 2.4 s

for the next exposure. The 200-line mode required 61.8 s per frame and
....' 1.2 s to complete video transmission at a 1.2-kllz bandwidth over an omni-

directional antenna. The third mode was referred to as an integrating
mode and provided both 600- and 200-line scans. In this mode, the scan-
ning bean of the vidicon was cut off, and the shutter remained open allow-
in_, a continual charge build un on the vidicon proportional to the received _,
vhoton energy.

The integrating node was used for stellar observations and views of the
hmar surface under earthshine conditions. The 200-line node was used

immediately after touchdown and under special conditions. The nornal
600-line mode was used at all other tines and obtained more than 99 percent

:" of the nictures taken during the Surveyor missions.
i

:: The n_cture inforaation was processed by a central command decoder with
: further processing performed by the TV subsystem decoder. The analog
+ identification signals from the c,_.mra were connutated by the television
il auxiliary° Analog-to-digital conversion was performed by the central

_o signal processor. The pulse-code-modulated identification data were
mixed in a proper time relatio_ship with the video signal and transnitted

_" to Earth.

:' Most TV data transmissions were received at Goldstone, California, and
":_ relayed to the Space Flight Operations Facility at Pasadena for data
-_, processing. Overseas Deep Space Network stations also participated in
_ television onerations.

:: The TV images were displayed on Earth on a slow scan monitor coated with

....,' a long persistency phosphor that optimally matched the nominal maximum

,_ frame rate. One frame of TV identification was received for each incoming

_ frame and was displayed in real time at a rate compatible with that of the

_; incoming image. These data were recorded on a video tape recorder.

For photograph reconst_x_ction, there were two photometric/colorinetric ref- 1
erence charts on the spacecraft, within view of the camera. These charts 1

":" contained a series of precalibrated wedges; 13 were _ray and 3 were color.

=i! Photogranhs of these charts, taken at the beginning of each mission, al-
- lowed comparison with corresponding wedges on Earth for photographic re-
' construction. Radial lines on the charts provided a gross estimate of

.,- camera resohttion, The mounting post for these charts aided in deter-

::: mining solar angles from shadow information

-" :- 23
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Television Experiment Data

The television performance was generally good, and tilequality of the
pictures was excellenZ on each mission when favorable lighting conditions
existed. The 600-1ine, high-resolution pictures show details as small as
0.5 rmn (0.02 in.). The photographic subjects for each mission are shown
in Table 3-2. _e time periods of usable data acquisition are from the
landing date to the date of last usable data (see Table 3-1).

Table 3-2. Surveyor Photographic Subjects

Subjects Surveyor 1 Surveyor 3 Surveyor 5 Surveyor 6 Surveyor 7

PANORAMAS !

Wide Angle X X X X X
Narrow Angle X X X X X

SURVEYS

Focus Ranging X X X X X
Photometric X X X X
Stereo Mirror X
Color X X X
Polarimetric X X

OBJECTS
Celestial X X X X X
Earth X

INSTRUMENTS

Surface Sampler X X
Alpha Scatterer X X X
Bar Magnet X X X
Horseshoe

Magnet X

SPECIAl.AREAS X X X X X

The TV experiment data held at NSSDC include 70-nmlfilm generated from
the original video transmissions, mosaics, and digitally processed photo-
graphs. Catalogs are also available for some missions, and photographic
identification information is available for a11 missions. Tables 3-3 and

3-4 summarize the NSSDC data holdings that arc also described individually
in the following sections. In addition to data listed in Table 3-3, NSSDC
has available an animated sunset sequence from Surveyor 3 and 173 selected
mosaics from Surveyor 5. See the Index to Available Data to obtain the
NSSI)CID numbers necessary for ordering these data.
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Table 3-5. Quantity o£ Surveyor Television Photography at NSSDC

Digitally Processed Regenerated
Mission 70-nnn 3S-mm Photography Mosaic 70-mm

Photography D_R SWRF Negatives Photography

Surveyor 1 Ii,000" 88 90 534 ""

Surveyor 3 6,315 28 98 60 6,315

Surveyor 5 18,006 8 49 237 18,006

Surveyor 6 29,914 325 358 29,914

Surveyor 7 20,961 17 56 244 20,961

*Estimated.

Table 5-4. Surveyor Television Experiment
Identification Information at NSSDC

Mission Catalogs Magnetic Tape 16-mm Microfilm

Surveyor 1 NSSDC 68-10" 3

Surveyor 3 1 1 i same reel
Surveyor 5 NASA SP-541" 1 1 t

: Surveyor 6 1 1 (
same reel

(

Surveyor 7 1 I i

: *Series number for document.
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To aid in selecting and using Surveyor 1 data, NSSDC published a Data
Usere Note (DUN), ,Surveyor I (196G-46A) Lunar TeZevisio_z Data (NSS1)C 67-30,

! June 1967). This DUN briefly describes tile instrumentation, measurements,
: and operations of tile Surveyor 1 TV camera. Data reduction and format are

also described, and a bibliography is included. Much of this information
is applicable to all Surveyor missions.

Detailed descriptions of the experiment and samples of tile photography for =_-
",_ all Surveyor missions are contained in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory series
:_ of technical reports cited at the end of this section. It is recommended
, that the supporting or selection information be obtained before ordering
, Surveyor television data•

70-mmPhotography
_ These third generation film negatives are on 70-mm film rolls and were
>" reproduced from the original negatives with a master positive, qllese data

are available for all Surveyor spacecraft.

" The types of photographs available for each Surveyor spacecraft, as well
'-_" as objects photographed, were shown in Table 3-2k b •

, Digitally Processed 35-mm Photography

': The Surveyor digitally processed photography is available for all Surveyor
°'" spacecraft. The photographs are 3S-ramfirst generation selected negatives
: produced after analog-to-digital conversion of data transmitted by the

satellite. Negatives weze produced by the Dcblock and Register (D_R) pro-
'), gram and by the Sine Wave Response Filter (SWill:) program and are on one
;_ reel of 3S-ram microfilm. See Table 3-3 for the number of photographs pro-

=-;'" cessed for each mission.

,_ The D_R program adjusted the analog-to-digital conversion output to a form
:_, more easily adaptable to processing operations. ]lledata consist of 600

digital records written on magnetic tape representing 600 picture lines.
_:'.i Each record normally contairs b84 characters corresponding to the picture

elements in a line. This image was digitized only to produce the negatives.

_v: The SWRF program was applied to the raw image and restored high-frequency• z,

[ data (fine detail in picture) in the horizontal direction along the camera
,.... _ scan lines and in the vertical direction. Pictures produced by the SIVRF

program are much sharper and show more detail, but are somewhat noisier
=:_! than tlle original pictures.

.'r

_ The phot, graphs include views of lunar surface rocks, craters, slopes, the
._.! horizon, and surface instruments.

"' } 26
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Hosatc ltegattves

These mosaic photographs are on 10.2- x 12.7-cm (4- x 5-ino) black and
white negative film sheets. Tim mosaics were compiled from the 70-_n
photographs and are available for all Surveyor missions. 13m manber of
mosaics available for each mission is found in Table 3-3.

Included in these data are analytical, improved, rectified, and spherical
mosaics. Analytical mosaics were made by placing the pictures at their
correct nominal location on a prepared grid without attempting to match
images. ;mproved mosaics present a more coherent view of small areas of
the panorama because their images were carefully matched. Rectified mo-
saics were made by transforming the image plane of the individual pictures
to a plane other than that perpendicular to the line o£ sight of the cam-
era. Spherical, semi-improved, and semi-enhanced mosaics were made on the
inside of large hemispheres and appear similar to the improved mosaics.
This process does not distort the panoramas, as does flat processing.

Regenerated 70-mm Photography

_mse regenerated photogra_ls are available for Surveyor 3, S, 6, and 7.
They were enhanced by computer programs to reduce noise, streaks, and
other distortions. _lis process generates film with a sharper image than
that distinguishable from nonregenerated film. A masking process also
makes these pictures more uniform than the original photographs. Correct
£V identification is included on each frame. _e data are on first gener-
ation 70-nrn negative film.

Catalogs of TV Photographs

Catalogs of television photographs for Surveyor 1 and 5 contain most of
the pictures transmitted by the spacecraft. Pictures of stars, special
purpose photographs that required enlargements, and special purpose shadow
surveys received by overseas Deep Space Network stations are not included.

The catalog for Surveyor 1 was prepared by NSSDC from analytical mosaics.
Photographs used for focus ranging surveys, verification of camera param-
eters, or examination of small areas o£ interest are also included. _mse
are situated separately on photographic plates without regard to location
in azimuth or elevation. Individual frame data are also included.

The U.S. Geological Survey prepared the Surveyor 5 catalog from improved
mosaics. Photographs of models of the surface areas shown in the mosaics
are included, as well as basic cartographic data, individual frame data,
and special purpose mosaics.
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Both catalogs are available from NSSDC on microfiche. The Atlas of Sur-
veyor 6 Television Data (NASA SP-341) is also available in hardcopy from
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) (N75-14665, $16.25).

Photographlc Identiflcation Information

The identifying information available for Surveyor photographs includes
day of year; hour, minute, and second in UT; file number; survey nmaber;
azimuth; elevation; focus; iris setting; filter wheel setting; and lens
focal length for each photograph. _e data are ordered by time of trans-
mission from the lunar surface.

Except for Surveyor 1 data, which are available on microfilm only, the
identification information for each spacecraft is available on both 16-sm
microfilm and on one 7-track, 5S6-bpi, mixed mode magnetic tape. _le data
are ordered by time. Surveyor 1 data exist to September 18, 1966, but are
uncorrected after July 13, 1966.

-_ AnimatedSunsetSequenceof LunarFirstDay

- This Surveyor 3, 16-mm movie film is an animated sequence of 121 wide-angle
; photographs of the lunar first day sunset and 9 narrow-angle photographs of

twin projections that appeared on the horizon during the sequence. The se-
quence is shown in normal and slow motion and covers 1116 to 2055 UT on

>' May 3, 1967. This 16-mmmovie film, which rims 3!_nLin,is composed of nega-
tives received from primary TV data.

SelectedMosaics

These Surveyor S survey panorama mosaics were processed to investigate sur-
face detail. Compiled for interpretative work and included in the Atla6 of
Su_oeyor 6 Television Data (NASA SP-341), these mosaics consist of the best

[ negatives available from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. _lere are 173 10.2-
x 12.7-cm (4- x S-in.) negative film sheets of 201 improved (flat and spheri-
cal) and special purpose mosaics.

SOIL)IECHAI41CSSURFACESAIIPLER

The soil mechanics surface sampler was carried on Surveyor 3 and 7 to pro-
vide data on the mechanical properties of the lunar surface. _e samplerr

was designed to dig, scrape, and trench the lmmr surface and to transport
lunar surface material. Lach operation was photographed followlng its corn-

: pletion because the ]_ and the sampler could not be operated simultaneously.

,.. 28
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In addition to the information obtained by TV pictures, Surveyor 7 obtained
motor current data. (Motor current data from Surveyor 3 could not be inter-
preted because of a telemetry anomaly.) _le sampler on Surveyor 7 also
was used to manipulate the alpha-scattering instrument. In addition, two
horseshoe magnets were mounted on the scoop door for soil composition studies.
Operations performed by the two samplers are listed in Table 3-5.

Table 3-5. Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler Experiment Performance "

Operation Surveyor 3 Surveyor 7
• i

Bearing Tests 7 16
Depth 3.8 - 5 cm 20 - 24 cm

Trenching Operations 4 7
Depth 17.5 cm (max) 17.5 cm (max)

4 Impact Tests 13 2

Rocks Moved 1 4

Total Operational T_me 18 h 22 min 36 h 21 min

Performance good flawless

Mounted below the TV camera, the sampler consisted primarily of a scoop
approximately 12 cm long and 5 cm wide. _le scoop consisted of a container,
a sharpened blade, and an electrical motor to open and close the container.
A small footpad connected to the scoop door presented a flat surface to the
lunar surface.

The scoop could hold solid lunar material with an a_proximate diameter of
3.2 cm of granular material with a volume of I00 cm_ at a maximum. _xe
scoop rested on a pantograph arm that could be extended about 1.5 m or
retracted close to the spacecraft motor drive. The arm could also be moved
from an azimuth of +40 ° to -72 ° or be elevated 13 cm by motor drives. It
could be dropped onto the lunar surface under the combined force that
gravity and a spring provided.

The surface sampler surpassed operational requirements. I_ten the alpha-
scattering instrument on Surveyor 7 failed to deploy on the surface, the
sampler freed it. _le surface sampler also shaded the alpha scatterer
and moved it for evaluation of several samples, as planned for this mis-
sion. For more details on this experiment and its scientific results, s_e
gaffe a_d Steinbacherj 1970, and Jaffej 1969b.
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AnimatedField SequenceMosaics
These Surveyor 3 mosaics have been combined to form an animated £tlm se-
quence. _le mosaics were produced from photographs transmitted April 27,
1967, between 0958 and 1030 UT during surface sampler trenching operations.
The film sequence exhibits the crusting effects of the lunar surface ma-
terial and is contained on one 16-mmmovie £ilm reel and has a running
time of 2 min. _.

Surface Sampler Hotor Current Data
These Surveyor 7 data consist of plots o£ surface sampler motor currents
tn amperes versus time. _e plots cover three time periods: January 11-
14, 19-20, and 20-22, 1968. They include retraction, lowering, elevation,
and extension commands. The data are contained on one reel of 35-m film.
For more details and results from the surface sampler experiments, see
Jaffe, 1971.

ALPHA-SCATTERINGSURFACEN_ALYZEREXPERIMENT

The alpha-scattering surface analyzer was flown on Surveyor 5, 6, and 7
and performed excellently during each mission. The instrument was designed
to measure directly the abundances of the major lunar surface elements.

The instrumentation consisted of two parallel, but independent, charged-
particle detector systems and six alpha sources (Curium 242) collimated
to irradiate a 10-cm-diameter opening in the bottom o£ the instrument
where the sample was locatedo One system, containing two sensors, detected
the energy spectra of the alpha particles scattered from the lunar surface;
the other system, containing four sensors, detected energy spectra o£ the
protons produced via reactions (alpha and proton} in the surface materiaZ.

Each detector assembly was connected to a pulse-height analyzer. A digital
electronics package, located in a compartment on the spacecraft, continuously
telemetered signals to Earth whenever the experiment was operating. The
spectra contained quantitative information on all major elements in tile
samples except for hydrogen and helium.

On Surveyor 5, the experiment accumulated data during tile first and second
lunar days; however, detector noise posed a problem in the reduction of
data from the second day. The experiment functioned perfectly and re-
turned high quality data during the first lunar day.

The Surveyor 6 analyzer obtained a total of 43 h of data. The first 30 h
are chemical analysis data. The spacecraft hopping maneuver on November
17, 1967, caused the sensor head to turn upside down. Heasurements then
were obtained on solar protons and cosmic rays for 13 h.
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On Surveyor 7, the experiment provided data accumulated from three sample
measurements: (1) undisturbed local lunar surface, (2) a lunar rock, and
(3) an extensively trenched area of the lunar surface. Data were obtained
for 48 h during the first lunar day and for 54.5 h on the second lunar day.
Articles that give more details of scientific results for this experiment
are Jaffe and Steinbacher, 1970; Jaffe, 1969b; and _2.kev_ch et c_Z., 1970.

AIpha-Scatterin9 Data

Alpha-scattering surface analyzer experiment data held at NSSDC are the
best obtained during mission operations for Surveyor 5, 6, and 7. _le
data include transit operations, alpha and proton data, all available
commands sent to the spacecraft, and some engineering telemetry.

For Surveyor 5, the best data resulted from the second sample on the first
lunar day, from September 9-23, 1967. Surveyor 6 data include stowed
operations, background operations, and lunar sample analysis obtained from
November 10-17, 1967, during the first lunar day. _e sample measurements
made during Surveyor 7 operations on the first lunar day, January 10-23,
1967, and on February 13 and February 18 of the second lunar day, are in-
cluded on the tapes.

Surveyor S data are on three tapes, Surveyor 6 on one tape, and Surveyor 7
on two tapes. The tapes are 800-bpi, 7-track, binary magnetic tapes gen-
erated on an IBH 7094 computer. _e data are blocked 500 words to a phys-
ical record. Engineering and command data are included with the alpha and
proton science data. The data are merged, but can be separated.
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Oblique view of Crater Copernicus taken by Lunar Orbiter 2. The distance
from rim to rim (bottom to center) of the photograph is 90 km (56 mi),
and the horizontal distance is 27 km (17 mi). The main central peaks are
approximately 300 m (1000 £t) high. (L02-102H3)
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THE LUNARORBITERPROGRAM

The Lunar Orbiter program consisted of five spacecraft missions launched
between August 1966 and August 1957. The main purpose of the program was
to locate smooth, level areas on the Moonts nearside and to confirm the
areas as suitable for manned landing sites for the Apollo program. To
accomplish this, photographic coverage at a ground resolution of 1 m was
required. The area o£ interest was within S ° of tile lunar equator between _-
selenographic longitudes 45°E and 45°W (Le_n et al., 1968).

During the first three missions, 20 potential lunar landing sites, selected
on the basis of Earth-based observations (resolution about 1000 m), were
photographed from low-inclination and comparatively low-altitude orbits.
Analysis of the photography indicated that nearly all Lunar Orbiter program
objectives had been met. Eight promising sites were selected for manned
landings with additional photography required for confirmation of five of
these sites.

The fourth and fifth Lunar Orbiter missions were devoted to broader scien-
tific objectives and were £1mm in polar orbits. Lunar Orbiter 4 photo-
graphed the entire nearside o£ the Hoon from a high-altitude orbit (60- to
150-m resolution) and 95 percent of the farside, while Lunar Orbiter 5
completed the farside coverage. Lunar Orbiter 5 also acquired medium- and
high-resolution (20 and 2 m, respectively) photography of 36 preselected
areas containing features of interest and obtained the additional photog-
raphy required for confirmation of the Apollo landing sites.

With the completion of the five Lunar Orbiter missions, 99 percent of the
Hoon was photographed with a resolution of 60 m or better, which is 10
times better resolution than the best observations from Earth.

Host of the photographs were acquired from a near-vertical mode, but some
were acquired from an oblique mode, which produced some spectacular and
unique views of the Moon. In general, the nearside was photographed tmder
morning illumination. The £arside coverage was obtained under evening

. illumination with the Sun's elevation between 100 and 30 °.

The Lunar Orbiter spacecraft (Figure 4-1) weighed approximately 590 kg
at launch, were 1.5 m in diameter, and were 2 m in length. Solar panels
supplied the required power. The spacecraft were stabilized in a three-
axis orientation by using the Sun and the star Canopus as primary referen-
ces, and attitude control was maintained by gas thrusters. Comparative
spacecraft information is given in Table 4-1.
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.:_ Figure 4-1. The Lunar Orbiter spacecraft.

In addition to the photographic data, tracking of the spacecraft during• and following completion of the photographic data transmission provided .
selenodetic information. Micrometeoroid and radiation detectors also

._,,." provided data. NSSDC holdings include data from the l_hotographic, selene-
. detic, and micrometeoroid studies. These are described in detail in the
:_ following sections.

LUNARPHOTOGRAPIIICSTUDIES

:;-_ The photographic system (Bl_oome, 1967) included the spacecfaft's photo-

_ ' graphic subsystem, the ground reconstruction equipment (tIRE), and the
communications system. The photographic system recorded a negative image
on film that was developed and scanned on board to provide electrical

_2_" signals for transmission to Deep Space Network stations. The video sig-
.... nals from the communications system were fed to the 61111, which reconverted
_" these signals into photographic images; they were also recorded on mag-

netic tape.

d,
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Table 4-1. Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft _.fissions

Hlssion N_o

Parameters Lunar lunar Lunar Lunar Lunar
Orbiter I Orbiter 2 Orbiter ,_ Orbiter 4 Orbiter 5

w= H,

Launch Date Aug.10,1.qbb Nov.O,19b6 Feb.$,lgb7 May4,19b_ Aug.l,1967

Perlselene(kin)
(minimum) 40.5 41 44 2668 97

Aposelene (kin)
(maximum) 1857 1871 1847 OISl 0092 ak.

Inclination 12° 12" 21° 85.5" 85"

Period (h) 3.5 3.5 5.5 12 8.5 (initial)
5.0 (final)

Impact 161°E l19.1*E 92.70_ 22%30°W 83°W
Coordinates 7"N 3"N 14.32"N 2.79"8

Impact Date Oct.29,19bb Oct.11,1967 Oct.10,1967 Oct.31,1967 Jan.$1,1968

The phoZog_aphic system contained a dual-lens camera, a film processing
unit, a readout scanner, and film-handling apparatus. The two lens sys-
tems, one high resolution and one medium resolution, operated simulta-

neously, placing two discrete frame exposures on a common roll of 70-mm
film. Each system operated at a fixed f/5.b lens aperture at shutter
speeds of 0.04, 0.02, or 0.01 s. ltigh-resolution (llR) frames were exposed
through a 610-mm narrow-angle lens and a focal plane shutter. The medium-
resolution (M!_) frames were exposed through an 80-ram wide-angle lens and
a between-the-lens shutter.

The film supply was 79 m of unperforated 70-mm Kodak special high defini-
tion aerial film, type SO-243. II_is fine-grained film was capable of
recording 450 lines/mm, which was well above the requirement of 7b lines/
ram. The speed of the film was low enough that it was relatively insensi-
tive to the spacecraft environmental radiation.

Image motion compensation to minimize smearing effects was achieved by an
electric-optical sensor that viewed the surface and determined the rate of
the spacecraft's velocity in relation to its altitude (V/ll ratio). "H_e
sensor output was used to drive the camera film at the proper rate to in-
sure image motion compensation. The sensor also controlled the spacing of
expos ures.

The axes of the two lenses were coincident so that the IIR fra_._ was cen-
tered within the NR frame. Exposure times were recorded in digital form
alongside the NR frames. The smallest reading of time was O.1 s. Data
exposed on the frames included gray scale, resolution bars to permit later
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LUNAR ORBITER

7 calibration and _vnluation, readout operation markings, and framelet num-
bers for reassembly.

The Kodak Btmat diffusion transfer technique was used for onboard film
:" processing. The film entered the processor and was laminated with the

processing web which had a slightly damp gelatin layer. The web had been
soaked in a monobath processing solution before being loaded into the
spacecraft. The monobath solution developed the film to a negative image

: and transferred the undeveloped silver ions to the web where they were re-
duced to a positive image in 3.5 min (essentially the technique used for
Polaroid Land black and white film). Coming off the processing drum, the
negative and positive films separated; the negative film went through the
drying section (no use was made of the positive) and then to the readout
scanner. It was possible to read out selected portions of the film before

=' photography was completed.

The readout scanner converted the photographic images into electrical sig-
nals by scanning the negative with a microscopic spot of high-intensity

: light from a special cathode-ray tube whose phosphor layer was coated on
: a rotating cylindrical metal anode. The scanner lens focused a 6.5-_m

spot of light that traced a line 2.68 mm long on the film parallel to the
film edge. One scan line (or raster) traverse required 22 s in which the
electrical scan was repeated over 17,000 times. Before it started across
the film in the reverse direction for the next trace, the film was moved
2.54 mm in the readout gate.

The resulting sections of film scanned in this manner, referred to as frame-
, lets (composed of 16,359 lines in a raster), are the basic units used for
:_ ground reassembly. A complete dual exposure scan took 43 min to complete:

less thm_ 10 rain for the MR photographs of 26 framelets and less than 34
rain for the fIR photographs of 8o framelets.

,- A photomultiplier tube converted the intensity variations to an analog
_:: electrical voltage, and the readout system electronics added timing and

synchronization pulses forming the composite video signal. Thus, it was
possible to transmit continuous variations in density rather tl-an the dis-
crete steps associated with a digital system.

". The video data coming from the photographic subsystem were recorded on mat-
: netic tape and also were fed to the GRE where they were converted into
: intensity-modulated lines on the face of a cathode-ray tube. In a contin-
,! uous-motion camera, 35-ram film was pulled past the image of this line and
: recorded each readout framelet at 7.18 times the spacecraft image size.
:. This recording film was cut into 35-ram film framelets that were then re-

assembled into enlarged replicas of the original spacecraft frames.

/
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Medium-resolution photographs were completely reassembled in one frame
from over 26 35-mm framelets. Complete high-resolution photographs con-
tain 86 £ramelets that were assembled in three separate frames with some
overlap; therefore, a full ItR photograph is composed of three frames.
NSSDC reproductions of these frames contain the designations It for high
resolution and M for medium resolution as part of the frame number. See
Table 4-2 for comparative photographic mission information.

Table 4-2. Lunar Orbiter Photography

Mission Name

Parameters Lunar Lunar Lunar Lunar Lunar
Orbiter 1 Orbiter 2 Orbiter 3 Orbiter 4 Orbiter 5

Acquisition Dates Aug.18-29, Nov.18*25, Feb.IS-25, May 11-26, Aug.o-18,
1965 1966 1967 1907 1907

Quantity of Frames
High Resolutiou 42 609 477 419 033
Medium Resolution 187 208 149 127 211

Altitude Range (kin)
Periselene 44 41 44 2, be8 97
Aposelene 1,581 1,519 1,403 0,151 5,758

Framelet width (m)
at Periselene*
High Resolut ion 200 170 185 11,350 420
Medium Resolution 1,500 1,300 1,400 85,100 3,200

Highest Resolutlont (m)
Periselene 8§ 1 1 58 2
Aposelene 275§ 33 52 134 125

*Estimated £rom supporting data and verified in other documents.

tllighest resolution obtained by high-resolution system. Formula is R --II/4b.
(Medium resolution: R = I{/5.75.)

§Medium-resolution system; high-resolution system malfunctioned early in photographic
sequence, but did achieve resolutions of I m at periselenc and 35 m at aposclene.

On the photographs, white reseau marks may be discerned that were pre-
exposed on the film for geometrical and photogrammetrical recovery.
Blemishes appear on some photographs in the form of lines (dropouts in
the readout), sharp triangles (artifacts from film-processing equipment),
and dots, circles, irregular marks, and freckles (Bimat processing faults).
For more details on the camera system and the photography see the refer-
ences listed at the end of this section.
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Photo_raphlcData

Various versions of the photographic data have boon produced by Langley
Research Conger (LaRC), the Army Map Service (A_, now Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center), Eastman Kodak, and tile Booing Company. Compu-

: ter corrections, enhancements, brightness, and other variations were ap-
Plied to the original video output. For example, AMS used a Logetronic
printer to compensate for large density variations; LaRC used video tape .-
enhancement techniques to prepare prints of overexposed wide-angle photo-
graphs, and Kodak used a reassembly printer.

Of the types of photographic products generated, the quality of those from
_. LaRC are so much better that LaRC data alone are announced here as available

from NSSDC. 1]_eyare summarized in Table 4-3 and are described individually
in the following sections. Available supporting data are also listed in
Table 4-3 and are described in the following sections. (The magnetic tape
recordings of the imagery have not been deposited at NSSDC•) The NSSDC ID
numbers, necessary for ordering photographic data, are listed in the Index
to Available Data,

.

Table 4-3. LLmar Orbiter Photographic Data at NSSDC

Pbotogral_hs SUpl_ort ing bat

D .;

..._ //_ /.,_ , _
/ • ' . ,_ q

,--:. Lunar Orbiter 1 39,000 229 IS 1 12 1 9 9
(I12)

l.unar Orhiter 2 32,690 817 15 I 12 I 9 12
(285)

Lunar Orbiter 3 19,050 b20 15 1 12 1 9 15
(183)

Lunar Orl:iter 4 18,09u 54t_ 15 I 12 I _.| b
1 {175}
?

!" Lunar (}vbiter 5 50,00¢_ 8.14 15 1 12 1 t) 8
(208)

• All mi_._ion_ oil same tape, film rue, l, or set of microfiche _ards.
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NSSI)C prepared a Data Om.'_,aI/o_,2 (I)UN), Lzoz,.n,O._q.,iL,,_,Phu',;o,fP,q,in;,., h,t:.,t
(NSSDC 09-05, June 1969), to provide information necessary for selection
of Lunar Orbiter photography and guidance in interpreting the photo?raphs.
All photographic products {LaRC, Boeing, ,_1S, and Kodak.} arc described in
this DUN and are available, if desired, from NSSDt:. The DU:_also describes
the camera system and data reduction procedures. It provides useful tablus
and charts of the photogral)hic coverage of the 1,mar surface by the i.unar
Orbiters, quality charts, and a bibliog'aphy. A i)_,i ,ln_vno_(-c.,_uL lq_//ct,'n
(DAB), 8ta#u.g of" AaaiLczb_L_ty oj" Lunar, O_,bite_, '21/ P;.,,t_,c O,tt,, (NSSI)C/ICDC- _-
A-RSS 76-02), was published in February 197_ to update info_nation on NSSI)C
data holdings. It is recommended that these publications be obtained from
NSSDC before requesting Lunar Orbiter photographic data.

LaRC* First Generation 35-mm Framelets

First generation negative 35-mm film reels for each mission contain the
individual framelets for each Lunar Orbiter photograph. These complete
sets were produced by Langley Research Center from zero generation posi-
tives recorded by the ground reconstruction equipment at the gromld re-
ceiving stations. These framelets are useful for a detailed analysis of
lunar surface features.

LaRC Hand-Assembled Regenerated Frames

Complete sets of enhanced Lunar Orbiter photography, consisting of first
generation negative 51-.x 61-cm (20- x 24-in.) film sheets, were prepared
by LaRC. _e 35-mm framelets, assembled to make the film sheets, were
produced from the original station video tapes by electronically proces-
sing the video signal prior to input to the ground reconstruction equip-
ment (6RE).

LaRC used two e_mncement procedures. One procedure involved varying the
parameters of gain function, signal gain, m_d siDml offset to optimize
detail and contrast in the photographic data. _m other procedure used an
clectronic mask to reduce the undesirable density gradients across the scan
and framelet. Both procedures required point-by-point exposure adjustments.

The enhanced photographs generated from the GRE were 35-m_ positive trans-
parencies. These positive framelets were assembled in a 51- x 61-cm (20-

x 24-in.) format from which contact negatives were made. One completemedium-resolution photograph (approximately 20 framelots) is contained on

*The abbreviation LRC appears on Langley Research Conter data products
and in NSSDC documentation prior to 1976.
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one sheet, and one high-resolution photograph (approximately 86 framelets)
requires three sheets. Because the photographs were controlled for sur-
face dotall, photometric st,dles are not recommended.

MicroficheCatalogof LaRCPhotography

l'nhancedLunar Orbiter photography for each mission is contained on lO.2-
x 1S.2-cm (4- x b-in.) micro#iche cards, _iese cards were prepared by the
California Institute o£ Technolugy (Cal Tech) from Langley Research Center
positive film transparencies. Each card contains up to 60 numerically
arranged images. In instances where a frame was not enhanced, "Frame Is
Not Available" appears in the appropriate location. The primary use of
this catalog is for selection purposes; however, the photography is good
enough to be used for some scientific studies.

BoeingCompanyRevisedPhotographicSupportingData
These supporting data for analysis of the Lunar Orbiter mission photog-
raphy were compiled by the Boeing Company and generated in January 1970.
This version is the most accurate and complete photographic supporting
data available. In addition to items extracted for the NSSDC photographic
supporting data (see below), detailed camera and spacecraft parameters are
included. These data are on one Univac 1108 computer-processed, time-or-
derc,1, binary, 7-track, 556-bpi tape. NSSDC also holds a duplicate tape
processed on an IBM 7094 computer.

PhotographicSupportingData

Photographic supporting data, necessary for the analysis of the Lunar Or-
biter photographs, were selected from the Boeing Company's most recent
(1970) version of supporting data. Both NSSDC and the California Institute
of Technology (Cal 'l'cch)have prepared these data.

The NSSI)Cand Cal Tech data arc both ordered by mission and frame mnnber
and include the time of each exposure, spacecraft altitude, the spacecraft
north deviation, photograph illtgninationparameters, latitude and longitude
of the principal ground point, and corner coordinates and side le.gths of
each image area.

The NSSDC data also include the spacecraft swing angle, tilt azimuth, la-
titude, mid longitude, as well as the photograph tilt distancc. In addition,
NSSDC prepared two brief listings: position parameters and ilhnnination
parameters, tchichare also ordered by mission and frame number. The NSSI)t:
darn were published in "Lunar Orbiter Supporting Data" (NSSDt" 71-13, May
1971) m_d arc awlilable on 1e-nun microfilm aad on microfiche cards.
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TIleCol Yech data provide the forward ovorl_p ratio, the resolution con-
stant /hiRho.qt resolution for th_ frome), and the magnitude of the camera
axis (spacecraft to surface). These parametorg arc not in the NSSUC
data. When extracting the data from the Booinp tapes, where more than
one record existed, the be_ter data wore extracted by Col Tcch. The Col i

Tech data are available on nine microfiche cards and will be supplied to
requesters unless NSSI)C data are specified.

Interim Photooraph-Slte Accuracy Calculations

These data are the results of interim calculations made by the Booing
Company to produce final report documents of photograph-site accuracy
analysis. The data appear on 15-ram f'Im reels. _le calculations in the
analysis through the lOth harmonic were made for various models using
data reported from various stations, passes, and iterations. Some of the
reels contain plots of residuals versus time for various stations, passes,
iterations, sequences, and models.

SELENODESY EXPERIMENT

The instrumentation for the selenodesy experiment included a power source,
an omnidirectional antenna, and a transponder to obtain information for
determining the gravitational field and physical properties of the Moon.
lligh-f_equency radio signals were received by the spacecraft from Earth
tracking stations and retransmitted to the stations to provide Doppler
frequency measurements (range rate) and propagation times (range). The
telemetry data were processed in real time on an IBM 7044 computer in
conjunction with an IBM 7094 computer, llley were then displayed on lO0-
wpm teletype machines, X-Y plotters, and bulk printers for analysis.

Data coverage was continuous while the spacecraft was visible from Earth.
Information was acquired during the cislunar phase and the first several
orbits of the _toon as well as during the extended mission (from the end
of the photographic mission to lunar impact). Doppler, ranging, hour
angle point, and declination angle point data were accumulated duri,:g
tracking and are contained in the data tapes available from NSSDC. The
quality of recorded data ranges from good to excellent.

Selenodesy Experiment Data

The magnetic tapes containing selenodesy data include Doppler, ral.ging,
hour angle point, and declination point information. The tapes available
from NSSDC are summarized in Table 4-4. Sec the index to Available [)ata
to obtain the correct NSSD¢ ID numbers that are necessary when ordering
thesv data.
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'l'al_le 4-4. Selenodesy I_a_a 'l'_qms at ._qSI_C

Trackin8 Data Proco._sor Orbit I}oterminutinn I'rogrmn

Mission and Raw Data Tapes btodifJed Dut;l T_es
Time Period Bloctod lJfiblock%d Mocked Ulil,locked

Lunar Orbiter 1 1 5 1 7
Aug. 10- Oct. 28, 1966 _"

Lunar Orbizer 2 1 7 1 10
Nov. 6, 1966- Oct. II, 19¢_7

Lunar Orbiter 3 1 6 1 11
Feb. 5 - Oct. 9_ 1967

Lunar Orbiter 4 1 ._ 1 8
May 4 - July 11_ 19o7

Lunar Orbiter 5 1 7 1 9
Aug. 1, 1967- Jan. 31, 1968

I

The Tracking Data l'roccssor taFes contain the data in an essentially rm_
fern. The data were converted to a comlon systt.m of units, oriented to
timQ and station, and checked for authenticity l,y the Jet l'rop,flsion Lab-
oratory (JPL). These Jl'L tapes are available in an unblocked format. 'llm
data from these tapes were combined and blocked b v :;SSDC to produce one
tape per mission of blocked raw data.

_lodified selenodesy data tapes were created at dl'L by processing the raw
data with the Orbit Data generator (ODt;) program to produce the Orbit
Determination Program (ODP) file. The raw data were modified b) stripping
the Doppler bias, correcting the angular data, associat:ng frequency with
the nonnler bias, and labelinl,, the time blocks. These [PL tapes are avail-
able in an unblocked Format. :_SSDC combined and blocl, cd the data from these
tapes to produce one tape per mis._ion of blocked modified data.

The selonodesy tapes, both blocked and unbloc_:J, arc 7-track, 55(,-bpi,
binary tapes created on an IBM 7094 computer.

METEOROIDEXPERIMENT

Twenty pressurized cell detectors of O.025-1mn thick beryllium-col_per pro-
vided direct mea::urements of the rate of meteoroid penetration in the
near-lunar environment. 1"he detectors were arranged on the tank deck
periphery. The detector walls were '}.00127 cm thick, l!ach cell was a
helium-pressuri:ed semicylinder with a pressure-sensitive microsivitch
that remained closed until puncture of the cel lts surface released the
pressure, bleteoroid hits Ivcre recorded by discrete telemetry chmmel
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state changes.. The tot,al _^posod area of the detector,_ was 0.,8__ _ m::_ and
2the effective area _['ter shioldh_g by other components was 0.1_o m .

MIcrometeoroid PenetrationData

Telemetry data obtained during the five Lunar Orbiter mi,ssions indicatua
that micrometooroid penetrations occurred on all missions except l.unar D.
Orbiter 1. Telemetry data were obtained until i_pact (see rable ,!-1) on
all missions except Lunar Orbiter 4, wifich c_ascd communications on July
17, 1967. The following list gives hit infeannation and the time period
when hit data were acquired on each Lunar Orbiter mission.

Hission llits Time Period
, i i , _*

Lunar Orbiter I 0 Aug. i0- Sept. 14_ 19ob

Lunar Orbiter 2 10 Nov. 13, 196o- Sept. 24, 1907

Lunar Orbiter 3 4 Mar. 2U - Sept. 24, 19o7

Lunar Orbiter 4 _ May I0 - _lay19, 1967

Lunar Orbiter 5 6 Aug. 7, 1967 - Jan. 21, 19o8

A summary of micrometooroid data from the Lunar Orbiter missions is con-
tained in Lu_r Orbiter l,leteoroid Expe2*Dncnt: Description and Rcsai t_
fPom Five Spaaeovaft by G. ft. Grew and C. A. Gurtlcr (NASA TN 1)-o200,
June 1971). The results of the Lunar Orbiter mission data are compared
with the Earth-orbiting l!xplorer It and 23 mission results for similar
detectors. This document Is available from NSSDC on one microfiche card.

REFERENCES/SOURCES

The following citations are annotated with A- and N-nt_nbers where appli-
cable. An A-number indicates those documents availablu from:

Technical Information Service
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Apollo 15 70-mmHasselblad photo- Apollo 17 70-mmHasselblad photo-
.,, graph (left) with 500-mm focal graph (right) with 80-mR focal

length lens on the lunar surface, length lens from orbit. Crater
Taken toward the western wall (>25 ° Taruntius (60 km) appears in the

' slope) of Hadley Rille, 20 m of center with Crater Cameron on its
layered outcrop of the We:Lver for- rim. At bottom is Glaisher (10
marion is visible as is fracturing km). (AS17-149-22792)

_. of the lava. (AS15-84-I1250)

" Apollo 16 panoramic photograph of the lunar farside. Large crater at
left is King Crater with Y-shaped central peak complex, (AS16-4998)
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' THE APOLLOPROGRAM

The Apollo program was designed to land men on the Moon and return them
safely to Earth. The earlier spacecraft in the program were test vehicles
that evolved in complexity and demonstrated the spaceworthiness of the
launching v_icle, the Command Module (_1), the Service Module (SM), and the
Lunar Module (LM). (The 04 and SM, when referred to together, are _Jenti-

lied as CSM.) The Apollo 7 was the first manned flight of th_ePrOgram_, andwas an Earth-orbiting mission as was Apollo 9, which tested performance _"
of the Lunar Module. These missions are not discussed in this Catalog.

The Apollo lunar missions were informally divided into series, each series

having similar spacecraft configurations, number of experiments, and com-

plexity of tasks. Specific information on these missions is given in Table
5-1.

_e "G" series spacecraft, Apollo 8 and I0, were designed to test the CM

and _| components while orbiting in the vicinity of the Moon. Apollo 15

was also designated a G-series mission because its mission was limited to

lunar orbit. Apollo 8 was the first manned mission to the Moon and con-

sisted of only the CH. On Apollo i0, the CH, SM [which housed the scien-
tific instmtment mo_tle (SIH)], and UI were included. Tasks required the

LM to separate, descend to within 15 km of the lunar surface, and return to
the CSM and dock. Apollo 13, originally planned as a landing mission, was
reassigned a lunar orbiting mission when a malfunction prevented lunar
landing. Apollo 13 orbited the Moon and photographed the lunar surface
as did Apollo 8 and 10. On the Apollo 10 and 13 missions, the LM and CSM
combination craft returned to the vicinity of the Earth, the [24 and SM
were jettisoned prior to reentry, and the CM returned to Earth. In the
other missions, tile _! was jettisoned in the vicinity of the Moon prior to
transearth coast.

_le first three landing missions were designated the '_I"series: Apollo

ii, 12, and 14. _]ese spacecraft were almost three times heavier than the

G-series spacecraft. On these missions, two astronauts landed on the Moon
in the LM, while the third astronaut remained in the orbiting CSM perform-

ing experiments. With each mission, surface stay time and life support
facilities were considerably extended. Mobility of the astronauts was

limited to within 100 m of the LM on Apollo II and to within 1.5 km on

Apollo 12 and ]I.

The complexitv of experiments and tasks to be performed on the surface and
in the CSM also increased with each mission. An experiment package was
carried to the lunar surface. _m package was known as the Apollo lunar
surface _xperiment package (ALSEP) on Apollo 12 and 14 through 17 and known

: as the early Apollo surface experiments package (_SEP) on Apollo 11. Some
of the surface experiments, such as sample collection, soil mechanics, and
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,_ Table 5-I. Apollo Lunar Missions

Apollo Series Total
." and Spacecraft No. of Mission Time Weight Orbit Period

: Mission Experiments Crew Period (kg) (min)._,

?. SERIES G _.
,__ Apollo 8 Borman (CDR) Dec. 21 - 27, 1968 9,979

Command Service Lovell
• _- Module I Anders 88

i--'_ Apollo 10 Stafford (CDR) May 18 - 26, 1969 9,979
Command Service

i '_" Nodule 1 Young (CMP) 88
: Lunar Nodule Cernan (IJ4P)

i ;_ Apollo 13 Lovell (CJ)R) April 11 - 17, 1970 -29,000
:_.. Command Service Selgert (OtP)
i ,_ Module I Haise (124P) 88

SERIES H
:_ Apollo 11 Armstrong (CDR) July 16 - 24, 1969 28,860
!; Command Service

' ': Module 7 Collins (CMP) 88
Lunar Module S Aldrin (I_qP)

F

:_ Apollo 12 Conrad (CDR) Nov. 14 - 24, 1969 28,850
Command Service
Module 12 Gordon (CMP) 88

;_' Lunar Module 10 Bean (l_lP)
t

',' Apollo 14 Shepard (CDR) Jan. 31 - Feb. 9, 1971 29,290
i- _ Command Service

' Module 7 Roosa ((3_P) 117
Y',: Lunar Module 12 Mitchell (U4P)

: SERIES J
, Apollo IS Scott (CDR) July 26 - Aug. 7, 1971 57,7b0

"_ Command Service
Nodule 14 Worden (CMP) 119

Lunar Module 12 Irwin (LMP)
Subsatelltte 3 Aug. 4, 1971 - Jan. 1973 41 120

• . Apollo 16 Young (CDR) Apr. 16 - 27, 1972 48,b06
. Command Service
, Module 15 Mattingly (_tP) 120

Lunar Module 11 Duke (D._P)
":!. Subsatellite 3 Apr. 24 - May 29, 1972 3b 120

: Apollo 17 Cernan (CDR) Dec. 7 - 19, 1972 48,006
'_ Command Service
" Module II Evans (CMP) 119
" Lunar Module 14 Schmltt (I/qP)

solar wind, wore conducted on the surface and returned to _arth, while other
instrumented experiments were left on the surface and continued to acquire
data. Further discussion of these experiments is contained in the sectiou

.... on Lunar Surface F.xperiments.
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Table 5-I. (concluded)

Orbit Perisolene Aposelene Landing Site Coordinates Lunar Surface Time
Inclination (km} (km) (area}

12 ° I10 112 _.

12 ° I00 123
15 60

1.25 ° 106 389

1.5" 100 123 23.490£, 0.67"N July 20 - 21, 1969
(Hare Tranquillitatis)

, 1,25° I00 123 23.45°W, 2.94°5 Nov. 19 - 20, 1969

(Oceanus Procellarum,
near Surveyor 5)

i 14° I00 125 17.4592°_, 3.b707°S Feb. 5 - 0, 1971

i (near Fra Mauro}

i
26 ° 90 115 3.0550°E, 20.1090°N July 30 - Aug. 2, 1971

(Apennine Mrs. & lladley Rillo)
29 ° 102 141

12 ° 94 123 IO°E, 9°5 Apr. 21 - 24, 1972
(Descartes region}

151 ° 103.5 13b

23 ° 100 130 80.8U°E, 2U.Ibb7°N l)cc. 11 - 14, 1972
(n_ar Littrow _ Taurus Mts. I

The final Apollo missions, Apollo 15, lb, and i7, comprised the "J" series.
These spacecraft were twice as heavy as the ll-serics spacecraft and carried
more equipment. Figure 5-1 shows the Apollo J-series spacecraft components.
In addition to tileALSEP, the lunar roving vehicle (LRV) was carried on the
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,,-.,,._4111111111- //"'_ ApolloCommand and
ff FIilIIIIIIIIIIII /I ",_ s,,_i_,Modul,
IIl ıl',|

Lunar Module

___J_ Lunar Roving Vehicle ]

Figure S-1. Apollo J-series spacecraft components: Apollo Command and
Service Module (CSM), Lunar Module (LH}, and Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV).

; LM and enabled the astronauts to drive on the lunar surface, which extend-
: ed their range of activity to within a 3.S-km radius of the I24. The stay

time on the surface was extended, and the number of deployed experiments
was increased. On Apollo 15 and 16, subsatellites (SSs) were carried in
the SIM and released to orbit the Moon. CSee _aZin_nary S_enee Report8

_" for each mission for more details on experiments. These are included in
,: the References/Sources section.)

For all of the landing missions, the t_t lifted off the lunar surface and
rendezvoused with the CSH. After docking, the astronauts reentered the

2':
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CM, and th-. samples and equipment were transferred. Tlle LH was jettisoned
and crashed on the lunar surface prior to transearth coast. The {:St,! re-
turned to the vicinity of the Earth, the SM was jettisoned, and the C_I
reentered the Earth's atmosphere and splashed down.

COMIIAND_40DULEAND SERVICEtIODULEEXPERII4ENTS

Orbital science experiments and science pllotography were performed on the
Apollo missions during lunar orbit. _ S-band transponder that tracked
the spacecraft provided tile data that were used to gain information on
lunar gravitational fields; a bistatic radar experiment determined lunar
properties; a gamma-ray spectrometer provided data for geochemical mapping
of the surface; an X-ray fluorescence experiment provided information for
surface composition mapping; an alpha particle spectrometer determined the
lunar surface radioactivity evolution; a mass spectrometer obtained com-
position data; a far UV spectrometer measured radiation intensity; and a
lunar sounder experiment was used for surface and shallow subsurface map-
ping purposes. These experiments are described following the photographic
experiment sections.

Several types of cameras were used during the Apollo missions to perform
the photography experiments, and these cameras are listed in Table 5-2.

, The Hasselblad, Maurer, and TV cameras were used on the C_! and on the lunar
surface; the ltycon and Nikon were used only on the CM; the closeup stereo-
scopic camera and the far UV camera/spectrograph (Schmidt camera) were
used only on the lunar surface; and the panoramic camera and the mapping

Table 5-2. Cameras Used fez I_hotography l!xperiments

Hassel- 3tereo- Far U_ Camera/ _lapping
Mission blad Maurer scopic Ilycon Nikon TV Spectrograph" Camera System Panoramic

Apollo 8 X X

Apollo 10 X X

Apollo 11 X X X

Apollo 12 X X X

Apollo 13 X X

Apollo 14 X X X X

Apollo IS X X X X X X

Apollo 10 X X X X X X X

Apollo 17 X X X X X )6

*These dsta are described in the Lunar Surface L_periment section.
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camera system (which includes the stellar camera and the laser altim-
eter) were used in tile SM. Because of tile overlapping coverage, dis-
cussion of tile lunar surface and SM photography will be included in
this section, with tile exception of the far UV camera/spectrograph.

_ae objectives of the photography experiments in the Command Module were
to obtain coverage of areas of geologic interest; near-terminator areas;
areas not previously photographed; multispectral, vertical, and oblique -,-
stereo strips of nearside and farside regions; areas ill earthshine; solar
corona; zodiacal light; and to perform various maneuvers for _Iture ex-
ploration and training purposes.

Lunar surface photographic objectives were to obtain metric and stereo
photographs of emplaced experiments and their operation and of geologic

_- samples and their surrounding areas; full panoramas of the landing site;
motion pictures of tile LRV (missions 16 and 17); and DI descent and ascent
sequences.

The Service _ !ule photographic objectives were (1) to obtain photographs
of the lunar surface, stellar photographs, and laser altimeter data simul-
taneously and (2) to obtain panoramic photographs of the lunar surface

: with stereoscopic and mono_copic coverage.

In the following sections, the cameras and their photographic products
available frcm NSSDC are discussed followed by a discussion of the orbit-

: ing science experiments. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary when ordering these
data, are provided in the Index to Available Data. To order Apollo pho-
tographic data, it is recommended that tile appropriate Data Users Note
(DUN) or Photographic Data Packade be acquired. These documents are listed
on the order form. _ley were prepared by NSSDC at the completion of each

-? Apollo mission and contain descriptions of the cameras and index maps. For
the earlier missions, frame numbers and image descriptions are included,
but for Apollo 15, 16, and 17, this iaformation is obtained by ordering
photographic indexes as described in tile following sections. Earth photo-
graphs are not held at NSSDC, but can be obtained from the Earth Resources
Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center.

U.S. Department of tile Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198

HASSELBLAD 70-mf_1PHOT'GRAPHY

llasselblad 70-ram came is were carried on all the Apollo spacecraft. Two
were used on Apoll.o 8, It}, and 13; three on Apollo 14, 15, 1o, and 17; and
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four were on Apollo II and 12. llasselblad camera settings and ranges are
shown in Table 5-3_

Table 5-3. ltasselblad Camera Settings and Ranges

Film Magazine Capacity: Bla_k and white - 190 framo_
Colo*- thin base - 1o0 frames
Color - standard base - 100 frames

Focal Length (mm) 38 O0 80 105 (OV) 250 500

Focus (m) O.S -** 0.9 - _ I - ,n ® 2.0 - ** 8.5 - ®

Aperture f/S.6 - £/22 f/2.g - f122 £/4.3 - f/8 f/5.o - f/45 f/8 - f/o4

Shutter Speed (s) 1 - 11500 1 - 1/500 I - 11500 20- 1/500 1 - 1/500 1 - 1/500

Field of View

Side 71.7" 49.2" 37.9 ° 29.4" 12.5 ° o.2"

Diagonal 91.1 ° bb ° 51,8" 41.0 ° 17,0 ° 8,80

Two Hasselblad cameras were used in the Ct,l on all missions. Iqley were
normally fitted with an 80-ram focal length, f/2.8 Zeiss planar lens. Tile
cameras also used a bayonet-mount, 250-mm lens for long distance Earth
and bloon photography. On Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions, a 105-rnm focal
length, f/4.3 Zeiss UV Sonnar lens was fitted to the camera for OV photo-
graphs. For these photographs, tile camera was aimed through a Cbl _:indG
that had an annealed-fused silica covering to prevent blockage of UV radi-
at ion.

Generally, two llasselblad cameras were carried in tile LN, and coverage on

tile lunar surface was acquired with 60-ram focal length lenses. A 500-mm
lens was also used on Apollo 15, 16, and 17, usually with black and white
film, to photograph distant surface features, tile CSM in orbit, and earth-
rise. Tile cameras were handheld and also could be bracket-mounted on the
astronaut's environmental control unit or on the LRV for extravehicular
activity (EVA) photography. The 500-mm lens was also used for C_l photog-
raphy on Apollo 12 and 14 through 17, and a 38-ram lens was available on
the Apollo 11 mission.

Both color and black and white film were used. Color fihn included SO-308
(medium speed), S0-1o4, SO-lbS, and SO-174. Black and white film included
2485 (very high speed) for orbital photography and 3400 and 3401 for sur-
face photography. Figure 5-2 is a sample llasselblad photograph obtained
on the Apollo 15 mission.

The ltasselblad cameras were also used to perform the multispectral photog-
raphy experiment on Apollo 12. Four llasselblad cameras were each fitted

el
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Figure 5.-2. Sample llasselblad photograph (enlarged 2 times)
obtained near the Apollo 15 landing site _,'ith the SOil-nun
lens showing the layering in the Silver Spur mountain in the
Apennines region. (,\polio 1S: .\515-84-0112501

Idth a different filter: neutral, blue, red, and green, l/sing infrared
black and white film type SO-2,10 with the black filter and black and Mlit_
film type 34111 with the other filters, the photo_,raphs _ere simultaneously
exposed. These pictures provided stereo strips of potential lunar landing
sites.

Hasselblad P__hotographyData

The llasselblad camera photographic product._ available from NSSI}C are listed
in 1'able 5-4. l'he NSSI_C 11) numbers, nccL, ssary f,_r ordering these data, arc

1,2
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i li._;ted in the Index to Availahle I)at_l II(bwevur, heca_t:;c, framt, mllabt, r::t

are ;ll,m noeosulry for ordering data, it i_ l'ocollllllondlgd th;lt the., _qq)r,_-
prtate I),_I:,7thwm, {1,)I;_'or l ttol.,9;lnaptrlo l),tl;a J',_,_haj_, (lJ!'ted oil th4, (Jrtlt.,r
fermi be obtatned prior to ordoriug phot+Jr.raph:;.

. Hasselblad 70-hu,lPhotographs

All l)hotogral)hs from the llasselblad cameras on tltu i\l)ullo lunar mi.s::itm:_
are available from NSSI)C. tt;abin and Earth photographs were ren,_vvd I'm,J_

,' tile film availablt_ from NSSUC, but are available ft'om I_ROS.) 'hu.qe data
include both the color m_d the black and white photogral)hS ol_taim.d tnl

i ' the lunar surface and those obtained during C_,!activities. Each frataL, is
identified by an alphanumeric code, for examl)l_ , ASl0-118-19(117. The first

. : t_vo letters, AS, sta,,d for Apollo satellite, tile next two n_,d,ers are the
'i: mission, the follo_ving three ntnlibers are the magazine, and the last five

are the frame number. Therefore, ASlo-118-19017 indicates Apollo mission
: 16, magazine 118, llasselblad frame 19017.

Photometric and logetronic processes were used by tile l'lmtographic Tech-
: nology Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center t,JSG) to process the black

.:. and white film. The photometric process was done on a Niagara printer,
: and these renditions are the ones to be used for photometric and photo-
: grammetric (albedo) analyses. The logetronic process used an SP-lt)7O
.- contact printer with exposure control and dodging techniques. These tech-
' niquos improve the overall contrast but slightly degrade the resolution.

(See Borge_l and Bai;son, 1909, for photogranmletric calibration of Apollo
* . cameras.)
• ,(

._ The liasselblad photographs are available as negatives, film transparencies,
_-_.-. and contact mad enlarged prints. The photographs generally are very good,

but occasionally there are frames that are light struck, over or tmderex-
._,_ posed, doubly exposed, or showy motion. Figure 5-3 is a sample ltasselblad
.... 70-ram photograph.

:: Photographic Catalogs

' A complete set of 70-ramllasselbladphotographs is available on microfiche
- cards for catalog purposes. (Note in tile Index to Available Data that for

missions 8, 10, 12, and 14 the color and black and white microfiche sets
' • have ber, n given different NSSbC II) ntunbers. Color aild black and white

" appear together in tile Apollo 13 microfichP catalog, and for missions 15
" through 17 all microfiche is black and white for selection of both color

and black and white photographs.) Although these sets are intended for
. catalog purposes, tile quality of the photography is often good enough t,9

: permit limited scientific study. The microfiche prepared by the t;alil:'ornia
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Figure 5-3o Sample ltasselblad photograph (enlarged 2 times)
showing area west of the Apollo 11 landing site. Largest
crater is Sabine with llypatia graben rilles below. (Apollo
10: AS10-32-4759)

.*nstitute of Technology (Ca1 'l'ec11; for missions 15, 16, and 17 have some
illegible frame numbers, _hile thoso, prepared by '_SSI)C are legible. The
latter should be used for orderir_g reproductions.

For rlissions 1S, 16, and 17 c;,l" ;ogs arc also available on 16-mm torero-
film. Again, the qunlity is sunficicntly good in some cases to permit
1]mitod scientific studies.
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Photography Indexes

Complete sets of 70-mm llasselblad photography indexes are available on
microfiche and on 16-mmmicrofilm for Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions.
Information included is: frame number, EVA surface activity, orbital
revolution number, lens focal length, altitude, principal point longitude
and latitude, camera tilt and azimuth, Sun elevation, and description of
the photographic content. At the top of cach page, tlle magazine des/g-
natiuns and film type are given. The indexes are arranged both by frame
number and by longitude in increments o£ I0°. For some missions, these
indexes are divided by surface and orbital photography.

Supporting Data by LAC Areas

These supporting data for the Hasselblad photographs correlate to the
appropriate area defined by the Lunar Aeronautical Charts (LAC) series of
maps issued by the U.S. Geological Survey. Mission number, orbital revo-
lution number, magazine and frame numbers, ground-elapsed time (GET),
Greenwhich mean time (GilT)(which is universal time), camera parameters,
and descriptions are included. _lese data are on magnetic tape prepared
by the Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc., and are available from NSSDC
for Apollo 8 and Apollo 10 through 14. _ley were also published in "Lun-
sort List - Apollo Photographic Data by LACArea," LEC/ItASD 640-TR-025,
October 1971.

Panoramic Mosaics

These composite mosaics are available for Apollo 12, 14, and 15. _ley
provide panoramic views o£ the lunar surface in the vicinity of the Apollo
landing sites. _,ey wcre constructed from adjoining frames of the 70-mm
Hasselblad photography and reproduced as 10.2- x 12.7-cm (4- x 5-in.)
negatives and positives. The Apollo 12 panoramas are on 20.5- x 25.4-cm
(8- x 10-in.) film. F_gure 5-4 is a sample mosaic from the Apollo 12 mis-
sion. Information on the film gives EVA traverse stop number and cardinal
direction faced. In addition, the Apollo 15 mosaics are also available on
three microfiche cards that were prepared for catalog purposes.

Multispectral Photographs

Four ltasselblad cameras were used on Apollo 12 to obtain 70-nml photographs
of the lunar surface. Three cameras used black and white 3401 film and
bad blue, red, and green filters, respectively, m_d tile fourth camera used
IRBWSO-246 film with a neutral filter. Tile cameras had the same settings
and ranges as the 80-ram lens (see Table 5-3) and were mounted in a ring
bracket perpendicular to the CM hatch window -+5" from nadir. They were
aimed and operated simultaneously.
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Figure 5-4. Sample Iiasselblad panoramic mosaic showing flatness of lunar
• surface at the Apollo 12 landing site. Boulder in foreground is ~20 to

22 cm (8 to 9 in.) in diameter. (Apollo 12: AS12-49-7259 through 7262)

• These cameras were used to photograph lunar surface color variations for
geologic mapping and to photograph potential lunar landing sites. The
photographs were correlated with spectral reflectance of returned samples
for composition determination and were used to make comparative studies
of lunar reflectance variation and wavelengths.

:'. These photographs wore supplied to NSSDC by the Photographic Technology
_ Laboratory at JSC. Four cameras provided 126 simultaneous views, and
;_. three of the cameras obtained an additional 16 frames. The photographs
. are contained on one magazine of film.

! MAURER 16-mm MOVIE CAMERA

Maurer 16-mm movie cameras were carried on all Apollo missions on both the
CM and the LM. On the CM, the camera could be mounted on a boresight
bracket. These cameras were used to record spacecraft maneuvers such as
docking, rendezvous, and jettison of the SM. They also obtained landmark
tracking photography, gegenschein and contamination experiment photography,
Earth photography, cloud patterns, and the EVA during transearth coast.
The camera was handheld for cabin footage. (Cabin and Earth photography
have been removed from the film available from NSSDC, but are available
from EROS. )

_: On the LM, the Maurer camera was attached to a LM window bracket to record
descent and ascent, lunar landing, and maneuvers with the CSM. The camera
was also used on the surface by the astronauts for handheld terrain photog-
raphy, footage of the experiments, and surface activities.
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The film magazines carried approximately 40 m (130 ft) of film. Running
times were 93.3, 15.5, 7.8, and 3.7 min at film rates of i, 6, 12, and

24 fps, respectively. The corresponding shutter speeds wore 1/60, 1/125,
1/500, and i/i000 s. The csmera settings and ranges are shown in Table
5-5.

Table 5-5. Maurer Camera Settings and Ranges a.

Lens focal
length (ran) 5 i0 18 75 229*

Focus (mm) lens - _ 152 - _ 305 - _ 1067 - _

Aperture f/2.0 - T/I.8 - T/2 - f/2.5 - T/8

f/16 T/22 T/22 f/32

Field of view 2.1"

(circular)
Horizontal I17.5* 54.9 ° 32.3 ° 7.9*

Vertical 80.2 ° 41.1 ° 23.5 ° 5.7 °

Diagonal 160 ° 65.2 ° 39.2 ° i0°

*Used on Apollo 17 with sextant.

For most lunar surface photography, the 10- or 18-mm focal length lens
was not used with SO-368 color film. The 5-, 10-, 18-, and 75-mm lenses
were used for most CM photography. Accessories for the camera included a
right-angle mirror, power cable, and window brackets for mounting the
camera.

Dim light photographs were also obtained with the Maurer cameras on Apollo
14 and 16 using the 18-mm lens and black and white film type 2485. For
the gegenschein experiment on Apollo 14, the phenomenon was photographed
in total darkness, which was achieved by photographing a 20* field of vi_
on the opposite side of the Earth from the Sun (antisolar axis). On Apollo
16, the solar corona and contamination experiment photography (see Con-
taminotion Photography Experiment section) were obtained.

MaurerCameraData

Table 5-6 lists tile footage available from NSSDC for the Maurer camera.

qqlese films are normally l:iuvided on a 3-month loan basis, although in
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Table 5-6. Maurer Camera Photography Data at NSSDC

16-mm Movie Film Color Film Indexes on
Mission _lagazines m (ft) Type Microfilm

i

Apollo 8 1 30 (100) S0-368 *

Apollo 10 10 301 (1000) S0-368 *
S0-168 _.

Apollo ii 5 351 (i150) S0-368 *
S0-168

Apollo 12 15 488 (1600) S0-368 *
S0-168

Apollo 15 5 168 (551) S0-368 *

Apollo 14 ii 366 (1200) S0-368 *
S0-168

Apollo 15 II 488 (1600) S0-368 1
S0-168

Apollo 16 12 442 (1450) S0-368 1
S0-168

76 (250) 2485 (B/IV)

Apollo 17 12 671 (2200) S0-368 1
S0-168

_- *Indexes for these missions are contained in the appropriate DUNs.

special instances arrangements can be 1aade for permanent retention. The
, NSSDC ID numbers for these data are given in the Index to Available Data,

DUNs and data packages prepared for ea:h mission are listed on the order
form and are available from NSSDC to aid in requesting these data. For the
Maurer footage, magazine number and content are provided in these documents.

Maurer Films

The astronauts used the Maurer camera to photograph such subjects as Earth
and lunar terrains, _I separation and docking sequences, landings, the lunar
surface from the LRV, liftoff, reentry, and parachute deployment. Cabin
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and interior activities have boon deleted from the available NSSDC data.
The films are of limited scientific use; the most useful portions are
those obtained prior to and during lunar landing mld on takeoff.

. Maurer Film Indexes

Separate indexes are available for Apollo 15, 16, mid 17, but wore not cola-
: piled for the earlier missions. Itowever, indexes for the Maurer cameras for

each mission are _n the NSSDC DUNs. _,e separate indexes listed in Table _"
; 5-6 for Apollo 15, 16, and 17 were compiled by the Photographic Technology
: Laboratory of JSC and filmed by NSSDC for catalog and supporting data use.

Included in these indexes are magazine designation, film type, lens focal
:' length, speed of film (fps), and a brief description of the content./,

i. CLOSEUP STEREOSCOPIC CAHERA

This 35-mm stereoscopic camera was carried on Apollo 11, 12, and 14 and was
designed for the highest possible resolution of a 76-mm 2 (3-in. 2) area for
a stereo pair with a flash illumination and fixed distance. 21m camera was
carried in the LM modular equipment storage assembly and was used by tim
astronauts on the lunar surface. Photography was accomplished by holding

. the camera on a walking stick against the object to be photographed. ]l_e
camera was powered by four nickel-cadmium batteries that operated tile motor
drive mechanism and an electronic flash strobe light.

The camera lens was diffraction limited to 46.12 mm at f/17 using Kodak M-39
copy lenses. It was focused for an object distance of 184.5 mm. Other capa-
bilities, settings, and ranges for the equipment are shown in the following

: list.

Focus : fixed range
.... : Apert.;re: f/22.6 fixed

Film: 9 m (30 ft), S0-368
" Magnificauion: 0.33x

Cycling time: I0 s
Stereo angle: 9° convergent
Smallest resolution: 40 _m

_ Area photographed: 72 x 82.8 n_n
Base-height ra;io: 0.16
Particle identification: 1 mm

The quality of the photographs obtained by the stereoscopic cameras is excel-
_.: lent. Figure 5-5 is a sample photographic pair from Apollo 11. _le photo-
.... graphs contain small objects, details of the lunar surface, soil particles,

. )
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Figure 5-5. Sample stereoscopic pair of photo2raphs showing
the soil at the Apollo 11 landing site. The largest object
is about I0 cm (4 in.) in diameter. For stereoscopic effect,
hold at arms length, gaze above page at distant view, then
between the pictures. Concentrate gaze on the center of the
three images mltil it becomes three dimensional. (Apollo 11:
ASll-45-6698A, B)

micrometeoroid pits on rocks, and glass spatter on surface material (GoZd,
1970). The following number of stereoscopic pairs are available from NSSDC.

Apollo 11 17 pairs
Apollo 12 15 pairs
Apollo 14 16 pairs

HYCONC_4ERA

This electrically operated camera was carried on board tileCommand Hodule
on the Apollo 14 mission. It was a modified KA-TA aerial reconnaissance
camera and was mounted in the crew access hatch window when used. A remote

control box and interconnecting cable provided an automatic mode for strip
photography and a manual mode for single frames. Variable forward motion

compensation allowed for spacecraft orbital motion. For each frame exposed,
a small clock showing the day and time was simultaneously exposed on the
side of the frame.

The photographic objective of the Hycon was to obtain high-resolution photo-
graphs of future lunar landing sites and areas of scientific interest. _e
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camera settings, ranges, and characteristics are given in the following
list.

Lens focal length: 457 nun (18 ill.)
: Fixed aperture: f/4.0

Focal plane shutter speeds: 1/50, 1/100, 1/200 s tonly 1/200 s
used)

_ Angular field of view: 1407.5 ' - Swath width was 2.8 km (1.75
; mi) at 14 km altitude; 22 km at 100 km
: altitude at the nadir

....: Frame format: 114 x 114 mn (4.5 x 4.5 in.)
Resolution (contrast 1000:1): A1VAIt150 lines/ram (3-9 m from 100 kin;

' 1-2 m from 14 km)
:. Filter: iVratten 12

=_. Cycling rate: Automatic from 4 to 75 frames/min,
_ single framing
" Film capacity: standard base - 35 m
, thin base - 70 m

A camera malfunction that occurred during tile mission caused the shutter
., to operate continually, resulting in a transistor failure. The malfunc-
: tion was caused by a sliver of aluminum that shorted the system by lodging

in the shutter pulse switching circuit. In addition, an intervalometer
: anomaly caused multiple exposure of the same scene, and overexposure by _
• stops occurred in this section of the film.r

,: The Hycon camera provided vertical stereo coverage of the Descartes high-
" land region on the fourth pass. (Apollo lo landed in this region.) Coy-

:' erage of the lunar surface is from 28"E to 17"E, which includes the area
from the east rim of Theophilus to Dollond _._. Figure 5-0 is a smnple

_'i llycon photograph.

:' The altitude of the spacecraft while acquiring these photographs ranged
:_ from 12.5 to 20 km depending on the ground elevation. The resolution of
' the photographs ranged from 2 to 3 m.

-_: Hycon Photographs
i,

: The llyconcamera used two magazines of black and white film type 3400.
Of the 243 frames exposed, 207 are usable. 11mse frames are available in

:_ both logetronic and photometric renditions.

" l_ae photometrically processed photographs were reproduced on a Niagara
printer to preserve the albedo variations. These photographs may be used
for photometric and photogrammetric studies. The logctronic processing
reproduced the photographs with density quality control through exposure

"- control and dodging techniques.
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Figure 5-6. Sample ltycon photograph showing the area
between Theophilus and Cyrillus with a 2-m resolution.
The terrain is rolling and subdued with few sharp-
rimmed craters. (Apollo 14: AS14-80-10502)

Overall quality of the usable photographs is good, althougll solnc frames
appear blurred at the edges.

NIKON CAIIERA

The 3S-nun Nikon camera was carried on Apollo 15, lo, and 17. It had a
Nikon lens with a focal length of 55 nml and a relative aperture of f/1.2.
It was designed for through-the-lens viet_'ing and nietering. ,\ very llil4ll
speed black and white film, type 2485, ivasused. The ConunandModule pilot
operated the camera manually when targets of" illterest I_ere ill vie_v. ,_lis-
sion objectives for \lie Nikon camera included dila light pht,tography of
diffuse galactic light, the zodiacal li,lht, gcgclischeil:, tile northern
galactic pole, the solar corolla, spacecraft colltliniination, alld tile liarth-
lit (ashen light] l)ortions of the ltlliHr .qtll'fllee. Analysis of c'xtellt_ lo-
cations, configiirations, and ligllt levels <,f astroj,oinical sotlrces can
provide information oi1 the l_c_iti_lll of ilitcrstcllar collccntratiolls of
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matter. Figure 5-7 is a Nikon photograph of the lunar surface. Figure
5-8 is a Nikon frame of zodiacal light expo:;ed during the Apollo 17 mission.

The Nikon camera ,_as also used for the gegcnschein experiment. Photogral_hs
of the gegenschein were exposed from lunar orbit to attempt to confirm the
possible accumulation of matter at tllc r.loulton point. This infortaation
helps to assess the contribution to the gegenschein of light that may be ._

; reflected from the region of the Moulton point. Only Apollo 16 obtained
the gegenschein and Moulton region; the gegenschein was missed on the

7'

Figure 5-7. Sample Nikon photograph show-
ing oblique _'iew of the central peak and

r floor of the far.side Crater Tsiolkovsky
(180-kin (120-mi) diamctcrll with low Sun
elevation. (Apollo 17: YY-57-23852)
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i Apollo 15 mission. Contamination phot.yrqfllv, described ill tile next sec-
tion, was obtained with the :_ik,n camera during the Apollo 11_ m]ssion.

_e: Nikon Photographs and Indexes

" 'Fable 5-7 provLdes a summary of the Nikon photographs th,.t were obtained
. during the Apollo 15, lo, and 17 missions. The gegenschein experhnent "

photographs from Apollo lo are included.

=
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__i,:' Figure 5-8. Sample Nikon photograph of zo-
; :_ diacal light as seen at the Moon just be-
: ; fore sunrise. The stars appear as streaks

:: because of spacecraft motion. (,\polio 17:
'" YY-I00-239(,I)
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'l';d)le 5-7. Nikon lql()to),rilphy l_it/l ;_t NSSIff:

Number of
Miss ion i']lot o_ir_ll)hS (_ual i ty OlJjuct:_

Apollo 15 125 l,air-li_,od _lilky |V_l)', ,'.odiacal light,
I,Imar ¢cli]):_v, liarth:dlinc

aba*

Apollo 1(, It)t) Fair 2udiacal light, t;um Ntq,ula,
t;alactic clu:itcrs, l_lrthshinc,
Contamination*

11 Fair tiegenschein, Moul ton l)oint

Apollo 17 410 Poor-Fair 7.odiacal light, l!arthshine

*See following section for discussion of this experiment.

Indexes to the Nikon photographs are available on 10-nml microfilm. 'lqle
indexes for Apollo 17 provide NASA photograph numbers, principal point of
the photographs, camera tilt and azimuth angles, altitude, Sun elevation,
and descriptive remarks. For Apollo 15 photographs, date of exposure and
time, center point right ascension and declination of astronomical sub-
jeers, corner coordinates, and remarks are provideu as well as the NASA
frame numbers. For each mission, there are some calibration data.

CONTAMIr,La,TIOIIPHOTOGRAPIIYEXPERII_.ENT

The Apollo 10 contamination photography experiment had t_¢o objectives.
The first was to map the scattering function of visible light produced by
any residual cloud around the spacecraft. The second was to study the
dynamics of particles that occur during a dump of liquids and also to de-
termine the decay of background brightness resulting from these dumps.
The results were used in planning the de:,igu and operations of the Skylab
astronomical observations. The first objective utilized photogral_l_s ob-
tained with th,: 3S-ram Nikon camera, and the second objective employed two
16-ram Maurer cameras and a 70-mm llasselblad camera.

The cameras were positioned to vie_ from various windows on the CH and
were cycled throtlg]l a seqtlt, nce of exposures with w_rious Sl)acccraft orien-
tations, camera positions, and exl)o.;ure times after the liquid dump. The
experiment was performed successfully, and 108 usable l)hotogral_hs were ol_-
tained. Because of mission schedule changes, the l_hotogral_hs were affec-
ted by moonlight on Cbl windows, which in turn ;lffected scattering wtlues.

7O
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Contaminatlon Photographs

Photograph'_ of the Apo]Io lb contaMnati.tm environment were obtain(.,d with
dim light film and are awLilable as follows:

Camera Magazine (o_ljmtit__

llassolblad Tr 7 l)hutugraph,_ ,-_

Mauror MM, IUl (revolution 58) 76 m (250 ft.) ul" i(_-nmz film

Nikon X 18 l)hotogral)hs

From theso photographs, which were exposed during sunrise, sunset, and
the transearth coast, scattering properties and brithtness in the vicinity
of the spacecraft may be determined.

Contamination Digitized Data

Digitized contmnination data consist of microdensitometer readings of pho-
. tographs from the ttasselblad, _.laurer, and Nikon photography. The density

readings wore taken at 100-pro intervals along scans spaced 100 _lm apart.

The data are on one 7-track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a
Univac 1108 computer. Each file on the magnetic tape is a complete photo-
graph, and each record is a scan. Record lengths within one file are the

i same, but do vary between files, as does the number of records per file.
i The record length, in 36-bit words, ranges from 27 to 127 words. The num-
' ber of records per file ranges from 11 to 255. There are 110 files of data,

two of which contain invalid data. The records contain camera, magazine,
' : frame, and exposure identification, as well as frmne coordinate values and
_: density readings. Between any two data records for a given sample, there

: is an interrecord gap. A file mark follo_s the last data record for a
. given sample.

TV KINESCOPE PIIOTOGRAPIIY

: Television cameras were carried on all Apollo spacecraft in order to visa-
; ally transmit the activities of the astronauts to Earth. Although some=

geology can be derived from the background of the lunar surface activity
photography, this footage is not considered scientific data. There were

i i TV expcrim_nt.s on the ,\polio 15, lb, and 17 missions, and these data are
t available from NSSDC.

• } There woro two types of cameras for the TV experiments; one was a Westing-
,-, house, and the other was an RCA. The Westillghouse TV camera was used in

I
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tile t:_l,maiM Hc_dulo and timid I,o hm)dJio]d m' ,,ranted -n a brmaket. It I_';,';
ojmrat_d at variable f-,;talW, fr(_m ,1 t,J 4,1 aim hml a zo,)m Jen:;. A 5_cm
black and white vide(_ me;alter, Mi.i.,:h could bq-;mounted -ll the camur;_ _r ;_1

" wlriuw_ lucatioa:_ ill the CH, aided the crel_' JJ_ t'¢_cu:, alld e,_pO;;tlPo a,ijll_;l_
merits. A oral)era rin_I sight _)lso e_lablod the crew to direct the rnmer_
lens at tim desired target.

The RCA eameru could be mounted on the I,RV, oa the modulari;'.cd e,luil,llent
storage assembly, or oa u tripod lllld was Ilsed dllr]ll[_ |1111111' _4111°1-_;1¢t, ,'lcti-
vitios. The I,tission Control C.cnter on Earth, as I_'ell as the cre_v, ¢unld
controI and aim this TV camera. The f-stop could be varied t'runl 1:/2,2 to
f/22.

For both cameras, the straining rates were the commurcial 30 fps, 525 scan
lines/frame. Scan conversion for black and whit_ was not required. The
resolution was 200 TV lines/picture height (limitud by S-band equipment),

-:' the aspect ratio was 4:3, and the range of operation was from b4 to 123,000
lm/m 2 (5 to 12,000 fc). Color was achieved by using a rotating disk dri-
ven by a synchronous 600-rpm motor.

TV Kinescope Film and Indexes

The TV footage from both tile lVestinghouse and tile RCA TV cameras is avail-
able from NSSDC on 300-m (1000-ft), lo-rmn reels. These films can be ob-
tained on a 3-month loan basis or special arrangements can be made for
permanent retentiot_. Cabin photography has been removed from the footage.

:: LH docking and the lunar landing site sequences fro]a the CSII are awiilable
.: along with the lunar surface activities and liftoff sequences. Approxi-

mately 20 b_ur,_ of running time are available for each mission. Total
film is g_wn in the following list.

,. Apollo 15 - 22 reels, 6,90(_ m (22,b59 ft)
Apollo 16 - 34 reels, 10,o47 m (34,932 ft)
Apollo 17 - 40 reels, 11,910 m (39,095 ft)

<'i

.; Smaller segments may be obtained,and indexes are available to aid in selec-
%.'._ tion of segments. The indexes ._rein the form of paper prints and contain
. an identification number, tile time span of data, and the subject matter.
:: The films are in chronological order.
•.,

: PA_IORA_41CCAI4_RA

The OlO-mm (/4-in.) I'IEK panoramic camera experiment obtained high-resolu-
tion panoramic photographs, in both stereoscopic and monoscopic modes, ot
the hmar surface during the Apollo 15, Ib, and 17 missions. The camera
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provided 1- to 2-m resolution photography from an orbital altitude of lll
km (6{) nautical miles}, qlle panoramic camera was located in the SM. Pan-
oramic photographs supported photographic data for the other Command Ser-
vice Module cameras and for tile SIM eXl'erimonts scannillg the lunar surface
from lunar orbit by providing greater areal coverage and hzgher resolution
for given regions. The following list provides the principal camera spe¢-
i fi cat ions. ""

Lens focal length: o10 mm (24 in.)
Field of view: 108 ° crosstrack

10.4 ° along track
Image coverage: 322 x 21 km
Image size: 114 x 1150 ram (4.5 x 45.25 in.)
Film: Black end white type 3414
Film capacity: 1981 m (6500 ft.); 1600 frames

_e panoramic camera was composed of four main components: (1) a roll
frame assembly that rotated continuously in _.he cross-track scan direction
during camera operation (panoramic scanning); (2) a gimbal assembly that
tilted fore and aft to provide 25 ° stereoscopic convergence between frames
as well as for_qard motion compensation; (3) a main frame with a velocity/
height sensor .hat governed the rotation rate of the roll assembly; and
(4) a gaseous nitrogen pressure vessel assembly that provided gaseous ni-
trogen for certain film roller gas bearings. (This gaseous nitrogen pres-
sure vessel assembly was aiso used by the mapping camera system.) ql_e
camera optics system, the camera film drive and con*.rol system, and the
film cassette completed the camera system.

This camera was rigidly mounted in the SI,'.I bay between two SE! shelves.
The camera lens _'as automatically stowed when "off-nominal" lens thermal
conditions were experienced. "lql[s protected the lens from contamination.
The crew could control the camera system, select stereoscopic or monoscopic
modes of operatior, and verify camera operational status from the Command
biodule. The film cassette was retrieved by a crew member during the trans-
earth coast extravehicular activity.

Panoramic Photography Data

]'he complete photographic coverage by the panoramic cameras on Apollo 15,
16, and 17 is availabZe from NSSI)C along with supporting and selection
data as listed in Table 5-8. These data are described in "¢he following
sections. Oata 1,;_,'i,_ .'Cot,,', and t'h_,t,,j_,ai hi_. i),zta t'aa;:aje_ _'ere prepared
by NSSDC for the Al,ollo missions and contain more detailed information and
ordering materials. These documents are listed on the order form. (Also
see McCaoh, 1973..I
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Table 5-8. Panoramic Photography Data at NSSI)C

,(oct ifiod Support Data Indexes Catalog
Mission Photographs Photographs Microfilm _'film i M*_J che _ Microfilm

1o _ l(, _ 35

Apollo 15 1572 _ogetronic 14o5 $ 1 4 1
1572 Photometric
149 Terminator*

Apollo lo 158o Photometric 1415 1 ] 5 1

Apollo 1/ 1574 Hmtometric 1574 1% 1 3 1

*Kodak 2420 film.
%Laser altimeter supporting data (_. microfiche) also acailable.

The areas photographed by the panoramic camera _ere the following.

• Apollo 15 - 180°E to 70°I_ longitude and +25 ° latitude
Farside, nearside moria, Apollo 15 and 17 landing
sites, terminator, and special features.

• Apollo 16 - 180°E to 48°I_ longitude and +.11 ° latitude
Farside, nearside maria, Apollo 1O landing site,
Apollo 17 possible landing sites, and terminator.

• Apollo 1.7 - 180°E to 44°|'_' and 154°I_ to 180°i_ ' longitude and
+_23° latitude
Farside, nearside, special _'eaturos, ,_pollo 17
landing site.

The quality of the photographs from all missions is good; however, Apollo
IO film does contain light streaks, and Apollo 17 film is overexposed in
some areas. Figure 5-9 is a panoramic frame obtained on the Apollo I5
mission.

Figure 5-9. Sample panoramic photograph shm_s tlle hmar landscape across
the hpcnnine I.lountains, l'alvs I'utredinus, and the 3-kin-wide lladley Rille.

ID-The Apollo 15 lauding site is designated by an arrm_. [Apollo 15: ,\S 'r-
9377)

I
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Panoramic Photographs

Complete sots of panoramic photographs are available from NSSI)C. l'hoto-
metric photographs are available for the Apollo 15, 16, ana 17 missions
and were prepared from black and _ite positives on a Niagaza printer.
The photogra_as are 127 x 1220 nun (5 x 48 in.) and are suitable for pho-
tometric and photogrammetric investigations.

The quality of tile photographs is generally very good for Apollo 15. The
: photographs obtained on Apollo 16 are generally good, although a horizontal

light streak appears in the center of the frame. _aose photographs taken
: near the terminator at low light levels are excellent. On Apollo 17, a

camera malfunction caused overexposure in the light areas on some of the
frames. This is partly overcome by special development techniques but at
the expense of dark areas. Many of the photographs were obtained in tile

;-'.. stereo mode, and stereo pairs are five frame numbers apart.

Apollo 15 photographs were also prepared with density quality control (log-
etronic) using exposure control and dodging techniques. Near terminator
photographs obtMned during the Apollo 15 mission are available as a sepa-
rate set of 149 photographs and also are included in the complete sets of
panoramic photographs. The separate set of terminator photographs were
reproduced on Kodak 2420 film from the originals. These photographs shmv
small changes in relief J,l the topography at relatively high resolutioas.

Panoramic Rectified Photographs

i Nearly all the panoramic photographs (see Table 5-8) have been rectified
<i and are available from NSSDC. The central 100- x 950-nun section of tile

.: original 127- x 1220-mm frames were rectified by a process that corrected
\ the camera and viewing distortions. This process results in a vertical
. projection of the lunar surface.

These photographs are more accurate for stereoscopic use and need no fur-
.: ther magnification, qlae photographs are slightly degraded because of the

rectification process, but are generally good and have :esolutions that
: provide useful scientific information. A more detailed description of the

.=: rectification procedure is contained in a Data User_ dote. At o?7o 1"7 Luna?
i.: Photo_draphy (NSSDC 74-08).

_ These rectified panoramic photographs have been reproduced on 229- x
2032-mm (9- x 80-in.) fihn and have frarae nLmlbers that are identical to
the original panezamic photographs. The indexes and supporting data for

._: the panoramic l_hotographs are relevant for selection of these rectified
_._ frames.
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Panoramic Photography Supporting Data

Supporting data for the panoramic camera photography are available on 16-mm
microfilm. SIM bay photographic supporting data (laser altimeter r¢_adings)
are available on microfiche and are described in the Laser Altimeter Photo-
graphic Supporting Data section. Information contained on tile :nicro_ilmed
supporting data includes summary tables and explanations of each of tile
parameters given. These data are applicable to both the original and recti-
fied frames. Detailed parameters are given for each photographic frame and "
include spacecraft parameters such as latitude and longitude, state vectors,
radius, and altitudes; photographic parameters such as date and time of ex-
posure, transformation matrix from selenocentric to camera, direction
cosines, local horizontal to camera transformation matrix, photographic
footprint latitude and longitude, direction to stellar photograph center,
tilt azimuth, and north deviation angle; and solar parameters such as so-
lar azimuth and Sun elevation at principal point. Other relevent data are
included.

A catalog of Apollo photographic evaluation (APE) data is available on
microfiche as supporting data for the Apollo 15 panoramic camera and map-
ping camera. Explanations and definitions of data elements are provided;
data for light side sequences are surmnarized; and brief descriptions cf
trajectory reconstruction, telemetered data used, and constants employed
for data processing are given.

Panoramic Photography Indexes

Indexes to the panoramic camera _otography are on both 16-mm microfilm
and on microfiche cards. A brief description of features in each frame

is given as well as the frame number, camela look direction, stereoscopic
companion frame number, principal point latitude and longitude, altitude, "
revolution (pass) number, and Sun elevation.

Additional information is provided giving a tabular summary of the panora-
mic camera photography, camera characteristics, number of photographs ob-
tained during each pass, and orbital coverage footprints olla lunar map.
These indexes may be used for both tileoriginal and rectified frames. For
missions 16 and 17, tileinformation is indexed illchronological order and
by longitude in increments of 10" progressing westward. Typographical
error headings appear in the Apollo 17 indexes, which read A-lo instead
of A-17. _,e quality of tile microfilm and microfiche is generally poor.

Panoramic Photography Catalogs

These catalogs contain complete sets of the usable frames of tile lunar sur-
face from the panoramic camera on Apollo 15, 14, and 17 and are contaitaed
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on 35-ram microfilm. Paper prints of the panoramic camera photographs were
mounted four to a board and then photographed on 3S=mm microfilm such that
one 3S-ram frame contains four camera frames. The frame number for each
picture apFears at the center of the lower margin of the frame.

The surface photographs are preceded by frames containing a brief descr[p-

. tion of the panoramic photography, the use of the catalog, the technical
supporting data, and NSSDC ordering procedures. 'Hm quality of tile care-

; logs is adequate for some limited scientific studies. The catalogs may be _.
used to order the rectified photography as well as the original panoramic
photographs.

_PPIN6 CAMERASYSTEM

The mapping camera system (MCS) obtained photographs of high geometric pre-
cision of lunar surface features overflown by the spacecraft (Apollo 15,
16, and 17) in sunlight. These were obtained while simultaneously exposing
stellar photographs for precise orientation of the spacecraft and recording
laser altimeter data for determination of spacecraft altitude. The MCS

: contained three major components.

": • Mapping (metric) camera
: • Stellar camera

• Laser altimeter

The fixed angle between the optical axis of the mapping camera and the ep-
iC tical axis of the stellar camera was nominally 96 °, with the stellar camera
: pointing 6 ° above the horizon on the right side of the spacecraft when the

mapping camera was pointing vertically toward the hmar surface and the
": spacecraft was moving forward. The laser altimeter transmission and re-

ceiving optical axes were nominally parallel to the mapping camera optical
axis. The actual angular orientation between the mapping and stellar cam-
eras and the location of the altimeter subpoint in the mapping camera frame
are given as part of preflight calibration data. The midpoint of exposure
of the mapping camera, stellar camera, and laser altimeter was synchronized
to ±1 ms. "l%e MCS used a gaseous nitrogen pressure vessel assembly, shared
with the SIM panoramic camera, as a source of gaseous nitrogen to provide
an inert and pressurized atmosphere within the cameras.

The mapping camera system was mounted on the top shelf in the SII4 bay and
was deployed on a rail-type mechanism when acquiring photographic data in
order to provide an mmbstracted field of view for the stellar camera.
This mechanism insured that the star field photographed was not obscured

! by either the lunar horizon or the St,! mold line. A cover attached to the
SD! shelf protected the mapping camera lens and laser altimeter optics from
spacecraft contamination sources during reaction control system and service
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propulsion system firings and effluent dumps. This cover ]lad provisions

./ for multiple opening and closing cycles.

: A control panel in the CM provided for on�off�standby, track extend/re-

.;_ tract, and imago motion compensation switches.

.,_. The MCS flight plan was devised to provide 78 percent overlap between suc- _.

cessive mapping camera imagos photographed on the same pass and a 55 per-

cent sidelap between adjacent photographic passes. The 'stellar camera0,

: provided attitude information, and the laser altimeter provided measured

.... distance from the sgacecraft to the lunar surface (altitude) in synchro-

:_ nism with each mapping camera exposure• The 78 percent overlap provided

:i stereo coverage that can also be used for topographic information.

_:" Exposed film from both mapping and stellar cameras was accumulated in a
removable film record container. This container was recovered from the

SIM bay by the Command Module pilot during the transearth coast EVA.

.L..o,: Mapp_n9 Camera
The mapping (metric) camera provided 20-m resolution photographs from an
orbital altitude of III km (60 nautical miles) Camera ranges and set-

tings are as follows.

! "_" Focal length: 76 mm (3 in.) (f/4.5)
:. Field of view: 74° x 74°

; ;_ Image area at llO-km

_:, altitude: 170 x 170 km (92 x 92 nautical
i_" miles)

,, Image size: 114 x 114 n_n (4.5 x 4.5 in.)

"" Film capacity: 457 m (1500 ft); 3500 frames

": Film type: Black and white 3400
,,.-': Film width: 127 mm (5 in.)

'" The mapping camera obtained photographs at maximum aperture with varying
_. shutter speeds. The shutter consisted of a pair of continuously rotating

.!I disk,_ and a capping blade. An exposure was made when the holes in tile
_: rotating disk came into line while the capping blade was turned to tile

_i open position. To insure geometric t'rocision of successive photographs,
r} tile film was held in a plane during exposure at a fixed distance from tile
.: lens nodes by a glass stage plate with a reseau inscribed on its surface. ,

The resoau made it possible to correct every frame for film shrinl, age and
°,;,: for any local firm distortions. Fiducial marks, which defined on the film i

!_ the location of the optical axis at the instant of the flash, were exposed
' just outside tile frame format 'l'tlese were required to cope with compli-
•_ cations caused by stage plate movement, and film forward motion uas com-
: pensated by driving the plate _n the direction of flight during exposure.
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Raw laser altimeter data were directly recorded on the film outside tile
image area.

The photography had 78 percent overlap for each frame and 55 percent side
overlap between consecutive revolutions, providing stereo coverage for
most of the lunar surface photographed. A frame covers approximately 165
km on a side. The quality of the photographs from all three missions is
generally good. _le data available for the mapping camera are listed in
Table 5-9 and described in the following sections. Figure 5-10 is a sam- ._
ple mapping camera pltotographobtained during tileApollo 17 mission.

Table 5-9. Mapping Camera Photography Products at NSSDC

Indexes Catalogs
Supporting Data Microfilm Microfiche- Microfilm Microfiche

Mission Photographs Nlcrofllm Reels Reels Cards Reels Cards
NSSDC Cal Tech

Apollo 15 3375 Logetrontc 5 1 4 2 59 4$_
3375 Photometric
1515 Terminator

Apollo lb 3480 Photometric 1 1 5 2 57 21§

Apollo 17 1412 llighgain 2* It 3t 1 bO 59§
3298 Low gain

*One reel of nriginal data and one reel of supplemental data and preflight calibration; laser altimeter
supporting data (on microfiche) is also available.

tVery poor quality.
§Frames with no data are identified.

HappingCameraPhotography

: These photographs are available on 127-ram(S-in.), black and white film
with a frame fomnat of 114 x 114 mm (4.5 x 4.5 in.) that were reproduced
from thr original black and white film type 3400 exposed by the 76-ram
(3-in.) mapping camera located in the SIM bay.

Different types of reproductions _ere madu of tilefilm. For Apollo 15
film, a logetronic process was used in whicllthe reproductions were made
with quality control on the density using exposure control anJ dodging
techniques. Apollo Ib film and a second set of Apollo 15 film were pro-
cessed by a photometric procedure using a Niagara printer that allows
photometric and photogrammetric (albedo) measures to be made. The process
used for Apollo 17 film involved gain adjustments, and both high gain and
low gain reproductions were made. IHgh ganmm (gain) brings out details in
the highlight areas, l,ow gmlmm reproduction is the normal procedure, but
details in hi2hlight and shadowed areas a}-e lost.
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;_ Figure 5-10. Sample mapping camera photograph showing
i: the general vicinity of the Apollo 17 landing site.
' Crater Littrow is the dark, flat-floored crater near
::: the top center. The mountains are part of the Taurus

-,; mountain range. (Apollo 17: AS17-0595)

Apollo 15 photograIfl_s of the near terminator arcas were extracted from
:' the original photography and are awfilablc as a set on one roll of black
' and white film. These photographs shou' the lunar terrain in strong relief
' due to the very lm,' Sun angles as the terminator tsua_rise and sunset lines}
: is approached. Lawl flo_'s, low ridges, and depressions are visil,le. The
'_ Aristarchus environs can be seen in bold relief. Other areas are of the,

L._.Ilanding site near the lladley I<_lle, the ,\pennines mountains, ,\rchimcdcs
and its nearby rilles, l'linius _tnd its rilles l)m_es _,n the nvarsidc of

., tile Moon, and 'l'siolko\,sk)' and its ellvirolls ell the t!ar_ide.

.... _, Ic
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Mapping Camera Photography Supporting Data

The supporting data for the mapping _:amera photography for Apol!o l[:, 10,
and 17 are available on 16-_ microfilm. These microfilmed date give d-_-
tailed photographic parameters for each frame and include spacecraft pa-
rameters such as latitude mid longitude, state vectors, radius, a_d alti-
tudesg photographic parameters such as date aad time of exposure, sigmas
of longitude of camera axis intersect, local horizontal to came"a rans-
formatior matrix, photographic footprint latitude and longitude, 'lircction
to stellar center, tilt azimuth, and north deviation mlgle; and solar
parameters such as solar azimuth and Stm elevatioa at principal ..;Jint.
Other relevant data are included. Explanations and definitions _f the
parameters are given.

SIM bay photographic supporting data (laser altimeter readings) are also
available for Apollo 15, 16, and 17 on one microfiche card. These data
are described in the Laser Altimeter Photographic Supporting Data section
along with geodetic reference data derived from th_ mapping camera system.
For Apollo 15, Apollo photographic evaluation (APE) data are availabla for
the Apollo 15 mission panoramic and mapping cameras. These data are de-
scribed in the Panoramic Photography Supporting Data section.

Mapping Camera Photograpiw Indexes

These indexes to the mapping camera photography are available on both lo-nn,_
microfilm and on micro'_'iche cards. Infomnation given in the indexes for
each photographic frar,e include frame number, revolution (pass) number,
approximate altitude, principal point latitude oald longitude, camera tilt
and azimuth, forward overlap, Sun elevation, and a brief description of
features to be seen. Additional information given at the begim_ing of the
reels (for each mission) includes summary tables of camera coverage, camera
characteristics, and orbital coverage footprints on lunar maps. For mis-
sions 16 and 17, the listings are indexed in two ways: by frame nu.aber
(chronologically) and by longitude in 10" increments progressing westward.

Mapping Camera Photography Catalogs

These catalogs contain complete sets of" mapping camera photographs for or-
dering purposes. For each mission, there are three co_q)lcte catalog:', avail-
able. One catalog is on lo-mm microfilm tools, and the other two are cn
102- x 152-ram (4- x 6-in.) microfiche cards. The California Institute of

k Technology prepared microfiche catalogs usl.ng a technique that provided
careful registry to fit special automatic retriewll readers when a coded
metal edge attachment is applied. These cards, which cont_lin (_0 images per
card, may also be used in any microfiche reader. Although the photograp] D'
is very good, the special registry frequently caused some frame nu1:d,crs m)t
to register; therefore, these emmet be u_ed for general c;ttalo_, purl_o_c.s.
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NSSDC generated its own microfiche catalog, which insured the appearance
of the frame numbers. There are 50 imapes For card in tire ;_SSDCversion.
W]ile Ca1 Tech end NSSDC microfiche both may be used for some scientific
studies, the NSSDC version is to be used for ordering photographs.

t

Stell ar Camera

The objective of the stellar camera was to photograph the star field in
synchronism with the mapping camera exposures and l_ser altimeter pulses.
By measuring the position of identified star images, the orientation of

; the stellar camera in the celestial coordinate system could be deteInnined.
By means of preflight calibration, this orientation was transferable to
the mapping camera or to the laser altimeter.

: The stellar camera was mounted at an angle of 90 ° from the mapping camera,
: carried an f/2.8 lens with a 76-ram focal length, and had a picture format

of 24 x 32 mm (0.96 x 1.25 in.) on black and white 3401 film. The photo-
-'; graphs were originally recorded on 35-n_n roll film and later contact-print-

s" ed on 70-n_n film. There were four naturally illLuninated fiducials. The
fixed-glass focal plane contained a reseau that _'as edge-illLuninated to
record on each frame. The exposure time for the stellar camera _'as fixed

_-:_ at 1.5 s, and the midpoint of this exposure was synchronized with the mid-
point of the metric camera and laser altimeter to +1 t_s. The data are

. generally good; however, on Apollo 16 the glare shield januned, and glare
__ appears on those photographs.

Stellar Camera Photographs

Complete sets of stellar camera photographs are available. The stellar
- plfol;ographs contain the star fields, in a fixed relation to the nadir

point on the lunar surface, simultaneously exposed with the mapping camera
and/or the laser altimeter firings. These 1)hotographs, although free from

.. atmospheric effects, are only useful for selenodetic studies. There are
no frame numbers on the Apollo 15 photographs, and there is somc dirt deg-

:: radation. For Apollo lb, stellar frame numbers are offset from mapping
.' camera frame numbers by +79; therefore, add 79 to the Apollo 1¢_ mapping
: camera frame for the correlating stellar frame number. Some Apollo 10
: photographs have static marks, some have fog, and son_t, have light leaks.
.. For Apollo 17, stellar frame numbers are offset by -18; therefore, sub-
: tract 18 from mapping frame numbers to ol,tain correlating stellar frame
: numbers. The following quantities of photo_'raphs are available°

: Apollo 15 - 3350
._ ,\polloI(,- 35(,I
" .\pollo 17 - 33(IU
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Stelfar Camera Photography Supporting bate

SIM bay photographic supporting data (laser altimeter readings) for the
Apollo 15, 16, and 17 stellar cameras are available on one microf.che card. i
Geodetic reference data derived from tim mapping clJmera system darn are
also available as supporting data. Both of those types of supporting data
are described in the Laser Altimeter Photographic Supporting Data section.

Laser Altimeter "

The ojective of the laser altimeter carried on Apollo 15, io, and 17 was
to provide ranging data for use in determining tilealtitude of the Apollo
spacecraft above the lunar surface. 'I1_etime-correlated, slant-ranging
data were acquired with 1-m resolution and were measured parallel to the
optical axis of the mapping camera. These dnta suPForted mapping and pan-
oramic photography, provided precision ultit::de data for other orbital ex-
periments, and related and defined lunar topographic features with 15-m
resolution for a better definition of lunar shape. They were also used in
conjunction with tracking data to improve lunar orbital calculations.

The altimeter operated in the following two modes.

• The coupled mode with the mapping cmuera caused the altimeter
to automatically emit a laser pulse corresponding to the midframe
ranging (approximately 1 range pulse every 24 s).

• The decoupled mode allowed for independent ranging measurements
(solo operation), one firing every 20 s, M_en the mapping camera
was inoperative.

In the coupled mode, the ruby laser was activated Mien a ._ignal _'as re-
ceived from the mapping camera, and the light l)ul._e :..Js transferred to the
transmission optics that had an angular field of 3,_L "_d illuminating an
area 33 m in diameter on the lunar surface from the n, ,1 altitude of
110 kin. A portion of the output was used tu start t}_c r,n._e counting clock.
The return pulse reflected from the lunar surface _u_s applied to the I)ho -
tomultiplier tube through the receiver telescnpe, _d_ich had an angular fieht
of 200 _rad. The output of the photomultipli, c stopped the range counter,
which measured 6.67-ns intervals (equivalent to a 1-_11round trip). The
altitude was recorded both on the mapping camera film and in the space-
craft data system. Frequency of data transmission was 3 data points/rain
when the mapping camera was off and 2.5 data points/rain _d_en on.

Performance of the altimeter on the three missions was the following.

• Apollo 15 - 682 firings - Operated normalty until revolution 24,
partially until revolution 38, and was
then inoperat ire.
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• Apollo 16 - 2372 firings - Measuremm}t:._were obta}nc-d "Jr,ring rev-
olutionq 3, ,t, 17, 18, 28, _') ?.7-39
,t7, ,18, b(}, {}lid ()3, Overall velJ:.,bi!ity
WI}S (_4 ]}orCOllt; IlliP;l,_l}roIIIOllt,% Illlido _tl+ 51)

percent reliability to revoltltiorl (}('; b,Y
revolv.t[on 03 reliM)ility w;Is S ]}el'ten1.

• Apollo 17 - 402() firings - MOllSLlrOmol}tswore obtained dUl'illg t'eV- am"

olutions 1, 2, 13-15, 23, 24, 27-29,
38, 3tJ, 49, 02, 03, mid b5-74. Cumpletu
sets of data containing measurements for
the entire circ_nference in the orbital

plane were obtuined, The instrument

operated normally througlmut the mssion,

Laser Altimeter Incidence Data

Reducad and analyzed altimeter incidence data are available on one 7-track, ..
800-bpi, BCD magnetic tape created on a CDC-O40C computer. There are three
files on the tape: two for Apollo 1S and one for Apollo 17. A decimal
dump of this tape is supplied on microfiche with the magnetic tape as sup-
porting material and includes some Apollo 1_ data (less than one orbit:
part of orbit 17 and part of 18). The data tape includes: mission, thnc
of observation_ tabulatiou of the laser incidence coordinates determined
and their associated covariance data (where deriwtblc) in a sclenograpbic
reference frame, and estimatcs with associated uncertainties for (1) lunar
radius, (2) offset of the center of figure from the center of mass, and
(3) the best fitting geometry parameters for each lunar profile.

_le data available for Apollo lfi were obtained on July 30, 1971, during
orbits 1S and 21. These data are complete for both revolutions. The
available Apollo 17 data are for revolutions 65 and 60 and were obtained
on DecQmbcr 1S, 1972.

Laser Altimeter Photographic Supporting Data

SIM bay photographic SUl.?orting data for the Apollo IS, It,, and 17 panora-
mic camera and tile mappin_ camera system (which includes tile stellar camera
and the laser altimeter) are available on microfiche. These data correlate
the laser altimeter readings to the ._lt:S and panoramic camera photography
and include ])remission al}d mission camera calibrations, exposure t ivu,s of
each photogral)h, and a brief sununary o_ mission results f._r timsc experi-
ments, l'hotegraphic ephemertdes, ,\polio 17 timing system and (;_,1'1'conver-
sion, and [)urrl_ and other events are also given.
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AI:;o aw_i labie a_ _mppm-ting data for Apol Io 15, lh, and 17 mal:pinj: cm,ura
'W:;toms is tile final repm't on tile aelcumcentri¢ geodetic refer_,ncL, :-;)'stem
that lncludo_-; terrain and oxpor;uro ate|ion lmsition tab|f!:,. 'i'hi;; report
is supplied on miernfiche. The data in the geodetic rcl'ervn_'c., d-cumuata_

; tiorl¢ll.eb¢l_-_edon d¢it¢1rl'nlllthe mapping Calllel'_lIslzi_tt,tll, 11,.Ic.rr;_i,po.;i-
-:, t ions were derived from photogrnllllnetri¢ tt, c'llll,iqllt,.'-; tlsillH Jll_lp]_il}/icm:l,_,ra
_ photographs_ altimeter data, and t;tt, llar calllel'a at|it.de data. I,._l,lml|r_,

station points were ol)talned I'ro,i |racking data. The lU'-cednre:: u:sed are --.
) des(:ribed ill the te:xt. The terrain and _,xpo._;ure l)uint table:; inclLide
= point number; Cartesian X, Y, and 2; positions; and spherical p_)sition as

,i. latitude_ longitude, and rudial, bl_q_s ¢lcCOmlmny the turrain lUJint talkie.q.

__., S..BANDTRAIISPOIIDER

Tl,e S-band transponder, which was carried on thu .,\polio 12 and ld through
17 missions_ measured the gravitational field to provide inl'ormation on

" the lunar mass distribution and its correlation with surface features.
The lunar gravitational field was measured by observing the dynamic motion
of _he spacecraft in free-fall orbits.

The observational data were the precise Earth-based radio tracking measure-
, remits used initially for real-time navigation, llowever, these line-of-

sight velocity measurements could only be obtained while the spacecraft
was in view of the l!arth; therefore_ no far_ide data are awlilable. The
data _.;ere derived from radio trtlcking data in the following manner. ,\
211S-Mtlz radio signal was transmitted from the Earth to the spacecraft
where 2tt was multipl£ed by a factor of .4t./..1 and retransmitted to Earth
at the new frequency, On the E-_rth, the initial transmitted frequency,

. multiplied by 240/221, was subtracted from the spacecraft signal. The
, resulting cycle count differences _'ere recorded, along with the time at
" which they were measured. Because the fractional part of a cycle count
" was measured, the resoltttion was 0,01 llz_ or O.b lmn/s.

t'" S-band transponde/ data were also obtal,,,,u from the L,'.Ion :\polio 12 14
-:. and 17 and on the subsatellites on .\pello IS and lt_ in the same manner.

New detailed gravity measurements of many near.side features such as Coper-
, nicus, Sinus bledii, and blare Fecunditatis were obtained from S-band trans-

•: ponder data.
L,,

-.. S-Band Transponder Data
'.' t

_. Because the data From the subsatellites [SSs} and l_.ls are included with
the tim data, these art. described in this section. Table S-IO shtnss the

._: d:;ta stored at NSSDC. NSSDC ll) Immbers_ neces._,ary M_c'n ordering data,
.: ¢n'e provided in the Index to Available l);_ta.

. .s'
t,
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.. Tab]u 5-1(). S-I_and Tr:ln!_p(mdor .','c,-']crati(m l)Hta ;it NS'_I,(.

AII;I 1y"t:d
Jla|a 01i Pl()t'; (111

M] :;:; ion 'rh,_ l'criod l_elJ)arl,_; L1;)gj|e_ic t,li cr.)l'} Ijn
'l'al)C_; Reel :; ^

Apollo 1:
.; CSH Nov. lt), 19(¢.1 Orbit m_hfl)et I,I I

LH Nov. Lg, l'.)_)t.) l)escent data and
,: Crash data
. (corrupted) 1

, Apollo 1.l
; CSM Fob. a-5) i_)71 Orbits 3-5, 7, 8,
_" IU, ii) 13, I,I I 1
'" Llq I'cb. 7, 1971 Crash data 1

Apollo 15

d CSB! July 30-31, 1(.)71 Orbits 3-11, 1(,
..... July 50 - Aug. 4,
,;." 1971 Orbits 15-70 2 2
i SS Nov. 30, 1971-

Feb. 25, 1973 3 5

t"

...... Apol lo Io
:. CSM .\pr. 21'=21, 1972 it) orbits

_". (not speci fled) 2 l
") 12SS _lay .-19, 1972 1 1

e

Apollo 17
CSH Dec. Ii-12, I_)7_. - i0 orbits

(not specified) 2 i

.... LH [lec. 15, 1972 1 L1 mtfiche)

*Seven reels total.

. Acceleration Data

__,' These S-band t:'unsl)onder data, received from the experimenter) are ana-
lyz:d data listed un l(,-mm microfi lm and ,,n magnetic tapes for the Apol lo
12 and ld througt_ 17 tJSMs; the Apollo 12) 1,1) tlitd 17 l?.ls; and Apollo 1S
and lO SSs. Time and the Doppler residual are included° 'li)ne is in (1)
C._t'l', (2) minutes, (3) mintttes since the reference epoch, und (.1) minutes
on the associated plot for that particular data point. 'll:e l)oPl)lcr resid-
ual (in Iiz) was calculated from a theoretical model containing (11 plan-
ctary perturbations, (2/ Earth rotatitm, (3) precise station lot:alit)ll:;,

.' L •
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(,I)tropospheric model, and (5) precise station transit times removed from
tileretilrnedsignal. Also listed are spacecraft altitude, spacecraft se-
lenographic latitude and longitude, theoretical value of the Doppler shift
calculated by the spline program used in the least squares fit, accelera-
tion determined by analytic differentiation of the spline at the reference
point, and a residual in llz. Good data show an r_ts residual of about
•_-:0.005 lit. Iit the cases of the lAis, the data cover the tbt descent (10-_
and 1-s resolutions) and the I2! ascent stage crashes. (l:or Apollo 12, LM
crash data were corrupted by rocket firings.)

On the microfilm, the first four pages for each orbit printout contain
selected program parameters. An article published in Science that reports
some data results is also included with the microfilrped data as is the
program used to analyze these data.

The identical data are also available on 7-track magnetic tapes written in
BCD at 800 bpi. The data include the subsatellite lunar latitude and ion-
gitude in 2° increments and the acceleration in n_/s2 or llz. qlleApollo
17 data also lists the spline fit for the Doppler residual. The data are
time ordered, although time is not listed explicitly.

BISTATIC RADAR

The bistatic radar experiment utilized the S-hand (13 cm) and very high
frequency (116 cm) transmitters on the CSMs o£ Apollo 14, 15, and 16. The
CSM was oriented to direct the transmissions ":o an area from 5 to 10 km in
, --_tF.r on the lunar surface. The radio sigaals reflected from the lunar

•"- . _ received on Earth in a manner that preserved the frequency,
, ., :ation, and amplitude information. Differences between the

eristics of the echoes from the lunar surface were used in
.' th scattering theory to derive quantitative inferences about

th ,. lunar properties inferred were the dielectric constant, the
average s,upe and slope probability, density, small scale surface rough-
ness, and embedded rocks to a depth of 20 m.

Bistatic Radar Data

Data available from NSSDC, described in the following sections, are on mag-
netic tape in the form o£ reduced short-time averages for the 13-cm and

ll6-cm observations. _mse tapes are referred to by the experimenters asJM Doptrack tapes. Combined 13-cm and ll6-cm observatioa data, derived
from the JH Doptrack tapes, are also available. _mse tapes are referred
to by the experimenter as integral tapes. Table 5-11 lists the number of
magnetic tapes available for each type of data. When ordering these data,
refer to the Index to Available Data to obtain the NSSDC ID numbers neces-

A sary for satisfactory request completion.
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Table 5-II. IHstatic Radar Data at NSSDC on Magnetic Tape

llateof Reduced Short-Time Averages
_liss_on Obscrwltion 13-cm 116-cm Combined Data*

i

Apollo 14 Feb, 6, 1971 1 1 1

Apollo 15 Aug. 1, 1971 2 1 1 _"

Apollo iO Apr. 23, 1972 2 1 1

*All combined data on one magnetic tape.

Reduced Short-Time Averaqes

'l_esedata are on 9-track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes hTitten in XDS
Sigma S machine images. _te 13-cm and 116-cm data have _; corrected for
instrumental effects, but are unedited. _e tapes include observations
merged with trajectory data and certain ancillary data computed from the
trajectory.

Each tape file contains a header record followed by many data records.
_qleheader record includes a file identifier, the date the data were taken,
the time increment bet_een the midpoints of each data-averaging frame, and
the number of records following the header record.

The data records are grouped in frames of six records each. The f_rst five
records contain observational data, and the sixth contains ephemeris data.
_le five data record_ in each frame contain elements o£ the coherency ma-
trix (J). Record I contains Jll (K), record 2 contains JZ2 (K), record 3
contains the real part of J12 (K), record 4 has the imaginary part of J12

:'=.. (K), and record 5 has the fractional polarization of the received signal.
Record 6 of each data frame lists UT2 at the midpoint of the frame, the

_. reflected Doppler shift minus the direct Doppler shift, the predicted band-
_ width for an rms surface slope o_ 0.I, the angle of incidence, the space-

craft altitude and speed, the radar cross-section predicted for a smooth
.. conducting Moon, the radar cross-section divided by the receiver power, as

well as the components of selenographic unit position vectors for the posi-
' tion and velocity of,_].lespacecraft, the vector for the position of the

specular point, and the vector from the center of the Moon to the center
", of the Earth, Also included are the selenographic latitude an,l longitude

,. for the spacecraft and specular point positions, the component of the
, . Doppler shift relevant to the Earthts rotation_ the total Doppler shift of

the reflected signal_ tile speed of the specular point on the surface of
the _loonj vehicle look angle to Earth_ and Euler angles of local horizon
coordinates.
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_e combined data are complete sets of analyzed data records derived front
the reduced data records (the JH boptraek tapes) and are referred to as
the integral tapes by the experimenters. These data were received from
the experimenters and are on 9-track, 800-bpi, binary tapes written in XI)S
Sigma 5 machine imagos. The data contain certain properties of the reduced
data as well as inferred properties of the lunar surface.

Each tape file is composed of one header record followed by many data ,b
records. Each header record contains a file identifier, the date data were
taken, the time increment between the midpoints of each data-averaging
frame, and the number of data records following the header record. Data
records include the polarized power, normalized power, unpolarized power,
equivalent bandwidth, normalized absolute moment bandwidth, normalized
second moment bandwidth, centroid of the echo spectrum, rms slope inferred
from equivalent area bandwidth, handscaled half-power echo bandwidth, a
data validity flag, spacecraft antenna gain (or zero), and all the ephem-
eris and ancillary data contained on data record six in each dat_ frame of
the reduced short-time averaged data tapes.

GAIR,_-RAYSPECTROMETER

The gamma-ray spectrometer _s carried on the CSH on Apollo 15 and 16. It
was used to conduct geochemical mapping o£ the lunar surface by observing
the emitted gamma-ray radiation. In addition, during the transearth coast
phase o£ the mission, this experiment was used for gm,uua-ray astronomy.
The instrument consisted of a 7- by 7-cm thallium-activated sodium iodide
scintillation crystal enclosed in a plastic scintillator shield. _e
_hield was placed in anticoincidence with the sodium iodide crystal to
eliminate counting events caused by charged particles. In normal opera-
tion, the instrument was deployed on a 7.6-m boom, which reduced its re-
sponse to cosmic-ray interactions and radioactive sources in the s_acecraft.
The instrument responded to g_mma rays from 0.5 to 30 MeV and had an energy
resolution o£ approximately 8 percent. _ae angular resolution of the lunar
surface was approximately 2* to 3* or 70 km.

The experiment on Apollo 15 operated from July 28 _o August 7, 1971, and on
Apollo 16 from April 20 to 27, 1972. Some e:,_rgy resolution problems oc-
curred during the Apollo 15 mission. NSSDC has data for the Apollo 15 mis-
sion only. Refer to the Index to Available Data to obtain the NSSDC ID

k numbers necessary for ordering these data.

! "Gamma-RaySpectrometerMergedData

Forty-four magnetic tapes containing merged spectrometer data from Apollo
15 are available from NSSDC. These tapes are 7-track, 800-bpi, IBb| 7094,
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binary tapes tvith 3e-bit words and unblocked records that contain mixed
data. The data are written in a repeating series of four records and con=
tain the folIowinp,information.

• Record 1 - l'rajectory parameters: t;M'I', hmar coo;dinates, etc.

• Record 2 - t;amma-ray and X-ray spectrometer parameters: t;MTof ,,,
ground receipt, SIM bay teml)er:,turc , engineering flags,
etc.

• Record 3 - llousekeel)ingparameters: electronics, detector, and
boom temperatures; boom position; etc.

• Record 4 - Ganmm-ray spectrometer data: G}.l'r,counts measured in
channels 0 to 511 at 3.2708-s intervals.

The data were obtained between July 28 _md August b, 1971.

Gama-Ray, Count Rate Data

These gmmna-ray count rate data from the Apollo 15 mission are on one
16-ramreel of m£crofilm. 'llaeyare in the form of latitude-longitude ma-
trix tables prepared by sununing 2° x 2 ° areas of th_ lunar surface over-
flown by the Apollo 15 CS_t. The stnnmed counting rates are for 20 energy
intervals rm,ging from 0.334-0.571 MeV to 0.37-8.00 MeV.

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE

This experiment, carried in the scientific instrl_ont module (SIM) of tile
Apollo 15 and lb CS_I, was used for orbital mapphig of the lunar surface
composition and X-ray galactic observations during transearth coast. 'lq_e
instrument consisted of three large-area, 0.0025-cm thick, beryllium win-
dew proportional counters with state-of-the-art energy resolution; a set
of two large-area filters for energy discrimim_tion among the character-
istic X-rays of aluminum, silicon, and magnesitun; and a data handling sys-
tem for count accumulation, for 8-channel pulse-he£ght analysis, and for
relaying data to the spacecraft telemetry system. Also included was a
solar X-ray monitor. The large-area proportional counters were coll itmttcd
to fields of view of ahottt o0" and yichled a resolution on the hmar sttr-
face of 111 x 148 kin. 'l_le data were obtained from an orbital height of

. 18 x 10o km on both Apollo 15 and lu. NSSI)C ID mmlbers, necessary for
• ordering these data, are fotlnd in the Index to Available l)ata.

9b
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. LunarOrbitX-RayData
These data are reduced lunar surface d_tta supplied by the investigator on

:" one magnetic tape for each mission. The tapes are 9-track, JbOO-bpi,
IBM 560, binary tapes. _,e fundamental data are the count rates for each
channel of the three hmar surface oriented detectors as a function of

lunar position. ('l%esolar detector data arc useless because of satura-
: ;T tion effects.) 3%0 data are time ordered. I:ORTIL_Nprograms are included

to help the user in the preliminary analysis of these data. The data are
available for the following dates.

"5 ."

Apollo 15 - July 30 to August 4, 1971
Apollo 16 - April 20 to 24, 1972

- ALPHAPARTICLESPECTROHETER
_! The alpha particle spectrometer, carried on Apollo 15 and 16, was designed
:" to determine the hmar surface radon evolution and, with the other geo-

=:_ chemical experiments (gamma-ray spectrometer and X-ray fluorescence), de-
-_, termine lunar surface composition and identify localized sources of on-
,: Lanced radon emission that may correspond to regions of enhanced lunar

_, outgassing. The data obtained on the gross rate of surface rodo:_ enmna-
:.7 tion and on localized sources of enhanced radon emission were used in

_,: constructing radiation maps showing lunar surface inhomogeneities.
!,

Measurements of alpha particle emission from deep space background were
made during lunar orbit and transearth coast. The spectrometer used in
this experiment was composed of a 2 x 5 array of 10 silicon surface barrier

-_ detectors housed in the same enclosure as the X-ray fluorescence experiment.
Each of the 10 sensors l-eked toward the Moon with a 90* full angle field
of view.

_:. Each sensor }tadits own preamplifier, the outputs of which fed into a corn-
= ; men analog-to-digital converter that in turn sorted the pulses into 256
. energy channels illthe range 4.5 to 9.0 MoV. 'rlteinstrumentation was de-

signed to turn off the other nine detectors whet an event was registered
.... in one of the detectors. _le other nine detectors remained off until the

_, event had been analyzed. Pulse-height channel information for up to a
bit-rate-limited value of 10 events/s was telemetered. The average alpha

.o. particle rate encountered was about 1 count/s. Controls were available in
the Cr!to activate or deactivate the eY,_eriment. The experiment performed
normally throughout the missions. NS,' , ID numbers, necessary for order-

. ing these data, are located in the Index to Available Data.

r.
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256-ChannelPulse-HeightAnalyzerData

These data, submitted by the experimenters, are reduced pulse-height ana-
lyzer data from the 256-channel pulse-height analyzer, alpha particle
spectrometer. _le data are on 9-track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes
generated on an IBM 360 computer. _ere are two magnetic tapes for each
mission covering the following time spans. ,,.

Apollo 1S - July 29 to August 5, 1971
Apollo 16 - April 19 to 25, 1972

There are a variable number of physical records per tape with 20 logical

records per physical record, and each logical record is 48 8-bit bytes in

length. Each logical record corresponds to 1 s of spacecraft telemetry,

i.e., to one of the good records in the unreduced telemetry tape. A "good,"

unreduced, telemetry record is one that has no more than 19 "bad" data
flags set. Each record contains the time, 3 temperature measurements,
data flags, 10 pulse-height channel numbers and detector identification
for each, and several housekeeping parameters.

MASSSPECTROI_ETER

A mass spectrometer experiment was included on the Apollo 15 and 16 missions

(Ho_jaman, 1972). The objective was to obtain composition data in order to

study sources, sinks, and transport mechanisms of the ambient lunar atmo-

sphere. The analyzer was a dual-collector, single-focusing, sector-field

spectrometer and was mounted on a retractable boom. When fully extended,

the boom placed the 3pectrometer 7.5 m from the spacecraft, a distm_ce an-

ticipated to be beyond the outgassed molecular cloud.

Control of the experiment functions and boom motion was provided by a set

of five switches in the CM, which were operated by a crew member according

to the mission time line or by instruction from the ground controller.

Instrument weight was ii kg, and its dimensions were approximately 30 x
32 x 23 cm.

A scoop mounted on the top of the package was the gas inlet plenum. _lis

inlet was oriented along the spacecraft velocity vector for maximum ram
when ambient measurements were obtained, and it was oriented in tile wake

direction to determine background spectra mld instrument outgassing. The

plenum contained the spectrometer ion source, _lich }lad redundant fila-
ments mounted on either side of tile ionization chamber. Several outgassing

operations during flight maintained the ion source in a reasonably out-
gassed state. On Apollo 16, an inner plenum was heated to about 520 K
then held constant at 343 K.
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Use of a two-collector system in the analyzer pcm_itted thc simult_mcous
scanning of two mass ranges: 12 to 28 and 28 to O0 u. Mass resolution
was approximately a 1 percent valley at mass 40 u. The mass sweep was

: achieved by wtrying the applied high voltage in a series of 590 steps over
the range front 620 to 1550 Y with a dwell time of approximately 0.1 s.
Thirty additional steps at 0 Y were used to determine the background count.
ing rate and to apply internal calibration, and 02 s wore required to com-
plete a mass scan. The voltage step number that determined the mass ntmfl_er ..
of the ion being measured was identified by counting from step one (a sweep
start flag). Bendix electron multipliers _e_e used as pulse amplifiers to
determine the counting rate of ions passing each collector slit for each
voltage step. Prelaunch experiment calibration included operation in a

! molecular beam facility.

The mass spectrometer experiment on Apollo 15 operated for a total of 90 h:
. 40 h during lunar orbit and 50 h during transearth coast. During lunar

' orbit, the Apollo 16 obtained approximately 100 h of data, but malfunction
of the boom before transearth insertion prevented further operation. More
details on this experiment can be found in ttoffmcm, 1972, and in the Apollo
15 and 16 Pr,elirainary Seienoe Reports.

MassSpectrometerData

These data are complete mass spectra available on magnetic tape and on
16-1rmtmicrofilm. The data include the background count level of each ana-
lyzer channel, the amplitude of each mass peak, decommutated housekeeping

:, data, mld pertinent spq.cecrafttrajectory information including orbit num-
; ber, latitude and lon_. .'de, velocity, altitude, and relative Sun position.

--'; The data on magnetic t_pe are formatted as blocked, variable-length records
!" that are not labeled. These 80O-bpi, 7-track tapes were produced on an

IBM 360 computer. All integers and real numbers are intenml IBM .360 bi-
nary and floating point representations, respectively. Each spectrum of

i , data is contained in three records.

The microfilm data are a formatted output of the data on magnetic tape.
The format presents sequential pairs of mass spectra (high- and low-mass

" channels) along with background and other data on the magnetic tape. Each
: summary chart covers several hours of experiment operation. The following
,, mass spectrometer data are available from NSSI)C. Refer to the Index to
:, Available Data to obtain NSSDC ID numbers necessary when ordering these

data.t
>

-S Apollo 15 - July 30 to August 7, 1971
: (Three magnetic tapes and six reels of

j microfilm)
99
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Apollo I(_- April 20 to 24, 1972
(Four magnetic tapes and four reels of
microfilm)

FARULTRAVIOLETSPECTROMETER

The ultraviolet spectrometer carried on Apollo 17 provided observations of ,_
the lunar surface, lunar atmosphere, zodiacal light, solar atmosphere emis-
sions, and galactic and stellar emissions (Po_tie, 1973). _e sensor was
an Ebert spectrometer, with a 0.5-m focal length that measured the radia-
tion intensity as a &mction of wavelength from 1180 to 1680 A. Its op-
tical components included an external baffler, entrance slit, Ebert mirror,
scanning diffraction grating, exit slit, exit slit mirrors, and a photo-
multiplier. The grating had an area of approximately 100 cm2 with 3600
groovQs/_. A grating mechanism included a rotating cam, with a cam fol-
lower that tilted the grating back and forth within the spectral region.
_le complete scan from 1180 A was achieved once every 12 s. A fiducial
mark indicated the end of the scan, and its output synchronized the data
word format. The photomultiplier tube produced an electrical signal that
was related to the intensity of the incident li_It. An electronics module
included all the signal-processing circuitry for telemetry. This experi-
ment obtained data from December I0 to 19, 1972.

Far UV SpectrometerData

These data were provided by the experimenter and are available on five
7-track, binary magnetic tapes that were written at 556 bpi by an IBM 7094
computer. _my are also on five 16-mm microfilm reels. _te data were ob-
tained from December 10 to 19, 1972.

Each magnetic tape contains one file of data. Each 12-s spectrometer scan
is represented by a physical record containing 125 36-bit integer words.
Record word numbers 6 to 120 are data words and represent the number of
photoelectrons/0.1 s. _e wavelength interval corresponding to each data
word is identified. Calibration information is provided so that the output
can be converted to brightness in rayleighs. Some of the parameters in-
cluded in the aspect data are the distance to the Earth, the optic axis
right ascension and declination of the UV spectrometer (UVS), the angle be-
tween the INS optic axis and the Sun, and the angle between the UVS optic
axis and the Moon. _le data are time ordered and include all the data
obtained.

The data on five microfilm reels are graphic displays of some of tlle data
that are on the magnetic tapes. These data are not ordered by time; they
are displayed in two forms: averages of the spectra and time variations
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in the intensities observed at 1216, 1275, 1304, 1470, 1556, and 1657 A.
11_efive spectra used in o_ch display frame are identified, and the actual
elapsed time (hours, mlnut_s, and seconds) of the first spoctmm: is given.
The ordinate shows averag._counts/bin, and the abscissa displays bin number
(wavelength interval). The counts shown are the average over five spectra.
The average counts/bin value can be converted to brightness in raylcighs.
_le time variation plots on the microfilm show the brightness in ra/leighs

t (ordinate) as a function of actual elapsed time expressed in decimal hours.
Each varia'_ionplot contains I h of data with the wavelength given. The
accompanying aspect data are the same as those on the magnetic tapes.
NSSDC ID numbers, necessary f3r ordering these data, are located in the
Index to Available Datu,

LUNAR SOUNDER EXPERIMENT

. The Apollo 17 lunar sounder experiment (ALSE) was designed to:

_. • Map the subsurface electrical conductivity structure to infer
: geologic structure,

• • Make surface profiles to determine lunar topographic variations,

-' • Produce surface imaging, and

• • Measure galactic electromagnetic radiation in the lunar environ-
ment.

v

The ALSE was a 3-wavelength coherent synthetic aperture radar (CSbA) opera-
ring at 60, 20, and 2 m (5, 15, and 150 MHz). The radar data were recorded
on 70-mmphotographic film in a conventional CSAR format and retm-ned to
Earth for processing.

There were three frequencies. _e first high frequency (ltF-1) system
: (5 MHz) was capable of the deepest exploration. The second high frequency

(HF-2) system (15 _{z) was operated simultaneously with the HF-1 system to
provide partial overlap in the depth of exploration, trading off for im-

, proved resolution. The very high frequency (VHF) system (150 _z) was
designed for shallow sounding and for surface imaging. Chirped pulses were
transmitted at various rates of pulses per second. All three frequencies

...= were capable of surface profiling. Separate transmit/receive antenna sys-
tems were provided for the ttF and VHF ranges. The returned data were op-

:= tically processed and provide good profiles of _he lunar surface/subsurface.
NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering these data, are located in the

/i! Index to Available Data.
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Lunar Sounder Data

These sounder data at frequencies of 150 Mllz (Viii:), 15 Mllz (IIF-2)) and
5 _lz (IIF-1) arc filmed plots prepared by the Environmental Research
Institute of Michigan on 70-ram film. The imagos wore produced with vari-
able azimuth domagnification for tlle various frequencies. The frequency-
plane aperture was sot to achieve various slmlt-rango and azimuth resolu-
tions, qlm pulse sidalobes _ere degraded by a range weighting factor.

The film scale parameters vary with the frequency along the film and across
the _ilm, Time ticks occur every 9 s for the ltF-2 and IIF-1 and every 45 mm
along the signal film for the _qtF. Locatiops can be determined by measur-
ing from the breaks in data when the sounder was turned on and off.

A holographic viewer is required for interpreting the data on these plots.
Because of instrument variations, different viewers could give results that
do not agree with each other.

These data were obtain.,d from December 11 to 16, 1972. There are two reels
of 70-mm film for the V}tF data and one each for the ttF-2 and HF-1 data.
Table 5-12 provides additional information about these data.

Table 5-12. Apollo 17 Lunar Sounder Data

System
Parameter

VHF ItF=2 ttF-1

Frequency (_tz) 150 15 5

Translation Rate (pps) 2000 400 400

Azimuth Demagnification 3.42 69.85 69.85

Resolution (m) 10 (sl range) 100 300
60 (Az)

Sidelobe Degradat'on
Factor 2.2 2.2 2,2

Film Scale (mn/s)
Along 1.46 7.1b x !0"2 7,16 x 10-2
Across 7.14 x 10s 4,04 x I0_ 4.04 x I0_
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Lunar Sounder Support ln 9 Data
Suppo,'ting data nnd explanatory inform;ation for the Apollo 17 lun_r 5ounder
experiment were produced by the Environmental Research In,_titute of Mich.litan
and are on seven microfiche cards, Included are do_criptimm of the VIIi;,
IIF-1, and IIF-2 optica',ly processed lunar sounder data supplied to NSSIX;.

LUNARSURFACEEXPERIIIEIITS

Lunar surface experiments wore d_ployod mzd, in some cases, operated by
the astronauts. 11_e experiments forming the early Apollo surface experi-
ments package (EASEP) on Apollo 11 and the Apollo lunar surface experiments _-
package (ALSEP) on Apollo 12 and 14 through 17 were deployed on the lunar
surface as far from the Uqs as possible and on the most level surface
available. Figure 5-11 shows the deployed ALSEP from the Apollo 12 mission.

ii i i

Figure 5-11. Deployed Apollo 12 ALSEP experiments: A - Cold cathode gage
experiment; B - Solar wind spectrometer._ C - Passive seismic experiment;

: D - Lunar surface magnetometers.
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Most of tim AI,SliP experiments were colmected to a. ce.ntral station thttt
consisted of a radioisotOl,, thermoelectric penurator to _mpply power. A
bsse aHtenn;.i el lolled fro" trul|_inittillg the dnta to I;urth.

In addition to these powered instruments, surface experiment:,, were per-
formed by _hc, astronauts oa the stir'face aud were tetra'ned to Earth ia the
CM. These included lunar field geolo_;y, surf_ce mechanics_ and ,_olar wind
experiments. To facilitate the lunar surface tasks, a modularized equip-
ment transporter (_lli'l') was designed for the Apollo 14 miss ton. The t,ll:'l'
could be pulled across the lunar surface and coatainud tools for the astro-
nauts. To extend the range of the astronauts, the hmar roving vehicle
(LRV) was carried on the lkl on Apollo 15, lo, and 17. This vehicle _as
driven by the astronauts and increased their mobility to a distance of
approximately 30 km within a 3.S-kin radius from the L_I. See 'l'uble 5-13
for more information on surface activities.

, Table 5-13. Lunar Surface Activities

ALSEP Deployment Rc,lial Distance Total Distance
_lission Coordinates* Traveled (kin) Traveled (kin)

Apollo 11 23°30)E, 0°a2'N 0.1 0.2

_ollo 12 3°11'S, 23°23'1V 1.5 3I

,polio 14 3°40tS, 17°27'IV 1.5 3

,7 Apollo 15 26°06'N, 3°39'E 5 20

-," Apollo 16 9°S, 15°31'I :. 3 20

: Apollo 17 20°I'N, 30°46'E 3.5 30

.. *Selonographic coordinate system.

The experiments for which NSSDC has data ar_ listed in Table 5-14, and
: these experiments and data are described in the following sections.* Some

'_ of the ALSEP experiments are still active as noted in Table 5, 14. See the
Index to Available Data to obtain the NSSDC 1D numbers, which ar-', necessary
when ordering these data. More detailed discussion of the lunar surface

*NOTE: The photography and S-band transponder data were described in thc
" Command and Service Modules section.
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Table 5-14. Lunar Surf.co iixpe].iment;; for which N.qSUCha:; I.ata

Exp,)r Imoat HI_,_i on
': ApOllO 11 A|mllo 12 Apollo 14 Alrollu 15 A|,ol ),' ih ApolI,' '7

--.. Lunar Field Geology X X X X X X

Boil Xoehanicn X X X _ X \

; PasMve 8chemic X X* Xt ,V" X'

_ Active ,_3u|2_mic X X _.
; Seismic Profiling ,X'

;" Laser Ranging Rotrorofloctor X" X* X":)

, Surface Nagnetometor and
:. Portable Hagnotometor X X X*

Iloat Plow X X"

Traverse Gravimeter X

" Surface Eloctrtca} Properties: X
Neutron Probe X

Suprathcrmal Ion Detector g X X*

: Cold Cathode Ion Gage X X*

:. Charged Particle Lunar
,. Environment X*

.... :. Atmospheric Composition X
(.' Solar Wind Spectrometer X X

: "' Cosmic Ray X X

, Far UV Camera�Spectrograph X

'°'; Lunar Dust Detector X X

,, *Actively returning data as ,'_£ January 26, 1977.

:_

experiments can be found in Apollo Scientific E_perimento Data Handbook

.._., (NASA Tbt X-58131, August lC74), prepared by JSC. An update to this dccu-
.._ ment was prepared in August 1976.

:}.,',, LUNARFIELDGEOLOGYINVESTIGATIOI_

0,.., The lunar field geology investigation was designed to oheain a better
understanding of the nature mid development of the landing areas and the-)

" processes that modified the surfaces through the study of documented lunar
geological features and returned lunar samples. I1_is experiment w_s con-

,: ducted by the Apollo Lunar Geology Experiment Team, in consultation with
..' the Manned Spacecraft Center (now JSC) Science Working Panel representing
: the requirements of principal investigators for sample analyses. See

"-'." Table 5-15 for lunar sample information.

' The major equipment used for this experiment included hmmners, tongs, an
" extension handle, a small sampling scoop, a guomon/color patch, a spring
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Table 5-15. Lunar Fleld Geology Investigation

_ole Weight
_lission Rocks (kg) Surface Cameras Used*

Apo]lo Ii > 20 22 ltasselblad, Maurer, Stereo

Apollo 12 50 34 llasselblad, Maurer, Stereo ._

Apollo 14 69 45 Hasselblad,Maurer,Stereo

Apollo 15 335% 77 Hasselbhd, Maurer, TV

Apollo 16 > II0 95 Hasselblad, Maurer, IW

Apollo 17 > 500 110 Hasselblad, Maurer, IW

*Data included with Command Module photography.
%Includes core tubes and soil fines.

scale, documented sample bags, sample collection bags, special environ-
mental sample containers, a closeup stereo camera, other cameras, and
sample return containers. Geology core s'_uples were obtained with the use
of the Apollo lunar surface drill that consisted of core stems, bits, and
caps. The hand tools used for this experiment were carried by the astro-
nauts on Apollo 11 and 12 and were located on the modularized equipment
transportel on Apollo 14 and on the Apollo lunar hand too] carrier attached
to the lunar roving vehicle aft pallet on the last three missions.

Lunar Field Geology Data

The lunar field geology data described in the following sections are listed
in Table 5-16. The NSSDC ID numbers, necessary when ordering these data,

are given in the Index to Available Data. Other identifying information is
necessary to insure satisfactory request completion. These data can be
retrieved when requested by specific sample numbers, or a representative
photograph car, be supplied if a mineral type is specified. In some cases
where samples have been named (e.g., "Great Scott"), photographs can be
provi£ed 5y the name identification. Some thin-section photographs (pho-
tomicrographs) taken by experimenters are available from NSSDC. Those
experiment photographs not stored at NSSbC can sometimes be located by
NSSDC in response to requests. To order lunar field geology data, it is
suggested that the catalog and index described in the following sections
be ordered first. These will aid in selection, but note that NSSDC does

not have photographs of all the samples described. The lunar sample data
base, also described here, is another source for determining useful sample
data.
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'Fable 5-16. Lunar Field Geology Data at NSSDC

Photographs Lunar Index Catalogs
Mission S_ple .... Drawings

35-m 70-m 4 x 5 ln_ 8 x lO in t Data M'ftlm! N'fic. Meftlm
8/W B/W Color WW!Color B/W Color Base" Reels* Cards Roels"

Apollo 11 719 355 164 4 1 1 7 1

Apollo 12 6_ 1825 71 2005 530 1 1 6 1 3

Apollo 14 38 50 1591 15 1783 245 1 1 3 1 JO

Apollo 15 1631 333 55 2150 30b 1 l 6 l 30

=Apollo 16 3 69 704 1 1 7 1

IApollo17 95 355 1 1 8 1

"All mLsslons on one reel of microfilm.

Photographsof Geologic Samples
Photographs of geologic samples returned from the Moon were received as
3S-ram, 70-ram, 10.2- x 12.7-cm (4- x S-in.), and 20.3- x 25.4-cm (8- x
lO-in.) frames, some in color and some in black and white. (See Table
5-16 for specific information.) _tese frames can be supplied as enlarged
paper prints. _e photographs show the samples in a variety of ways: (I)
in their containers, (2) beside a centimeter scale, and (3) in arbitrary
orientations designated by cardinal compass points. For Apollo 17, pho-
tographs of samples mounted on a disk with compass orientations as they
were at the lunar location of the rocks are also available. _ere _unar

rocks have been broken, exch piece is shown separately. Assigned sample
numbers are on some of the photographs. _tis number is a combination of
the mission number and sample number. In some cases, the first digit of
the mission number has been dropped; thus, 6035 identifies sample 35 from
Apollo 16. Some of the 35-mm frames of thin sections, slices, and coarse
fines have no identification other than frame number. Details are very

good in much of this photography, and the photographs may be used for
scientific studies.

LunarSampleDataBase

These data are the current edition of the lunar sample data base for sam-

ples returned by a11 Apollo landing missions. _te data base is maintained

by the Curatorts Office at NASA/JSC. 'r_eversion available from NSSI)Ciscontained on 16.mm microfilm and includes (I) a bibliography of published
papers concerning lunar samples, (2) the analysis printout of the lunar
sample data base, and (3) the book printout of tilelmlar sample data base.
The bibliography is for a collection of published papers concerning the
lunar samples and other related topics. A copy of the bibliography with
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: author index may be obtained from the Curator's Office at NASA/JSC or from
NSSDC by requesting the "Bibliography and Author Index of Formally Pub-
lished Papers Concerning Lunar Samples." Each reference has an accession

"' number in which the first two digits are tile year of publication, followed
by sequential numbers for each year.

The remainder of the lunar sample data base is a collection of published
; chemical, isotopic, age, and modal (mineralogic) data concerning tlm sam-

i. ples. Noble gases, light gases, and organic molecules are not included.
The data base available from NSSDC comprises over 30,000 entries.•

!: There are an additional 70,000 entries iltthe data base that are analyses
_ of individual minerals, glasses, and lithic fragments. _mse data are not
_ available from NSSDC but may be obtained from Dr. J. L. Warner, Code TN6,

NASA/Johnson Space Center, llouston,Texas 77058.

i" The data bases from NSSDC and JSC include sample number, phase (ph/sical

i=: type of material, e.g., chip, glass, whole sample, etc.), element (an
: analyzed property such as age, elements, oxides, minerals, etc.), value
: (measured quantity), units of measurement, tag (a number to eliminate

redundancy in replicate analysis), method of analysis (e.g., alpha spec-
i7 troscopy, colorimetry, or atomic absorption), and accession number (tile

assigned logging m_ber in the bibliography). The block printout repre-
_ sents one determination, which is the value for one "element." _te entries
i7 are listed by sample number. Within each sample number, the entries are
= listed by element, first by modal, then by age and chemical data. All

:: entries are for total samples only. Specific portions of the data base
_:, may be obtained when requested by sample number. The data base for all
_::: missions is on one reel of microfilm, and portions cannot be obtained by

mission number.
T

_' LunarSampleIndexes

: Indexes to the lunar field geology photographs are available on 16-mm
:_ microfilm. _le indexes provide frame number, sample number, orientation

_ _ of the sample as photographed, and film type (B for black and white; C for
i_ color). The indexes are for all sample photographs and may include samples

: for which NSSDC has no photographs.

_; LunarSampleCatalogs
These data catalogs of lunar sample information contain documentation,

:" binocular descriptions, photographs, and a complete inventory of the lunar
samples. Though compiled somewhat hastily and intended for internal use

_ , only, they are useful for determining those specimens an investigator might
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want to study. Samples themselves must be obtained through the Curatorts
Office in Houston, but photographs of the samples may be obtained from
NSSDC.

Included in the catalogs are elemental abundances, inorganic and rare-gas
summaries, and petrological information from gamma-ray detectors, pyroly-
sis-flame ionization detectors, and other detectors for some samples.
Tables and graphs are also included. _e photographs are of identified
samples. _le catalog may be obtained on either microfiche or 16-mm micro- _"
film. The quality of the film reproduction is poor.

Drawingsof RockSampleCuttings

These cut-away drawings of rock samples from the Apollo 12, 14, and 15
missions were received as 20.5- x 25.4-cm (8- x 10-in.) positive film
sheets. The cut-aways illustrate how the rock sample was cut, how many

pieces, the orientation of the rock, m,d the piece designation. These
cut-aways may be used as a catalog for selecting sample photography.
Drawings are not available for all the specimens for which we have pho-
tographs, and in some cases we have drawings for which we have no sample
photographs.. IVhenrock sample photographs are requested of samples for
which we have only cut-away illustrations, drawings will be supplied.

SOILMECHANICSEXPERIMENT

The objective of the soil mechanics experiment was to obtain data on the
composition, texture, mechanical properties, and variation of lunar soils.
These data were used to fozmulate, verify, or modify theories of lunar
processes and history. Of particular importance are the characteristics
of particle size, shape, distribution, density, strength, compressibility,
dielectric properties, gas diffusion, erosion, and surface contamination.
Data were obtained by photography, observation by the astronauts, examina-
tion of returned samples, spacecraft behavior telemetry at landing, and
a self-recording penetrometer.

A sampling scoop penetrometer was included with this experiment on Apollo
15 and 16. The scoop had interchangeable load plates and three cones of
various diameters used in trenching activities. The self-recording drum,
weighing 2.3 kg, could penetrate to a maximum of 76 cm and could measure

a penetration force of a maximum of 111 N. A lunar reference plane restedon the surface while measurements were obtained and served as a reference
datum for penetration depth measurements. The astronauts removed the head
containing the self-recording drum from the penetrometer and brought it
back to Earth. _lechanical properties measured were soil cohesion, porosity,
particle size, density, coefficient of friction, friction angle, and pack-
ing characteristics.
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Soil Mechanics Data

Soil mechanics data are available from NSSDC as shown in Table 5-17. Re-

sults from the penotrometer instrument carried on Apollo 15 and 16 are

Table 5-17. Soil Mechanics Data at NSSDC

Time Period _-

Mission Coverage Data Format Remarks

: Apello Ii July 20, 1969 Published Report* Surface soil is soft,
slightly cohesive; granu-
lar fine to medium grains

Apollo 12 Nov. 19-20, 1969 Published Report* Soil similar to Apollo
ii, incompressible

:. Apollo 14 Feb. 5-6, 1971 Published Report* Strength increased with
-, depth; greater variation

than at previous sites

_ Apollo 15 July 31 - 35-n_m film Penetration 3.0 cm min.
Aug. 2, 1971 to 15.8 cm max. Stress

1.0 N rain. and !.6 to
34.8 N max.

Apollo 16 Apr. 21-24, 1972 35-mm film Penetration 1.8 cm min.
to 74 cm max. Stress 1
to 6.5 N min. to 3 to
120 N max.

Apollo 17 Dec. II-IS, 1972 Published Report* Density in core higher
_' than at any other site.

_P%,_Zimi_ry Science Report for appropriate experiment on microfiche.
+

available on 35-rammicrofilm. _is film contains tabies and graphs on the
_ charactoristics of the soil, with notes and corrections to the raw data.
_" The data are divided into sections. Section A contains graphs, ono for

each index (station). Each graph shows the penetration depth (in cm) as a
function of the stress (in N/cmz). Section B presents raw and reduced data

:" in tabular form. The tables include information on lunar penetration data
reduction for the lunar drum at each index. Tabular information includes
drum load angle, drum circumference, load, stress, ratio of initial drum

: depth, drtmldepth reading, penetration depth, and correction applied.
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Notes include times and locations of samplings, weight of the package, and
condition and performance of the equipment. Section C for Apollo 16 data
and Sections C and D for Apollo 15 data include postflight notes and correc-
tion factors, including load calibration graphs depicting load (in N) ver-
sus circumferential deflection (in mm), penetration and load, penetration
correction factors, and weights. Section D for Apollo 16 data and E for
Apollo 15 data contain preflight calibration graphs for the drum and for
the actual/recorded penetration ratio. These data pertain to a penetrating
cone with a 30° apex angle, a base area of 3.22 cm2, and a bearing plate ,b
with a 2.54- x 12.7-cm area. The six measurements (indexes) were made at
station 8 on Apollo IS and stations 6 and 16 on Apollo 16.

For Apollo 11, 12, 14, and 17, soil mechanics data are contained in the
PPel_m_nar_ Science RepoPts for each mission. _tese papers include a dis-
cussion of procedures and conclusions drawn from the data.

PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT

The passive seismic experiments (PSEs), carried to the lunar surface on
Apollo 11, 12, 14, 1S, and 16, were designed to monitor lunar seismic ac-
tivity and to detect meteoroid impacts and free oscillations of the Moon.
APSE was carried on lunar landing missions as part of the ALSEP and mea-
sures seismic signals from both external and internal sources of seismic
energy on the Moon. The measurements obtained have been used to determine
the internal structure of the Moon, the rate of energy release, and the
number and mass of meteoroids impacting on the Moon.

As a part of the experiment, lunar surface impacts of the spent Saturn
booster rockets and IAI ascent stages were used as external calibration
sources for the seismometers. The known mass and velocity of these stages
at surface impact and the lunar impact point coordinates enabled the com-
putation of energy generated at impact and the point of energy application
from the measured seismometer responses.

The passive seismic experiments were deployed about 100 m from the LMs.
They each consisted of two seismic assemblies: a long period (LP) seismom-
eter (triaxial, orthogonal) with a seismic frequency response from 0.004
to S Hz (80-dB dynamic range) and a shot* period (SP) seismometer (_i-
axial, vertical motion) with a seismic frequency from 0.05 to 20 ltz (80-dB
dynamic range). They were cable-connected to the central ALSEP power sta-
tions and had radioisotope heaters. _le mi_dmum detectable signals of the
PSE seismometers were 0.3 _m at a frequency of 1 llzfor the SP seismometer
and 0.3 vm for the LP output signal in the flat response mode.

The seismometers were housed in a drum-shaped enclosure rounded at the
bottom. _is enclosure rested on a support structure and was covered by a
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thermal shroud after deployment. _xe throe components of the sensor assem-
bly were aligned along the two horizontal axes. LPX and LPY, and the ver-
tical axis, LPZ. The instruments form a seismic network on the Moon.

Four major discoveries have resulted from these experiments: (1) the exis-
tence of a crust, mantle, and core, (2) cyclic moonquakes at 800 km (deep
focus), (5) shallow focus moonquakes (depth about 300 km), and (4) effi-

cient scattering of energy in a near-source region. ,_.

Of the five passive seismometers that were deployed, four are still pro-
viding some data. The Apollo 11 passive seismometer ceased functioning on
August 27, 1969, but those from Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 continue to ob-
tain data. In addition, the gravimeter experiment and the seismic pro-
filing experiment on the Apollo 17 mission can function as passive seis-
mometers with the seismic profiling experiment used as part of the seismic
network.

For Apollo 11, only seismograms on microfilm are available. For Apollo 12,
14, 15, and 16, the types of data available are the following.

• Passive Seismic Event Data (magnetic tape)
• Passive Seismic Continuous Data (magnetic tape)
• Compressed Scale Playouts (microfilm)
• Compressed Scale Event Playouts (m_crofilm)
• Expanded Scale Event Playouts (microfilm)
• Artificial Lunar Impact Data (magnetic tape)
• Selected Seismic Event Data (magnetic tape)
• Compressed Scale Playouts of Selected Events (microfilm)
• Expanded Scale Playouts of Selected Events (microfilm)
• Catalog of Selected Events (mLcrofiche)
• Seismic Event Log (magnetic tape and microfilm)

These data are individually described in the following sections, and the
time periods for which they are available are given. Because data are
obtained on a continuing basis, time periods will change as new data are
received. Refer to the Index to Available Data for NSSDC ID numbers, ne-
cessary for ordering these data. In addition, a Data Users Note, Apollo
Seismological Investigations, is being prepared at NSSDC and will be avail-
able in the latter part of 1977. It is listed on the order form for pro-
ordering purposes. This DUN describes the seismic experiments and data

in more detail than attempted here.

Passive Selsmograms

The Apollo 11PSE data for July 20 to August 27, 1969, are contained on two
reels of 35-mmmicrofilm. The microfilm records were made from hardcopy
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i

seismograms obtained from the EASEP-PSE analog tapes at the Lamont-l)oherty
- Geological Observatory. The tapes were received by NSSIICfrom NASA/JSC.

Each seismogram contains approximately 6 h of data. _,e seismograms are
numbered in chronological order, with those obtained on the first hmarm

day numbered from 1 to 52 and those obtained on the second lunar day num-
bered from 53 to 78. The original seismograms were 90 cm wide and approx-

r imately 25 cm in height. Tick marks are displayed for each minute of data.
_ The calibration of the records was determined by using the width of the
:- seismograms as an exact scale and a full-scale amplitude deviation o£ ±3 cm
: equal to ±512 digital units at ix recorder magnification. Changes in re-

corder magnification are marked at the top of each seismogram. Accompany-
:' ing documentation indicates change in short period seismometer gain, and
= the seismometer magnification curve is in digital units per centimeter of
" ground displacement. Time on the records is shown in UT. Occasional data
:: dropouts visible in the seismograms were present on the original digital
/ tapes. There has been no filtering performed on these data.

" Passive Seismic Event Data

!_ Seismic event data on magnetic tapes were obtained for LP components (reso-
nant period of 15 s) by manual search by the experimenter of the compressed%-

• scale playouts. Copies were then made of the original PSE tapes for the
: time periods when seismic events were observed. Each event tape contains
i! data from one station only, but data (traces of ground motion m,tplitudes
:" versus time) from the same time periods were copied in chronokogical order
;,: onto separate tapes for each station. Therefore, intervals that may con-
.... rain no detectable signal can be on the event tape because an event was

detected at another station.

:_ The 7-track tapes are binary with 800 bpi and odd parity. Several compu-
:_ ters were used in processing these data. _le data start times are approxi-
"! mately the LM landing day for each mission (see Table 5-1) and, for all

missions, are continuous to February 29, 1976. _le following number of
-_: tapes are available for each mission.

",= Apollo 12 - 255 tapes
Apollo 14 - 228 tapes

:u Apollo 15 - 203 tapes
. Apollo 16 - 161 tapes

: Passive Seismic Continuous Data

Passive seismic continuous data are on magnetic tapes that contain all SP

data recorded during continuous operation of the lunar seismic systems for
a period of one lunation from July 14 through August 13, 1973. These data

: were obtained by the passive seismometers carried to the Noon on Apollo 12,
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14, IS, a,d 16. The tapes are 7-track, binary, 800-bpi, odd parity, with

standard IBM end-of-file notation. Data were recorded on separate tapes

for each of the ALSEP stations for each day of operation, and there are

approximately 30 tapes per mission.

CompressedScale Playouts .-

Theseexperimenter-produced plots are available on ZS-'._ microfilm and

contain 15-s resonance long period X, Y, and Z (LPX, LPY, and LPZ) and l-s

resonance short period Z (SPZ) seismic values. To enhance the signal-to-

noise ratio for higher frequency events, a difference method was employed
in reduction of the data. The absolute value of the difference between

consecutive data points was summed over 40 points for LP data (320 points

for SP data), and this value was plotted_ yielding one value for every 6 s

of data. Consecutive points were plotted with opposite polarity to yield

a llne wfth the appearance of a seismogram. Within the plots, components

are arranged LPX, LPY, LPZ, SPZ, with LPX at the top and SPY at the bottom.

Tick marks are displayed for every 10 min of data and each hour is labeled

in UT. The year and day are displayed for every 6 h of data.

The plots contain the values for each of the Apollo stations (Apollo 12,

14, 15, and 16) for the times they are in operation, and these are simul-

taneously displayed on the analog chart. _ese plots are used to identify

seismic events and to determine their start and stop times. The SPX axis

has malfunctioned on Apollo 12 since deployment, and no data have been
received from it. The data from all the missions begin on the day of each

lunar landing (see Table 5-]) and are current to February 29, 1976. There

are six reels of microfilm each for the Apollo 12 and 14 missions and five

reels of microfilm each for the Apollo 15 and 16 missions.

CompressedScale Event Pla_outs
These plots of selected events were produced by tile experimenter from the
seismic event tapes and the artificial impact event tapes to provide, in
compressed scale, a visual display on 35-mm and 16-_ microfilm of the con-
tents of each event tape. These playouts have the same'format as the com-
pressed scale playouts with the exceptions that the time is not continuous
and the amplitude scale on the plots is twice that of the compressed scale
playouts. For the Apollo 12 and 14 seismic stations, there are two micro-
film reels per mission; for Apollo 15 and 16 there is one microfilm reel
per mission. The data coverage is from d_e date of lunar landing for each
mission (see Table 5-1) to October 5, 1975, for all missions.
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: Expanded Scale Event Playou,ts,

"' These expanded time scale pl_yout_ wcze taken directly from tile passive
seismic event data on magnetic tapes and .,ere not processed in any way

.- (e.g., no filtering, smoothing, or si_lal averaging). Tlae playouts (usu-
' ally I0 min in length) were ge,_oratedon microfilm for all LP seismic

events observed from November 26, 1969, to August 8, 1972, with peak-to-
: peak signal amplitudes of two or more dlgital units. The annotated format

consists of year (in which the playout begins), skip X mag C (where "skip"
equals the tape identification number, "mag" equals a multiplicative fac-

: for that adjusts the signal amplitude of an event for plotting, and "C"
: equals th_ long period component where X is LPX, Y is LPY, and Z is LPZ),
_ day of the year on which tileplAvout begins, and universal time at which

the playout begins. Tick marks are placed at 1-min intervals. These tick
! marks are not corrected for possible clock errors. Notations on tileseis-
- mograms, such as phase ticks (e.g., P or S) or experimenter-assi_led event

classifications, are not primary data but interpretations of the data and
should be recognized and used as such.

.!. There are two microfilm reels per mission and data coverage is from the day
_ of lunar landing (see Table 5-1) or shortly thereafter for each mission to
. August 8, 1972, for all missions.

_' Artificial Lunar Impact Data

_., These seismic data of lunar impacts by man-made objects are on magnetic
," tapes. The tapes are identical in format to the seismic event data tapes
i-;' described previously.

_ There are two magnetic tapes with Apollo 12 lunar impact data and one each
_ for Apollo 14, 15, and 16. The data coverage is from the day of lunar
: landing for each mission (see Table 5-1) to August 3, 1970, for Apollo 121

to December 16, 1971, for Apollo 14 and 15; and to December 15, 1972, for
:_- Apollo 16.

t,

_'_ Selected Seismic Event Data

_ Selected seismic event data are available on magnetic tape for large me-
teoroid impacts (24 tapes), high frequency teleseismic events (5 tapes),

:" and selected moonquakes (7 tapes). The data held by NSSDC were selected
_" from data obtained between April 13, 1971, and May 4, 1975, from the seis-
"" mometers placed on the Moon during the Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 missions.
r There is a total of 11 magnetic tapes of Apollo 12 data, 9 each of Apollo
- 14 and 15 data, and 7 of Apollo 16 data. These experimenter-selected mag-

netic tapes have the same format as tile seismic event tapes described
?
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previously. 'Hie data are also available as compressed and expanded scale
plots on microfilm as described in the following sections.

Compressed Scale Playouts of Selected Events
These data are recordings of selected meteoroid impacts, high frequency
teleseismic events, and moonquakes that wore recorded by at least two sta-
tions of the passive seismic network with compressed scale amplitudes of =="
10 mm or larger. _le data held by NSSDC are available on 16-mm microfilm.
There is one reel of microfilm for each type of data. The events were
selected from data obtained between April 13, 1971, and May 4, 1975, from
seismometers placed on the Moon during the Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 mis-
sions.

The absolute value of the difference between consecutive data points is
summed over 40 points for long period data and 320 points for short period
data. Consecutive points are plotted with opposite polarity to yield a
line with the appearance of a seismogram. Components are arranged LPX,
LPY, LPZ, SPZ with long period X at the top and short period Z at the bot-
tom. Tick marks indicate each I0 min of data, and each hour is labeled in
UT. The year and day are given for every 6 h of data. These plots are
used to determine start and stop times of the selected seismic events.

Expanded Scale Playouts of Selected Events

These data are recordings of selected meteoroid impacts, high frequency
teleseismic events, moonquakes (type A), and artificial impacts that were
recorded by at least two stations of the passive seismic network. The
data held at NSSDC are available on 16-mm microfilm. There is one reel of
microfilm for each type of data. _le events were selected from data ob-
tained between April 13, 1971, and May 27, 1975, from seismomoters placed
on the Moon during the Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 missions.

These time scale playouts are expanded so that I min of data is displayed
in i0 cm. The data are not processed in any way (e.g., no filtering,
smoothing, signal averaging, etc.). The annotated format consists of year
(in which the playout begins), skip X mag C (@lore "skip" equals the cor-
responding seismic event tape number, "mag" equals a multiplicative factor
that adjusts the signal amplitude of an event for plotting, and °'C"equals
the long period component where X is LPX, Y is LPY, and Z is LPZ), the day
of the year on which the playout begins, and universal time at which the
playout begins. Tick marks are placed at l-min intervals and are not cor-
rected for possible clock errors.
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Catalo9 of ,Selectgd Events-

Lt_tin_s of selected seismic events are aw_ilable on microfiche in a cata-
log format. Data are from each of the passive seismic network stations.
There are three sections to the listings: (l) meteoroid impacts, (2) moon-
quakes, and (3) high frequency teloseismic events. '_m events are iden-
tified by year, day of year, start and stop time to the nearest minute
(UT), amplitude at each station, exlmnded scale playout availability,
quality factor, and type/class of tim event. The data include selected _"
event data obtained between April 13, 1971, and May 27, 1975, from Apollo
12, 14, 15, and 16 passive seismic stations and are on the same microfiche
card.

Seismic Event Log

These catalogs identify all seismic events observed by the experimenter on
the long period components of tile lunar seismic network. 2qae catalogs were
supplied by the experimenter and are available on magnetic tape, prepared
from IBM cards, and on microfilm, prepared front a hardcopy listing.

Events are presented in chronological order with tile follo_;ing parameters:
year, day of year, event start and stop times (in UT), maximum signal am-
plitudes, playout, quality, and type class. A stop time of "9999" implies
that the event overlaps the next event. The amplitudes given are for the
vertical axis. Amplitudes were picked from the compressed scale playouts
described previously. Motion amplitudes, expressed in mm, are picked from
records plotted at a scale of 400 digital units per inch. A "1" in the
piayout column implies that an expanded scale playout, also described pre-
viously, is available for that event. A quality factor is assigned when-
ever the record for an event is other than normal. Prioxity is given to

: the smallest appropriate number: (1) no data at the time the event occur-
red, (2) clock-rate error, (3) noisy record, and (4) record masked by
another event. The event type is an interpretation of the possible origin
of the event, where (A) is a classified moonquake, (r4) is a suspected moon-
quake, (C) is a suspected meteoroid impact, (Z) is mostly short period.,
(X) is an unusual event, (L) is a L_I impact, and (S) is a Saturn IV-B im-
pact. The event class gives the classification number for type A events.
All events in the same class have matching waveforms. This log is avail-
able for Apollo 12, 14, 15, and lb on one reel of microfilm and on magnetic
tape. It includes events from the lunar landing day of each mission (see

Table 5-1) to July 9, 1975, for all missions.?

ACTIVE SEISMIC AI_DSEISlIICPROFILII|GEXPERIMENTS

" The active seismic experiment (ASE) on Apollo 14 and lb generated arm moni-
tored seismic waves near the lunar surface in order to study the internal
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structure to a depth of 460 m. For the seismic profiling cxperimeat on
Apollo 17, specific objectives were to measure seismic siRnals produced

. by detonation of explosive charges on the hmar surface, monitor natural
seismic activity resu!ttng from moonquakos or meteoroid impacts, record
tile seismic signals resulting from the ascent of the 1/.t, and record the
seismic signals rcaulting from the impact of the spent Iblascent stage.
See Table 5-18 for other experiment information.

Table 5-18. Active Seismic and Seismic Profiling Experiments
(

• Geophone
Distances Surface

, }_ission from Layer Predominant
and Central p-IVave Depth Frequency

'i" Experiment Station Measured Explored of Signals
(m) (m/s) (m) (llz)

Apollo 14
Active Seismic 3,46,91 104 460 27-89

7"

Apollo 16
Active Seismic 3,43,93 114 100 22"

.'_

_ Apollo 17
!-:_ Seismic Profiling 148,187, 250 SO00 1-2
:_ 190,244

< *For Apollo 16, impact signal frequency was 10 ltz and grenade launch
" signal frequency was from 1S to 20 ltz.

: The equipment ,,sed for the active seismic experiment was a thumper device
that contained 21 small explosive charges that were fired at distances of
about 5 m apart. Hm mortar package, containing high-explosive grenades

:' that were operated by Earth co_nand, was not detonated on Apollo 14 to
avoid damaging the other experiments. _l Apollo 16, three of the grenades

:: were fired.
, t.

-/:, The thumper device equipment cons.sted of a staff with charge initiators
::; connected by cable to the ALSEP central station, geophones (miniature seis-
• mometers) for recording the waves, and a three=channel amplifier with log

compressor for telemetering to tile Earth. _,e thumper and its small ex=
plosive charges were carried and detonated by the astronauts. The charge

i : initiators generated seismic waves in the range from 3 to 250 ltz with a
• frequency response of ±3 dB from 3 to 100 llz.
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On Apollo 14_ the data rae,_rding_ after the detonation:_ indicate that two
p-wave velocities wore measured at the Fra _lauro :,i.te_ where the near :tor-
t'ace has a wave velocity of 104 m/s, and that a .qublayer exists {stnrtlny
at a depth of 8.5 m) with a velocity of 2'J9 m/s. The thlckues:; of thlq
sublayer is estimated to be between 38 and 76 m.

_::," The equipment for the lunar seismic profilinp experiment (l,Si'l_J on Apol.lo
:, 17 consisted of four geophones, marker fla_,s_ u t;cophonc module with a
',". marker flag, an electronic package in the ALSEP central station, a tr_ms-
"" mitrer, an antoxmap and eight explosive packages. The major components of -

the exploskve package were a receiving antenna, a rocoivur, all explosive
: train, a signal processor, and n firing pulse generator. The antennas,
,,, geophonesp geophone modul_, and electronics packages were deployed and
', connected to the ALSEP station. The explosive packages were deployed at
: designated sites during the lunar traverses. This experiment yielded de-

tailed information on lur,ar geologic characteristics to a depth of 5 kin.
lq_eexperiment was also aperated in a mode that yielded seismic data to

" cover a complete lunation span, cnllected during approximately 1 year.
: The LSPE is now being used as part of the lunar seismic network along with
: passive seismomf.ters.

': 'the data held at NSSDC from these experiments are shown in Table 5-19 and
,. described tn the foJ.lowing sections. Refer to the Index to Available Data

/' Table 5-19. Active Seismic and Seismic Pro£il£ng Data ac NSSDC

Seismic Profiling for
,: Mission Active Event Data Event Plots on One Lunation on
.: on Magnetic Tapes Microfilm Reels Nagnetic Tapes

Iql JU ,Iml I

Apollo 14 Feb. 15, 1971
-" (13

_ Apollo 16 Apr. 21 April 21
.".,'. blay 23j 1972 Nay 25_ 1972

(4) (1)

"" Apollo 17 Dec. 14-18, 1972 Aug. 15, 1974-
,:.. (3) May lb, 1975
,.. (2o9)

for NSSDC ID numbers, necessary when ordering these data. In addition, a
Da#a User8 Note, ApolZo Se_smo_og'_eaZ Inveati,jat_ons, .is being prepared at
NSSDC and will be available in late 1977. It is listed on the order form
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for pre-ordering purposes. _is DUN describes the seismic experiments and
data in more detail than attempted here.

Active Seismic Event Data

These geophone seismic data signals were recorded on magnetic tape. The
data were obtained after grenade firings from a mortar activated by a sig- _-
nal from Earth and after small explosions (13 for Apollo 14 and 19 for
Apollo 16) were created by a thumper activated by the astronauts. The
data are reformatted log-compressed tapes. For each thumper firing, 5 s
of seismic data were recorded. Twenty-one thumper shots were planned, but
several were skipped to gain EVA time. Successful shots for Apollo 14
were recorded at positions 1 (located at geophone 3); 2, 3, 4, 7, 11, (lo-
cated at geophone 2); and 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 (located at geophone
1). Nineteen shots were fired successfully on Apollo 16. The seismic
signals produced by thumper firings within 9 m of a geophone had extremely
impulsive beginnings and saturated the dynamic range of the amplifier for
about 0.5 s. The predominant frequency of these signals ranges from 27 to
89 Hz. Shots farther from the geophones (up to 91 m) have more emergent
begi,mings, with the wave train building to a maximum amplitude within the
first 0.25 to 0.5 s from onset of the signal and then gradually decreasing
in amplitude. _le peak amplitude of the recorded _ignals typically de-
creases by a factor of approximately 60 in 61 m. Because the launch Jig-
nals are closely reproducible from launch to launch, a simple noise sub-
traction process can be used to obtain the actual signals. Launch signals
on Apollo 16 did not completely decay to prefiring conditions. Signals
were also recorded while the ASH was operating in a passive listening mode.
_le desired signal can be recognized by a change of frequency from the
predominant frequency. The LM ascent was also recorded by the Apollo 16
instrument and is included in these data.

These data are on 800-bpi, 7-track, binary, odd parity, magnetic tapes
created on a Univac 1108 computer.

Active Seismic Event Plots

Active seismic event data were obtained for the astronaut-activated thumper
on Apollo 14 and 16. Per Apollo 16, data were also obtained during firing
of a mortar package that contained rocket-launched grenades and during the
lunar module ascent. _mse data are available as plots on microfilm. _le
plots are of log-compressed digital data versus time.
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SeismicProfllln9 Datafor One Lunation

Seismic profiling data for one lunation, obtained by the Apollo 17 instru-
ment, are contained on 800-bpi, 7-track, binary, odd parity, magnetic tapes
created on a Univac 1108 computer. _e data were generated while tile seis-
mic profiling experiment was in a passive listening mode to pursue a study
of meteoroid impacts and thermal moonquakes covering one full lunation.
_le data were collected at intervals of approximately 4 days per month for
1 year to cover all Sun angles. Eclipse data from May 25, 1975, were also
obtained. _le data are contained on 209 magnetic tapes and cover a time ,_
span from August 15, 1974, to May 16, 1975.

LASERRAIIGINGRETROREFLECTOR

The laser ranging retroreflector (LRRR) carried on Apollo 11, 14, and 15
permits Earth-based stations to conduct short-pulse laser ranging to corner
reflector arrays on the lunar surface. Three arrays were deployed, forming
a network well separated in latitude and longitude. The ranging data ob-
tained included information on lunar motion, lunar libration, and Earth
rotation.

The LRRR equipment included a folded panel structure incorporating 100 in-
dividual fused-silica optical corner reflectors (500 on Apollo 15) and a
simple alignment/leveling device. _e Apollo 15 LRRR, possessing three
times as many corner reflectors, reflects pulse images that are twice as
bright as the images reflected by the Apollo 11 and 14 LRRRs and permits
the use of smaller telescopes for ranging. The network permits a complete
geometric separation of the lunar librations and can be used to measure
Earth surface motions. _le Earth's pole position can be measured to within
15 cm.

On Apollo 11 and 14, the LRRRs were carried by hand and were deployed with-
in 30 m of the LM. The lunar roving vehicle was used on Apollo 15 to
transport the LRRR to the ltadley Rille site. All LRRRs are oriented toward
the Earth. _le LRRR is a passive instrument mid can be used indefinitely.
The data provided permit more refined distance measurements than were pre-
viously available. To order data, refer to the Index to Available Data to
obtain NSSDC ID numbers.

FilteredandUnfilteredLaserPhotonDetections

Data from the Apollo 11, 14, and 15 L_{R experiments are on 800-bpi, binary,
7-track magnetic tapes. _le data were written originally on a CI)C 0600 com-

.. puter.

i
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The filtered data consist of _mton detections submitted to a data filter-
ing procedure assuming linearity of O-C residuals over a relatively short
tin,e interval and relying on Poisson statistics for the level of confidence
in a collection identified by the filter. Unfiltered data are real data
heavily interspersed with noise photons from any of the various sources of
stray light. Normal points that are derived from the filtered observations
are also available as part of the data.

An attempt to use the data in a simple gaussian application would result
in a solution closely adhering to the prediction ephemeris used to control
the detector range grating. Some filtering process must be applied to the
data for effective use.

There are two types of data: run data, which are designated by a "Z" in
the beginning of every 80-character logical record, and shot data, which
are designated by a "P" in the beginning of every 80-character logical
record. The run data recorded include Julian day, clock error, ambient
temperature, ambient relative humidity, percent of saturation, and wind
speed. The shot data include laser energy in J x 10, laser frequency in
Hz x 10, pulse length in s x 10, observational resolution, photomultiplier
dark count (background), _on count rate, star count rate, calibration
star identification, filter spectral width, filter spatial width, number
of shots fired this run, year, month, and day.

The number of tapes available from NSSDC and their timespans are as follows:

Apollo 11 - Luly 21, 1969 - March 24, 1976
(nine magnetic tapes)

Apollo 14 - February 5, 1971 - March 24, 1976
(eight magnetic tapes)

Apollo 15 - August 2, 1971 - March 24, 1976

i (seven magnetic tapes)

I
LUNAR SURFACE MAGIETOMETERS AND LUNAR PORTABLE I._GNETOMETERS

I_o types of magnetometers were carried to the Moon by Apollo astronauts:
(1) lunar surface magnetometers (LSMs) that were deployed and left on the
lunar surface to telemeter to Earth data on temporal variations in ambient
fields and (2) lunar portable magnetometers (LPMs) with which the astro-

nauts made a few local measurements of the ambient field and that provided
no data after the astronautst departure from the Moon. The LSMs were
primarily intended to yield data usefltlin studies of global electric and
magnetic characteristics of the lunar interior, and the LPMs were intended
to yield data on local remanent magnetization.
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Each LSM consisted of three orthogonal £1uxgate sensors mounted at the
ends of lO0-cm orthogonal booms. The sensors were 150 cm from each other
and 75 cm above the lunar surface. Each sensor on Apollo 15 and 16 had
ground-commandable operating ranges from zero to ±50, ±100, and ±200 nT
(gamma), with resolutions of 0.1 nT (gamma). For the Apollo 12 magnetom-
eters, these ranges were from zero to ±100, ±200, and ±400 nT (gamma).
E_ch sensor was periodically flipped to check for zero-level drift and
calibrated to check for sensitivity variations. Three magnetic vectors/s
were telemetered to Earth.

The Apollo 12 LSM provided useful data between November 19, 1969, and April
3, 1970, except that lunar nightside gaps occurred during this interval.
Very limited data exist after this interval. The Apollo 1S LSM provided
useful data between July 31, 1971, and September 20, 1972. The Apollo 16
LSMhas provided useful data since April 21, 1972, except for a major gap
between February 15, 1973, and August 17, 1973. Data available from NSSDC
for the LSMs are listed in Table 5-20. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary when
ordering these data, are given in the Index to Available Data.

Table 5-20. Lunar Surface Magnetometer Data at NSSDC

Magnitude and O.3-s Magnetic Filtered and
Mission Component Averages Vectors on Decimated Data

on Microfilm Reels Magnetic Tapes on Magnetic Tapes*

Apollo 12 Nov. 19, 1969 - Nov. 19, 1969 - Nov. 28, 1969 -
Apr. 3, 1970 Apr. 3, 1970 Dec. 3, 1969
(23 (353 (1)

Apollo 1S July 31, 1971 - July 31, 1971 - July 31, 1971 -
Sept. 20, 1972 Sept. 20, 1972 Aug. 15, 1971
(83 (158) (1)

Apollo 16 April 21, 1972 -. April 24, 1972 -
Sept. 21, 1974 Feb. 6, 1974
(10) (158)

*NSSDC will acquire additional data as required.

The lunar portable magnetometers (LPMs) consisted of threc orthogonal flux-
gate sensors mounted on top of a tripod that was positioned 75 cm above thc
ground. The Apollo 14 LPM had 1.0-nT (gamma) resolution while the Apollo
16 LPM .ad 0.2-nT (gamma) resolution. A series of measurements was made by
the astronauts at various locations near the two landing sites. The final
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data from these LPM experiments are found in DyaZ et al., 1973. For fur-
ther details, see _JaZ et al., 1974.

Total Magnetic Field Magnitude and Components

These data are on 16-m_ microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from the
original hardcopy plots submitted by the experimenter. Each frame contains
30 or 60 min of data. Either 3- or 6-s averaged values of magnetic field "_
magnitude and of each of three Cartesian components are plotted per frame.
Th. coordinate system used has the X-axis normal to the local surface, and
the Y- and Z-axes normal to the X-axis and directed eastward and northward,
respectively. NSSDC can supply these plots for the time periods shmm in
Table 5-20.

0.3-s Magnetic Vectors

° These LSM magnetic vector data are available on experimenter-supplied mag-
netic tapes written in 556 bpi. These 7-track, DCS binary format tapes
were created on an IBM 7040/7094 computer. Logical and physical records
have 751 and 460 words, respectively. Each logical data record contains
the time for the first data point and the Cartesian components of 500 suc-
cessive magnetic field vectors. Because one data point was obtained every
0.5 s, each logical record covers 2.5 min of data. Field components are
given in a coordinate system with X radially outward from the local sur-
face and Y and Z tangent to the surface and directed eastward and north-
ward, respectively. Typically, each tape contains 3 days of data. The
Apollo 12 data contain four data gaps: December 12 to 18, 1969; Jan,mr 4
to 17, 1970; February 3 to 15, 1970; and March 6 to 17, 1970. Apollo 16
data are being received on a continuing basis. Currently available data

: are shown in Table 5-20.

-: Filtered and Decimated Magnetic Field Data
.7

These filtered and decimated magnetic field data from the LSMs are on 7-
r track, 556-bpi, BCD, magnetic tapes submitted by the experimenter as samples
r of the available data. The tapes contain a header record and successive
: groups of three physical records where each group constitutes one logical
" record. The 1602-character header record includes the degree of decimation
• and the filter weights used. The first physical record in each logical

record contains the time of the first subsequent vectors. The second and
third physical records each contain 50 magnetic vectors (Cartesian compo-

_ nents in ALSEP coordinates and field magnitude). NSSDC holds a list of
i times for which the original data were subjected to filtering and decima-

tion and will acquire appropriate tapes from the experimenter as requested.
_ Currently available tapes are listed in Table 5-20.
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HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT

The heat flow experiment, which was part of the ALSIiPon Apollo 15, 16,
and 17, was designed to determine tile rate of heat loss from the lunar
interior. The experiment detected the following types of lunar tempera-
ture information: high sensitivity, low sensitivity, difference, probe
ambient, thermocouple reference, probe cable ambient, and local surface
brightness. _.

The instrumentation consisted of two 1.2-m probes that were inserted into
the lunar surface, a special tool for probe insertion, and an electronics
package that was cable-connected to the probes and the central station.
To place the probes into "the surface, two 3-m holes were drilled into the
surface by an astronaut, using the Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD).
The ALSD was equipped with core stem caps and retainers, core stems, core
bits, a bore/bit drill adapter, a treadle, and a bore stem/core stem wrench.
The bore stem assemblies used in drilling remained in the holes to provide
a car.lag to prevent collapse of the hole walls during insertion of the
probes. Temperatures were obtained during lunar days, lunar nights, and a
total eclipse on August 6, 1971. 1lie heat flow through the surface pro-
vided data on the lunar soil conductivity, contributed to the resolution
of issues concerning lunar internal heating processes, and established
limits of constraint on interior temperatures mid composit-[on of the Moon.

The Apollo 16 probe cable was broken during deployment and no data were
obtained. The Apollo 15 probes were deployed on July 31, 1971, to depths
of 1.0 and 1..4 m and continue to obtain data. The heat flow value is 3.1
x 10 -s W/cm2. The Apollo 17 probes were deployed on December 11, 1972, to
depths of 2.4 m each and continue to operate, tleat flow values from these
probes are 2.8 x 10"s IV/cm2, NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering
these data, are located in the Index to Available Data.

Thermal Conductivit_(
Heat flow experiment data, containing thermal conductivity measurements,

I are available on 7-track, 800-bpi, binary, magnetic tapes generated on an
IBM 1130 computer. _le data consist of a chronological sequence of time
points, each of which are associated with several temperatures and temper-
ature differences. The time is measured in milliseconds from the beginning
of each experiment, and the temperature data are in K. The data are organ-
ized in five groups; each group is a combination of the four parameters:

, temperature (T)., temperature d.4.fference (DT), gradient bridge (G), and ring
bridge (R). The identifying letters are associated with two numbers. The
first number refers to the probe (1 or 2), and the second number designates
the probe section (upper--I, lower--2) or the thermocouple number (1 or 4).
For example, DTGll refers to a temperature difference measurement from theI
gradient bridge in the upper section of probe 1. Other parameters in the
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data are TREF, which is the temperature of the thermocouple reference
bridge, and TC, which is a thermocouple temperature. There are two mag-
netic tapes availgble for Apollo IS and for Apollo 17 (four tapes total),
and the data are from the date of deployment (see Table 5-1) to December
28, 1974, for both experiments.

Heat Flow Error Analysis, ..

A report on the Apollo 17 heat flow thermocouple error investigation, pro-
vided by the Science Requirements Branch of Johnson Space Center, is avail-
able on one reel of 16-n_nmicrofilm. Thermoelectric errors are defined by
thermal models of the electronics unit and reference sensor. Temperature
differentials between spurious junctions are resolved to better than 0.5 K.
The models are verified by data acquired from environmental tests o£ a
specially modified heat flow experiment instrument. Apollo 15 and 17 site
temperature profiles are applied to a thermal model that establishes a
0.04 K difference between sensors of the Apollo 17 temperature field. All
errors affecting the data are summarized and error characteristics are
shown for all thermocouple temperatures. The data cover a time period from
December 12, 1972, to December 51, 1975.

;

TRAVERSE GRAVIt4ETEREXPERIMEI4T

The traverse gravimeter experiment on Apollo 17 provided gravity data..for
a high-accuracy relative survey of the lunar _ravitational field in the

." lunar landing area. The data are also used for an Earth-Moon gravity tie.
Specific objectives were to measure the values of gravity at selected known
locations along the lunar traverse, relative to the value at a lunar base
station, and to measure the value of gravity at a known point on the lunar

: surface (base station), relative to the gravity at a known point on Earth.
Gravity anomalies on Earth have led to major discoveries such as isostasy,
tectonogenesis, lateral density variations in the crust and mantle, strength
of the mantle, geometry, geosynclines, margins, batholiths, and the figure

_ of the Earth. Surface gravity measurements on the Moon can lead to an un-
_ derstanding of features such as mare ridges, the edge effects of mascons,

craters, rilles, scarps, thickness variations in the regolith and lava
' flows, density variations in the basement, and mare highland interfaces.

The equipment for this experiment consists of a portable gravimeter that
was transported on the LRV to selected sites. Traverse measures were
taken while the gravimeter was mounted on the LRV. The crewmen activated
the appiopriate switches in the required sequence and read and reported
the numbers appearing on the digital display register. These measures

: were taken during the stay of the landing mission, from December 11 to 13,
1972. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering these data, are located in
the Index to Available Data.
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TraverseGravimeterExperimentFinalReport

A microfiched copy of the principal investigator's final report on the
traverse gravimeter experiment is available from NSSDC. The report con-
tains sections on the basic theory of interpretation, a description of the
equipment used, the results, and analysis and discussion of the results.
Twenty-three valid gravity values were obtained, the following data for
each value are included: location, elapsed time at which the measurement
was initiated (h:min:s), the displayed value, the difference between the
displayed value and the value at the U! site, raw Ag value, Ag value after
application of an empirical correction, the elevation in meters, and com-
ments. The data were acquired between December 11 and 15, 1972.

SURFACEELECTRICALPROPERTIESEXPERIMENT

The surface electrical properties experiment on Apollo 17 obtained data
about the electromagnetic energy transmission, absorption, and reflection
characteristics of the lunar surface and subsurface for use in the develop-
ment of a geological model of the upper layers of the Moon. This experi-
ment determined layering, searched for pressure of water below the surface,
and measured electrical properties in situ, determining these as a function
of depth. The selected frequency range was chosen to measure these prop-
erties in a range from a few meters to a few kilometers in depth. The
transmitter produced continuous waves at 1, 2.4, 4, 8.1, 16, and 32.1 _tz,
successively. These waves permitted measurement of the size and number of
scattered bodies in the subsurface. Any moisture present was easily de-
tected because minute amounts of water in rocks of subsoil change the
electrical conductivity by several orders of magnitude.

The equipment for this experiment consisted of a deployable self-contained
transmittor, a multiple-frequency transmitter antenna, a portable receiver/
recorder on the _AV, a wide-bandwidth mutually orthogonal receiver antenna,
and a retrievable data recording device. _le crew transported and set up
the transmitter about 100 m from the D.! and then deployed the antennas.
The receiver/recorder was placed on the LRV. The crew established the
location of the LRV in relation to the transmitter for each data stop dur-
ing the traverse. IVheel turns were counted for distance, and azimuth was
recorded using the navigation system. _e recorder was then re%drned to
Earth. The experiment obtained data from December 11 to 13, 1972. NSSDC
ID numbers, necessary for ordering these data, are located in the Index to
Available Data.

DemultiplexedData
Demultiplexed electrical property data are available on one BCi),550-bpi,
magnetic tape generated on an IBM 360 computer. _lis tape contains all
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the data of one type, which wore digitized and domultiplexod, in a single
array. The data on the tape consist of (1) receiver operating mode com-
pared to time, (2) receiver temperature compared to time, (3) received
signal strength during the time when the transmitter was turned off (six
detection frequencies, three components), (4) receiver calibration signals
from the detection of calibrated noise sources (six detection frequencies,
three sources), and (5) data for each experiment frequency. The data for
each experiment frequency consist of the range compared to time array and
the detected signal strength compared to time for six components (two
transmitter antennas and three receiver antennas). The tape also contains
navigation data. There are two files of data. The first file contains
straightened science and navigation data. The second file contains un-
straightened science data.

Data Plots

Data plots and the final technical report on the surface electrical proper-
ties (SEP) experiment are available on microfiche. Included is a descrip-
tion of the system used in processing the data, the method of obtaining
digitized data from the analog tape produced on the Moon, the processing to
demultiplex the data, the method used to merge navigation and science data,
th- procedures used to generate the plots, a comparison with very long
based interferometry, and the reconstruction of the SEP antenna patterns
during the 360 ° turnaround. The plots are frequency versus range.

|

NEUTRON PROBE

The lunar neutron probe on Apollo 17 was designed to measure the rates of
low-energy neutron capture as a function of depth in the lunar regolith.
The experiment made use of two particle-track detection systems. The first
system was a cellulose triacetate plastic detector used in conjunction with
boron-10 targets to record the alpha particles emitted with the neutron
capture on boron-10. _le second system used mica detectors to detect the
fission fragments from neutron-induced fission in urm_ium-235 targets.

The neutron probe had the form of a rod and yielded an essentially contin-
uous record of the neutron capture rate from the lmmr surface down to a
depth of 2 m. The probe was activated and deactivated by a rotational
motion that brought the target and detector system in and out of alignment.
An on-off mechanism was necessary to prevent accumulation of background
events produced in flight by neutrons from the ALSSP power generator and
from cosmic-ray induced neutrons in the spacecraft. Point sources of
uranium-238 were included at three positions alo,lg the probe to provide
fiducial marks to verify that the probe was properly activated. In addi-
tion, cadmium absorbers were included in the center and bottom of the
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probe to obtain a neutron energy spectrum with a threshold of 0.55 eV.
Further spectral information was obtained from analysis of krypton-80 and
krypton-82 produced by bromide neutron capture in potassium bromide con-
tained in evacuated capsules that were inserted at the top, middle, and

bottom of the probe. ]
!

The experiment performed normally from activation on December 12, 1972, to
termination at the end of the third EVA on December 13, 1972. There will ,,.
be no unpublished data from this experiment appropriate for submission to
NSSDC; however, published reports of experiments are available and are
listed in the following section. _e NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for or-
dering these publications, are located in the Index to Available Data.

Published Reports
These published reports, submitted to NSSDC in hardcopy form, each contain
a description of the experiment, equipment, data history, experiment oper-
ational history, and data processing techniques. The actual experiment
specimens require refrigeration and are stored at the NASA/JSC Lunar Sam-
ple Curatorial Facility. The following published reports are contained on
microfiche at NSSDC.

Burnett, D.S., and D.S. Woolum, "Lunar Neutron Capture as a Tracer
for Regolith Dynamics," Prec. Fou2th Lur_m Sc_. Conf., 2, Geochim.
et Cosmoc_. Acta, 2061-2074, 1974.
;qoolum,D.S., and D.S. Burnett, "In-Situ Measurement of the Rate
of U-235 Fission Induced by Lunar Neutrons," Eo_th and Planet.
Soi. Left., 21 (2), 153-163, January 1974.
Woolum, D.S., D.S. Burnett, and C.A. Bauman, "Lunar Neutron Probe
Experiment,"ApoZlo 17Prelimln_ Science Report, NASA SP-330,
18-1 to 18-12, 1975.
Woolum, D.S., D.S. Burnett, M. Furst, and J.R. Weiss, "Measurement
of the Lunar Neutron Density Profile," Moon, 12, 231-250, February
1975.

SUPRATHE_IALIONDETECTOREXPERIMENT
The ALSEP suprathermal ion detector experiment (SIDE) was placed on the
hmar surface during the Apollo 12, 14, and IS missions. It measures ions
generated from ultraviolet ionization of the lunar atmosphere and from the
free-streaming and thermalized solar wind/lunar surface interaction. Frola
the data obtained, flux, number density, velocity, and encrgy per unit
charge can be determined. A curved plate analyzer with crossed electric
and magnetic fields (E x B) with a velocity selector (filter) detected ions
with normal velocities from 0.4 to 95.5 km/s and energies frm, 0.l to
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18.6 oV, enabling speclos discrimination of masses up to 1000 u. A sepa-
rate curved plato analyzer (without a velocity filter) counted protons in
selected energy Intervals from 10 to 3500 cV, The orientation of those
directional instruments prevented direct observation of solar wind ions
except in the tailward sheath, l{owever,ions reflected from or generated
toward the bow shock wore observed.

SuprathermalIonData

The SIDEs experienced some loss of data caused by arcing and are operated
only when temperatures are <85oC. This change in operations occurred on
March 18, 1970, for the Apollo 12 SIDE; on October 20, 1971, for the Apollo
14 SIDE; and on December 16, 1971, for the Apollo 15 SIDE. Previous to
these dates, the data are continuous and normal from the date of deploy-
ment (see Table 5-I). Data available from NSSDC are shown in Table 5-21
and are described in the following sections. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary
when ordering these data, are given in the Index to Available Data.

Table 5-21. Su)rathermal Ion Detector Experiment Data at NSSDC

/ /'
/ /%.,°%<Mission

Apollo 12 24 207 13 1 1 14

Apollo 14 144 98 12 1 2 13

: Apollo 15 278 303 12 6 1 8

MassAnalyzerandTotalIon24-sResolutionData

Both plots and listings of mass analyzer and total ion 24-s resolution data
are available on 10-rammicrofilm. The experimenter-generated listings and
plots include (I) the total ion data in 20 channels from 3500 eV/Q to li)
eV/Q and (2) the mass spectrometer data in 6 energy ranges from 48.(,to 0.2
eV and in 20 mass ranges from I to 1000 u plotted against frame m_ber.
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The data for Apollo 12 range from 10 to 1000 u, for Apollo 14 from 6 to
750 u, and for Apollo 15 from 1 to 90 u. For Apollo 12 and 14, da_a prior
to those available from NSSDC c_.n be obtained from the princiiJal experi-
menter (Dr• J._V. Freeman, Dept. of Space Sciences, P.O. Box 1892, Rice
University, Ilouston, Texas, 7700l). The time periods of available data
are listed below; additional data is expected.

Apollo 12 - September 14, 1971, to December 31, 1_._73
Apollo 14 - August 2b, 1972, to December 31, 1.973 "
Apollo 15 - August 2b, 1972, to September 9, 1974

Both total ion and mass spectrometer data appear on each plot. Each set
of spectra required 24 s to be obtained in the norv_al experiment mode.
Interpretation of the plots requires reference to _he housekeeping data
contained with the listings.

MassAnalyzerData

These analyzer data are available on 7-track, 800-bpi, odd parity, binary,
IBM compatible tapes. The words are 24-bit binary integers with negative

- numbers represented at two's complement. There are 28 words per logical
record, 100 logical records per physical record, and 1850 physical records
per file. Each logical record contains time, mass analyzer data channels
of accumulated counts, and housekeeping parameters as required. Unreliable
data are replaced by insertion of -1. Data tapes are available for the
following time periods.

Apollo 12 - November 19, 1969, to Narch 3, 1973
Apollo 14 - February 6, 1971, to April 11, 19/3
Apollo 15 - August 3, 1971, to June 2, 1973

EnglneeringParameters

These engineering parameters are available on 16-mm microfilm supplied to
NSSDC by the experimenter. The data are in the form of llstings that con-
tain appropriate experiment status words as functions of time, These list-
ings are useful for interpreting other data from the suprathermal ion de-
tector experiment These listings were also included, as appropriate, withC •

other total ion and mass analyzer data. The microfilmed listings are
available for the following time periods.

Apollo 12 - August 17, 1972, to December 31, 1972
: Apollo 14 - August 20, 1972, to December 31, 1972

Apollo 15 - August 24, 1972, to December 31, 1973
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Ion Spectrograms

'l'he._c. three-dimen._ional plot._ ot" 20-1nill aver:l}:ed m,la,_:; ail;ilyzer data ._uu|_
marine l-he large-qcale features observable usin/; tlw 511)1! dat_ and are
available on 35-mm microfilm, One conq)lete lunation i:; pre_ented on a
frame. The count-rate energy spectra are pl¢_ttud on lo}l-log ,_c;tle:_ ill IIIL,
plane of tl_e frame, and time is represented by oI'fsettin}, each ener},y-
versus-flux plot up and to the right to simulate the third dimension, lin-
ergy along the X-axis Js in eV/t_. ,,-

These plots w,:re generated by the experimenter and microfilmed by NSSDt:.
NSSI)C also has produced 20.3- x 25.4-cm (8- x 10-in.) negatives of these
data for production of publication-qualJ.ty l)rints for D_stances where the
35=nm_ microfilm is inadequate for a userts puri)OSeo These reproductions
car, be suPl)lied for specific frames. These data are avai lal)lc for the
following time periods.

Apollo 12 - November 19, 1969, to August I1, 1972
Apollo 14 - February o, 1971, to April 1, 1973
Apollo l q - August 20, 1971, to ,hmuary 9, 1973

Total Ion Detector Data

These experimenter-generated data are on 7-track, 800-bpi, odd par._ty,
binary magnetic tapes that are IBM compatible. The data are from tl:e ALSEP
total ion detectors (TIDs] on Apollo 12, 14, and J5 for the following time
periods.

Apollo 12 - November 19, 1969, to March 14, 1973
Apollo 14 - February o, 1971, to April 11, 1973
Apollo 15 - August 3, 1971, to December 29, 1972

Tile words are 24-bit binary integers with negative numbers represented as
two's complement, l'here are 28 words per logical record, 100 logical
records per physical record, and 1850 physical records per file. F.ach
tape is one file. Each logical record contains time, 20 TID data channels
of accumulated counts, and housekeeping parameters as required. Unreli-
able data are repl,aced by insertion of -1.

COLD CATIIODEION GAGE EXPERII.IENT

The cold cathode gaffe experiment U'CGE), which was tattled to tile Moon on

I Apollo 12, 14_ and 15, determined the amount of gas (atmosphere) on ti_e
ltmar su:'face in terms of concentration of particles per unit voltm_e (pres-
sure). A typical cold cathode ion gage was used that depended on the ara-

b blent temperature. The results from this experiment combined with those
I
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from the ._uprathermal loll detector experlmunt (SII)E), were Im_'d to deter_
mine tile pre_',ure and deBsity of the lunar ,ItmtJsphore. The eluetro,_jc._
,Jr the t:CGl_ were contained in the ,_IIIE experimel)t a_ well a,_ the CCGI._corn-
m.ml and data proce,q_in}, 'W:_tem'_. The CCGI_doturmivud pre'._,_liro._ t'r_ui_ l,_3

i "o rlx 1¢1"_ to 1.33 x 1(I 10 N/_n' t! x 1U"_' to l x l(I _1'_ turf] ol) the nml_ic,nt
ltmtlr _;_mo'_;phore. The t:t:(;i_ opertlti.ons wore _h¢ follow;'_n_;.

• Apollo 12 - From November 19 to 21_j 19h9 - Nt) d_ltgi at NSSI_(',.

• Al)ollo 1,1 - from February 5, 1971, to April 15, 11.)73 - Some
engineering data lost on April 5, 1971" l;ebrt:ary
11172, nighttime data lost; little or no usable
data after April 15, 1U73.

• Apollo 15 - From July ._1, 1971, to l'cbruary 22, 1973 - i,imited
daytime operations because of high-voltage restric-
tions; substandard data after February 22, 1L373.

The NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering these d;lta, arc located in
the Index to Available Data.

Plots of Lunar Atmosphere Density versus Time

These experimenter-generated plots contain lunar atmosphere density _nea-
surements and are available on 3S-ram microfilm reels. The density measure-
merits are from 1 x 10 s to 1 x 1011 parts/era s on ;t logaritlu_ic scale, a_ad
gage temperatures are from 0 to 400 K on a linear scale. Quarter-minute
averages are plotted against time, with 15 h of data on each frame. All
time values are UT. These data are available for Apollo 14 and 15 on
three reels of microfilm for the following time periods.

Apollo 14 - February 9, 1971, to December 31, 1_973
Apollo 15 - July 31, 1971, to December 9, 1973

CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR EI_VIRONMEHTEXPERI_IENT

This experiment, carried only on Apollo 14, was designed to measure the
energy spectra of low-energy charged particles striking the lunar surface.
The main part of the instrumentation consisted of t_o electrostatic ana-
lyzers. One of these pointed toward local lunar vertical, and the other
to a point uO_ from vertical toward lunar west. As a first approximation,
both detectors could bc considered to point in the ecliptic plane.

l'ach analy=er consisted of a set of dircctioa-dcfining slits; deflection
plates; five small-aperture, C-shaped, channel electron inultiplicrs; and
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one large-aperture channel electron multiplier. For a given applied de-
flection voltage, the five multipliers wore arranged to count particles
of one polarity with differing energies, while the large-aperture multi-
plier made a wide-band measurement of particles of the opposite polarity.
During each 19.2-s interval in the automatic mode of experiment operation,
deflection voltages of zero (twice) and ±35, ±350, and ±3500 V were applied
to the deflection plates of both analyzers for 2.4 s at each voltage. The
infrequently used manual mode permitted the continuous application of a -_
single deflection voltage, thus increasing temporal resolution for parti-
cles in a limited portion of the spectrum.

Useful data obtained during each 19.2-s interval (automatic mode] were,
for each analyzer, 1.2-s accumulated counts o£ electrons in 18 energy win-
dows between 40 eV and 20 keV and ions in 12 energy windows between 0.17
and 20 keV. The experiment worked normally from deployment on February 5,
1971, until April 8, 1971, when the analyzer pointing away from lunar ver-
tical failed. The ovher analyzer continued to function normally until
June 6, 1971, when a partial failure occurred. Operation of this analyzer
was intermittent for the rest of 1971. During most of 1972, operation was
continuous during hmar night and intermittent during lunar day. Operation
was contim ous from Decembez 1972 to February 1973. After this time period,
high-voltage problems occurred again. For further details, see Burke and
Beaeoner, 1972. The available data are described below. NSSDC ID numbers,
necessary for ordering these data, are located in the Index to Available
Data.

Count Rate Data

Data acquired between February 5, 1971, and March 2, 1973, are available
on 53 experimenter-supplied magnetic tapes. Each tape is 7-track, 556-bpi,
binary, produced on an SDS computer, with 10 logical records per physical
record and 111 36-bit words per logical record. Each logical record con-
tains all the particle counting data taken over one 19.2-s sequence, in
addition to the necessary time and mode identification information.

Position and Orientation Information versus Time

These are available on one 7-track_ 556-bpi magnetic tape in binary integer
36-bit format that was generated by the experimenter on an SDS 92 computer.
The data cover a time period from February 5, 1971, to December 31, 1973.
There are three files, one for each year. One set of data is given for
every 2 h in each record. Data include (1) look direction information for
each experiment analyzer relative to bloon-Sun and Moon-Earth lines and in
geocentric solar ecliptic and solar magnetospheric coordinates and (2) in-
strument-location information, relative to local midnight and in geocentric
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solar ecliptic and solar magnetospheric coordinates. Note that some com-
puted parameters are included for a time period prior to the lunar emplace-
ment of the instrument.

200-eV Electron Count Rate Plots

Eighteen hardcopy plots, submitted by the experimenter, are available on
one reel of 35-mmmicrofilm generated at NSSDC. Each plot contains 2
days of 5-min-averaged, 200-eV electron count rates. This mode was chosen
because it includes the peak in the plasma sheet electron spectrum and
portions of the photoelectron and magnetosheath electron spectra. The
plots include the time period February 6, 1971, to March 12, 1971, which
contains the first orbit of the Moon about the Earth after the emplacement
of the instrument on the Moon. The experimenter has marked on tile plots
physically significant transitions (e.g., from the magnetotail to the mag-
netosheath) and the monthly 18-h period of solar ultraviolet-induced pho-
toelectron contamination. The experimenter also has generated similar
plots for other times and other modes that were scientifically interesting
to him, but not on a routine basis. All his data are to be found in the
count rate magnetic tape data described in a previous section.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT

To study the composition and variations in the lunar atmosphere, a minia-
ture magnetic deflection mass spectrometer was deployed on the Imlar sur-

: face during the Apollo 17 mission and was oriented to intercept and measure
the downward flux of gases. The ion source contained two filaments select-" t
able by command. Three collector assemblies were placed to collect ion
beams in the ratio 1:12:27.4, so that three mass ranges were scanned simul-
taneously: 1 to 4, 12 to 48, and 27.4 to ii0 u. For the high-mass channel,
the resolution was set at I00 for a mas_ of 82 u. Electron multipliers,
pulse amplifiers, discriminators, and counters were used; one system was
used for each mass range.

In normal operation, the electron bombardment energy was fixed at 70 eY,
3and then the instrument sensitivity to N2 of 3.77 X 10" A/N m-2 (5.0 x

- 10"s A/tort) was sufficient to measure the concentration of gas species in
the 1.33 x 10"lS-N/m _ (1.0 x 10°S-tort) range. An alternate operating mode

: provided four different electron energies of 70, 27, 20, and 18 eV, which
were cycled by successive sweeps of the mass spectrum. A voltage scan of
the mass spectrum was employed using a high-voltage stepping power supply.
_le sweep voltage varied through 1330 steps from 320 to 1420 V, with a
dwell time of 0.6 s/step. Because each stop was synchronized to a main
frame of the telemetry format, the telemetry _ord position served as the
identifier of atomic mass number. The sweep time was 13.5 min. The in-
strument was calibrated inside a molecular beam facility.
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The data available from NSSDC for the atmospheric composition experiment
are described in the following sections. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for
ordering these data, are located in the Index to Available Data.

Mass Peak Summar.vData

Mass peak sun_.ary data are available on two magnetic tapes and on micro-
film. The magnetic tape data are on 1600-bpi, binary, 9-track tapes pro-
duced on an IBm! 360 computer, with spanned variable-blocked records. A ,_
logical record is 324 bytes, and the block size is 3224 bytes. Tape num-
ber 1 contains the summarized data from lunation 1 through lunation 5.
Tape number 2 contains lunations 6 through 9. Each record gives a stmanary
of the data obtained from one mass spectrum, formatted in 80 binary words
of 4 bytes each. Parameters included in each record are time of start of
spectrum with January 1, 1973, set as day equal to zero; peak a,nplitudes
for the following gas species (in u): 4, 28, 32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 44,
and 92; gas concentrations for helium and argon; and solar ephemeris data
for the Apollo 17 site.

1_lemicrofilmed data are a printed record of the data on the summary tapes.
Each frame consists of a table of values, and the headings for the first
two columns are date and the normal elevation, which is part of the solar
ephemeris data for the Apollo 17 site. Five different table headings are
given: peak amplitudes, concentrations, ephemeris, housekeeping, and sweep
high voltage. _le tables are displayed in groups: first, peak amplitudes,
then concentrations, etc. qlae peak amplitude tables contain values for the
following gas species (in u): 4, 28, 32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, and 44. ]lie
concentration table gives values for helium and argon. The lunation num-
ber is printed in the top right-hand corner of each frame.

The time period for the microfilmed data is from January 2, 1973, to Sep-
tember 2, 1973. ql_e magnetic tape data cover the time period from May 24,
1973, to September 3, 1973.

Tables of Mass Peaks

Tables of mass peaks are available on both microfilm and magnetic tape.
The microfilmed data have six pages of data for each mass spectrum: two
each for the low-, mid- aud high-mass rmlges. Values for several other
parameters are also given including dates and times of the measurements;
the mass range; the Sun's elevation, azimuth, and zenith angle; lunar sur-
face temperature; and experiment monitors.

The mass peak data are also available on 10 magnetic tapes provided by the
experimenter. These are 9-track magnetic tapes written at 1600 bpi on an
1BM 360 computer. Record format is varlable span. Flag words fill data
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time gaps to insure proper spectra identification. In addition to mass
peak data, tt, ere are several other parameters presented including measure-
ment of time; azimuth, zenith, and elevation of the Sun; lunar surface
temperature; and experiment monitors. Iq_e data time period coverage for
both the microfilm and the magne'_ic tapes is from January 2, 1973, to
October 4, 1973.

SOLARWINDSPECTROI.ETER

A solar wind spectrometer was part of the Apollo 12 and 15 ALSEP packages,
and each was left on the lunar surface. The spectrometers were designed
to measure energies, densities, incidence angles, and temporal variations
of the electron and proton components of the solar wind plasma. The en-
ergy ranges on the Apollo 12 spectrometers were from 6 to 1330 eV (elec-
trons) and from 18 to 9780 eV (protons). On Apollo 15, the ranges were
10 to 1,480 eV (electrons) and SO to 10,400 eV (protons).

The spectrometers consisted of seven modulated faraday cups opened toward
different, but slightly overlapping, portions of the lunar sky. The in-
struments were used to observe the directional intensities of the electron
and positive ion components of the solar wind and magnetic tail plasma that
strike the surface of the Moon. Ion observations are useful for solar wind
plasma parameters, and electron observations are indicative of the lunar
surface environment.

The solar wind spectrometer on both missions operated _ell. Apollo 12 data
exhibit more distortion due to the instxalment location on the lunar sur-
face. In November 1971, two energy levels on the Apollo 12 spectrometer
encountered trouble; on the Apollo 15 spectrometer, two channels experi-
enced intermittent modulation dripping.

The solar wind spectrometer data listed in Table 5-22 are available from
NSSDC and are described in more detail in the following sections. The
NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering these data, are located in the

-- Index to Available Data.

FineResolution(28-s)Plasm,aParameters

These data are the highest resolution (28 s/spectrum) plasma data available
from the experiment. _e data were processed on a Univac 1108 computer and
are written on 7-track, 800-bpi, BCD, even parity tapes. Physical records
are blocked to 384 words, and each physical record contains 32 logical rec-
ords of 12 words each, at 72 BCD characters to every 12 words. Each record
contains time, proton density, alpha-to-proton ratio, bulk speed, angle of
flow, most probable thermal speed, and various housekeeping and goodness-of-
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Table 5-22, Solar Wind Spectrometer Data at NSSDC
i

Fine Resolution (28-s) llourly Averaged Plasma Parameters
Mission Plasma Parameters

on Magnetic Tapes Magnetic Tapes Microfilm Reels

Apollo 12 Nov. 19, 1969 - Nov. 19, 1969 - Nov. 20, 1969 -
'7 Dec. 31, 1974 Dec. 31, 1973 Dec. 31, 1974

O63 (2) (1) "

Apollo 15 July 31 - July 31 - Aug. 2, 1971 -
': Dec. 8, 1971 Dec. 8, 1971 June 30, 1972

C1) C1) (13

i.-::! fit parameters relating to the reliability of the calculated plasma param-
-. eters. _ae first record on each tape contains labeling information to
"_ identify the tape contents for a user. Each tape contains one file. NSSDC
.- expects to receive additional Apollo 12 and 15 plasma data of this type.:7

".i HourlyA.veragedPlasmaParameters

'- ltourly averaged plasma parameters are available on 7-track, 800-bpi, even
_,_ parity, BCD tapes produced on a Univac 1108 computer. They are also avail-
_ able on microfilm, qlmse data were supplied by tile experimenter. Each

set of averages on magnetic tape is in two logical records; there are two
,: logical records and 216 BCD characters per physical record. Four sets of
' hourly averaged parameters are computed with the following criteria: (1)
E all fine time scale parameters (FTSP), (2) all FTSP computed from spectra
_' with small rms error on curve-fitting and thermal speeds less than one-.;.

half the bulk velocity, (3) all FTSP computed from spectra that satisfy the
_'" requirements of :riterion 2 as well as having only one flow-angle that

can be directly measured, and (4) all FTSP computed from spectra that sat-
, isfy criterion 2 as well as having both flow angles directly measurable.

_: Each tape contains one file. Contained in each of tile four sets of aver-
: ages are the proton density, alpha-to-proton ratio, bulk speed, angle of

°" flow, number of spectra, and rms deviations of each average.

: Experimenter-generated plots of hourly averaged plasma parameters as rune-
" tions of time are available on 35-mm microfilm. 11mre are 22 days of data
" on each frame. Contained in each plot are the hourly averaged l)roton bulk
:' speed, most probable thermal speed, proton density, and angle of flow from
:_ the hourly averaged data on the magnetic tapes that satisfy criterion 2.
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COSMIC-RAYEXPERIMENTS

There were two slmilar cosmic-_ay experiments. One was the cosmic-ray
detector (CRD) experiment on kpollo 16, and the other was the lunar sur-
face cosmic-ray (LSCR) experiment on Apollo 17. The CRD experiment was
designed to measure the charge, mass, and energy spectrum of the solar
wind and heavy cosmic rays (in the energy ranges from 0.5 to I0 keV/nucleon
and from 0.2 to 200 MeV/nucleon), to provide calibration data for glass
detectors including tektite glass, to measure the thermal neutron flux at
the lunar surface, and to assess the problem of argon-40 implantation.
The experiment obtained data enroute to _he Moon as well as on the surface.
The shield mechanism (on the surface) failed to retract completely, thus
obscuring the field of view of the detector. The exposure time for the
CRD was 1 week, and a solar flare occurred during this time. The CRD was
returned to Earth.

The LSCR experiment had the following objectives: (1) to measure the flux
of solar wind particles with atomic number 2 to 26 using mica detectors;
(2) to determine the flux of light, rare gas, and solar wind ions using
metal foils; (3) to measure the flux of low-energy particles in space,
both solar and galactic, during quiet Sun conditions using plastic, glass,
and mica detectors; and (4) to determine the radon concentration in the
l_ar atmosphere using mica detectors. _lese detectors were hung _rom
the LM, some of them in the shade of the LM with the detectors pointed
toward space and the rest in the direct sunlight. All detectors were
brought back to Earth for analyses of the particle tracks. The total ex-
posure time was 45.5 h, and the detectors were sensitive to charged par-
ticles from about 1 keV/nucleon to several MeV/nucleon.

NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering the published experiment reports
described in the following section, are located in the Index to Available
Data.

PublishedReports

Experiment results are available in published reports that contain descrip-
tions of the CRD and LSCR experiments, equipment, data history, experiment
operation history, and data processing techniques. _e CRD results are
published in "Lunar Surface Cosmic Ray Experiment S-152, Apollo 16 General
Electric Experiment Final Contract Report" by R. L. F1eischer, et at., and
the LSCR results are published in "Apollo 17 Lunar Surface Cosmic Ray De-
tector Final Report," by R. M. IValker. The actual test sheets used for
particle detection must be refrigerated for archiving and arc held in stor-
age at the NASA/JSC Lunar Sample Curatorial Facility.
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FAR UV CAt4ERA/SPECTROGRAPH

_is experiment, carried on Apollo 16, constituted the first planetary-
based astronomical observatory and consisted of a tripod-mounted 76-mm
(3-in.) electronographic Sehmidt camera with a cesium iodide photocathode

:" and film cartridge. Spectroscopic data were provided in the 300- to 1350-A
range (30-A resolution), and imagery data were provided in two passbands
(1050 to 1260 A and 155 to 1200 A). Difference techniques allowed Lyman- _"
alpha (1216 A) radiation to be identified. _,e astronauts deployed the
camera in the shadow of the LM and then pointed it toward objects of in-

:: terest. Specific planned targets were the geocorona, the Earth's atmo-
sphere, the solar wind, various nebulae, the Milky IVay, galactic clusters

i' and other galactic objects, intergalactic hydrogen, solar bow cloud, the
lunar atmosphere, and lunar volcanic gases (if any). At the end of the

:. mission, the film was removed from the camera and returned to Earth. Data
were acquired between April 21 and 24, 1972. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary

_' for ordering these data_ are located in the Index to Available Data.

.__..

Far UV Photographs/Spectra

A second generation negative copy of the 35-_an film returned from the
" Descartes landing site on the Apollo 16 mission is available on 70-mm film
: and comprises 209 frames obtained between April 21 and 23, 1972. Included
': are preflight calibration exposures (frames 1 to 18), a black frame (frame
, 19), and the 190 exposures taken from the lunar surface (frames 20 to 209).

The mission frame number for each picture is on the film, but no other in-
formation is given, ltowever, supporting data, described in a subsequent

• section, are provided by NSSDC when these data are requested.

=: The lunar surface exposures are distributed over 10 specific target point-
_ ings. There are both imagery and spectral frames. Imagery was done with
:.- a lithium fluoride or a calcium fluoride correcter plate, while the spec-
: tra were taken using either the lithium fluoride correcter plate or no
- correcter plate.

' _ Catalog and Supporting Data

....._: A catalog of the far UV photographs and supporting information for digi-
tized scans of these photographs (which are expected to be received at

,: NSSDC) wero supplied by the experimenter and are available on 16-mm micro-
"" film. Information for each scan is contained on a single catalog page.
. The nature of the information given for each scan makes this catalog useful

for three purposes. First, it is a source of general information on each
• of the mission frames because data such as camera pointing, filters used,

exposure time, and visible objects are provided. Second, it is a useful
U
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adjunct to the viewing of the mission frames. 'I71ird, it is ;,Ji essential
guide in determining the location of the microdensitometer scan(s) of the
frames on the digitized-scan magnetic tapes and is tile source of informs-
tion on how the scans were performed and the size of the stuns.

LUNAR DUST DETECTOR

The ALSEP lunar dust detector experiment (engineering experiment) was car-
tied to the t4oon on Apollo 11, 12, 14, and 15. Sufficient data from Apollo
11 and 12 were not collected to permit analysis of the degradation result.
The purposes of the experiment were to separate and measure hi,l-energy
radiation damage to three NPN 10-ohm-em silicon solar ceils (1 x 2 cm each),
mounted on the ALSEP Sun shield, to measure solar cell output reduction
caused by dust accumulation, and to measure reflected infrared energy and
temperatures for use in computing lunar surface temperatures. One solar
cell was intentionally damaged !_/ irradiation, another had no cover glass,
and the third cell was a control.

The dust detector had two components: a sensor package mounted internally
and externally on a vertical side of the ALSEP central station and a printed
circuit board located within the ALSEP central station and interfaced with
the power distribution unit of the ALSEP data subsystem. _e irradiated
cells had a power drop of 2.5 percent/year for Apollo 14 and 1 percent/year
for Apollo 15. The power drop for the Apollo 14 nonirradiated cell was 4.3
percent/year and for Apollo 15, 3.5 percent�year. Data from this experi-
ment are described in the following sections. NSSDC ID numbers, necessary
for ordering these data, are located in the Index to Available Data.

Daytime Data

Data plots for the Apollo 14 and 15 dust detectors are available on 19
reels of 16-mm microfilm for the following time periods.

Apollo 14 - May 5, 1971, to February 24, 1976
Apollo 15 - July 31, 1971, to February 22, 1976

_aese plots consist of voltages from each solar cell and temperatures from
the three thermistors during daytime conditions. Dust thermal radi:_tion
engineering measurement outputs consist of internal temperature, cell tem-
perature, external infrared temperature, bare-cell output, 0.15-mm irradi-
ated-ceil voltage, and 0.15-mm cell voltage as a flmction of time. Tem-
peratures from the cells range from 298 to 398 K (25* to 125"C). Voltages
from the cells range from 0 to 70 mV during sunlight conditions depending
on Sun angle and individual cell characteristics.
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• EclipseData

Data plo_s of temperatures from the three thermistors and voltages from
the solar cells of the ASLEP package on Apollo 14 during eclipse events on

i January 30, 1972, are available on one reel of I6-mm microfilm. _e plots
consist of internal temperatures, cell temperatures, external infrared

; temperatures, bare-cell output, 0.15-mm irradiated-cell voltages, and o.15-
mm cell voltage as a function of time.

SUBSATELLITEEXPERIt_EIITS

J The Apollo 15 and 16 missions each carried a subsatellite (SS) equipped
with experiments designed to study interplanetary magnetic fields and
particles. The subsatellites were deployed from the CSM's scientific in-
strument module bay while in lunar orbit. This occurred after the lunar

• surface mission, rendezvous of the LM with the CSM, and transfer of astro-
nauts and lunar sanples from the U i to the CH were completed.

As each subsatellite was released into lunar orbit, three equally spaced,
folded booms automatically deployed. _lese booms were mounted at the base
of the subsatellite and were 1.S m long. (See Figure 5-12.) A_er boom
deployment, the subsatellite spin rate stabilized at 12 rpm. _e subsatel-
lite spin axis was approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic plane.

.,_. The Apollo 15 SS, after the first 6 months of operation, experienced an
electronic failure and continued operating in a partial mode for the next
11 months when, because of a power failure, it ceased operations. The
Apollo 16 SS operated for approximately 1 month and then decayed. SS or-
bital parameters are given in Table 5-i.

i

Figure 5-12. The Apollo subsatellite.
o
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Data available from NSSDC for the lunar particle shadows and boundary
layer experiment and the biaxial fluxgate magnetometer experiment carried
on the SSs are described in the following sections. The S-band transpon-
der data were described in the Command and Service Module Experiments
section.

LUNARPARTICLESHADOWSAI_DBOUNDARYLAYEREXPERII.tEIff ,,...

The lunar particle shadows and boundary layer experiment was designed to
study the plasma regimes through which the Moon moves, interaction of tile
Moon and plasmas, and some features of the structure and dynamics of the
magnetosphere. Two 2-element, solid-state particle telescopes and four
electrostati: analyzers were used. The two telescopes were aligned along
the spacecraft spin axis and differed in that one had an organic foil in
which incident electrons lost little energy relative to protons. Each
telescope was operated at six discrimination levels that corresponded on
both telescopes to electron threshold energies of approximately 20, 40,
85, 155, 320_ and 520 keV. The unshielded telescope was sensitive to pro-
tons of approximately the sva,e energies as electrons in _xe six discrimi-
nation states, but the shielded telescope was sensitive to protons with
six thresholds between about 340 and 700 keY. Species resolution was
determined from the relative responses of the two telescopes.

The electrostatic analyzers were oriented perpendicular to the spacecraft
spin axis and measured both large fluxes of electrons in the energy windows
0.53 to 0.68, 1.9 to 2.1, and 5.9 to 6.4 keV and small fluxes of electrons
in the energy windows 5.8 to 6.5 and 13.5 to 15.0 keV. These analyzers did
not count protons. Spin-integrated counts were obtained for all energy
windows except the 13.5- to 15.0-keV window in which four-sectored data
were obtained. The instruments worked as planned for the life of the sub-
satellites. Data available from NSSDC are shown in Table 5-23 and des-

cribed in the following sections. The NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for
ordering these data, are listed in the Index to Available Data.

Table 5-23. Lunar Particle Shadows and Boundary Layer
Experiment Data at NSSDC - Averaged Particle Count Rates

Mission and 24-s a_d 10-rain Data'i lO-mtn and 2-h Data 2-h Data Orbital Summary
Time Petlod on Microfilm Reels on Magnetic Tapes on Microfilm Reels

Apollo 15 21 2" 1¢
Aug. 4, 1971 -
Jan. 23, 1973

Apollo 16 4 I 1
Apr. 2SD 1972"
May 29, 1972

*Substandarddata after February 24, 1972, is included.
qEnd date is February 3, 1972.
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10-minand 2-hAveragedParticleCountRates

These magnetic tape data are lO-min and 2-h averages of proton and electron
fluxes. The magnetic tapes are 7-track binary written at 800 bpi and gen-
erated on a CPC 6600 computer. There is one file per tape, and each physi-
cal record consists of 276 60-bit words. 'File first I(_ words of a physical
record give the orbit number, date, and fractional &ly of the start of the
orb;t, followed by tile number of minutes of operation during the orbit ""
(2 h) of the 0.53- to O.68-keV electron mode, and 12 successive 10-rain
values of this parameter. The next 260 words constitute a 13- x 20-word
array where the first column of the array contains orbit-averaged fluxes
for all counting modes, and each of the next 12 columns contains lO-min
averaged fluxes for these modes.

24-sand lO-minAveragedParticleCountRates

Averaged count rate (24 s and 10 min) data for Apollo 15 and lo are avail-
able on microfilm. These microfilm data are plots of the 24-s and lO-min
particle fluxes on 35-_a_ microfilm provided by the experimenter, l:ach
time interval is covered by 10 frames, each having 2 traces that represent

t all th? counting modes of tbo experiment. Although some characters on the
frames are illegible, the supporting documentation pezaaits ready use of
the plots. 21mre are two types of film plots, one type presenting the
finest time scale data at 2 h/frmne, and the other presenting 10-rain aver-
ages at 24 h/frame. For a_ff one time, both types of plots are included
(10 each). ]lm 2-h averages of all counting modes plotted at 10 days/
frame are identified in the data, "2-h Averaged Count Rates (Orbital Sum-
mary)," described in the following section.

2-hAveragedCountRa_es(OrbitalSummary)

These data aze plots of particle fluxes on 35-mm microfilm provided by the
experimenter. Each time interval is covered by 10 frames, each lmving 2

:, traces_ representing all the counting modes of the experiment. Although
some characters on the frames are illegible, the supporting documentation

: permits ready use of tile plots. Each frame covers 10 days and contains
2-h averaged fluxes. Finer time scale flux plots are identified in the

: data_ "24-s and 10-rain Averaged Particle Count Rates," described in the
preceding section.

..: BIAXIALFLUXGATE[IAGI4ETOI4ETER

._ The Apollo 15 and 10 oiaxiai fluxgate magnetometer experiments were boom-
-_ deployed on the lunar-orbiting subsatellites. One of the magnetometvr axes

lay along the satellite spin axis; the other was in the spin pla,m. A Sun
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pulse sector generator provided phase information needed to obtain the
direction of the magnetic vector. Tile spin rate was 5.175 s. The dynamic
ranges of the Apollo 15 instrument were ±50 and ±200 aT. 'iheApollo 16
instrument dynamic ranges were ±25 ahd 5100 aT. Three data modes were
available: one real time and two stored modes. The real-time mode w_;._
available when the subsatollito was on the earthward side of the _loon.

, The sample rate was once per second in the spin plane and twice per second
along the spin axis. _e normal stored mode obtained a vector every 24 s. ,,

" The fast stored mode recorded the same information every 12 s. 'lllcstoredt

modes were availabi_ at any time. (See Apollo So_e_teJYc E'_e_,'Lmcnt_ Oata
. Hand,book, 1974, for more details on this experiment.)

" Data available from NSSDC are shown in Table 5-24 and are described in _he

following sections. The NSSDC ID numbers, necessary for ordering these
" data, are given in the Index t_ Available Data.

Table 5-24. Bimxial Fluxgate Magnetometer Experiment Data at NSSDC
Vec'corblagneticField _leasurements

20.-sTime 192-s Averaged 192-s Averaged
• Mission and Resolution on Data Plots on Data Listings on
: Time Period _lagneticTapes _.licrofilmReels Microfilm Reels

ii

Apollo 15 29 6 6
Aug. 4, 1971-

. Feb. 3, 1972

: Apol lo 16 9 1 I
•; Apr. 25, 1972-

-o; May 29, 1972

i

:_ 24-S Biaxial Vector Ma.qneticField Measurements

,,: The Apollo 15 subsatellite magnetic tapes were generated by NASA/JSC for
-!! the experimenter and contain 24-s magnetic field data and engineering data

every 192 s, the basic cycle time for the subsatellite. 'thesedata are
on 7=track, 800-bpi, odd parity, magnetic tapes written on a Univac II08

computer with 36-bit words.

--?. Contained in the data are time, various data relevant to spacecraft posi-
" tion and housekeeping, and the magnetic field measurements transverse and
:" parallel to the spacecraft spin axis that, together with the Stm pulse i,.-

forn,ation,yield triaxial magnetic field measurements. These data are
_ blocked with a maximum of 560 words per physical record. Times are in
"' milliseconds.
,.
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Apollo 16 subsatollite data are also available on mnl;netic tape th;,t wa:;
generated by the experimenter on ,n IBM 360/91 computer. This tape i:_a ,
9-trackj l(_00-bpi,odd parity, binary, multifile tape with 3(_-bitwords.

Plots of Triaxia] 192-s Averaged Magnetic Fteld Data

These plots are on I6-,unmicrofilm reels generated by NASA/JSC for tileex- .-.
porimentor. There are two typos of plots. The flrst (A) plots coh*ui:;
192=s averaged magnetic components, X, Y, and Z, in spacecraft coordlnate.i
and total field magnitude plotted against time for one orbit per frame.
Spacecraft coordinates have X and Y in the spin plane, wld, X along the
projection of the Earth-Sun line. The Z direction lies along the space-
craft spin axis, which is nearly perpendlcular to the eclipt!c plane. No
sensor drift corrections have been applied to the Z co,npoucntof the data
prior to plotting, but drifts are expected to be within +0.27 to -0.87 nT
(gamma). Offset drifts are tabulated in the documentation, along with
instructions on l"_w to apply them. The second (B) plots contain engineer-
ing parameters, spin periods, and data from the lunar particle shadows and
boundary layer experiment re::the shielded and Lmshielded telescopes.

192-s Averaged I4agneticField Vectors and f4a_nitude

These magnetic data are on 16-rammicrofilm reels generated at NASA/JSC for
the experimenter and contain 192-s averaged data presented as functions of
time. These data listings contain X-, Y-, and Z-vector components in
spacecraft coordinates where the X- and Y-axes lie in the spacecraft spin
plane, with X along the projection of the Earth-Sun line. The Z-axis is
along the spacecraft spin axis and is approximately along the northward
normal to the ecliptic plane. Also listed are magnetic field magnitude
and the shielded counts from the lunar particle shado_vsand boundary layer
experiment data. Subsatellite state information is also tabulated.

REFERENCES/SOURCES

"l_efollowing citations are annotated with A- and N-numbers where applic-
able. An A-number indicates those documents available from:

Technical Information Service
American Institute of Aeronautic_

and Astronautics
750 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
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Zond 8 photograph taken during close flyby of the lunar farside west of
Mare Orientale. Mare Orientale is seen on the limb at center, and the
large "eared" crater is east of LadygiI,. (Zond 8-17-401)
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.:" THE LUNAAND ZOND PROGRAMS

The Luna and Zond series of unmanned U.S.S.R. spacecraft were designed to
- investigate tha Moon and its vicinity (Govorchln, 1965; Parker, 1969).
: With the launch of the first Luna in 1959, tile U.S.S.R. lunar program began. _-
" Sixteen Luna spacecraft and, since 1965, six Zond spacecraft have obtained

lunar data. (The first two Zond spacecraft were launched in 1964 to study
: Venus and Mars, respectively.)

These series have included flyby, lunar-orbiting, and soft-landing missions.
A variety of experiments were carried out by these spacecraft including

: studies of magnetism, X-ray and gamma ray emissions, gravitational anoma-
lies, and chemical composition. Soil samples, near- and farside photog-

=k" raphy (both color and black and white), and Earth-cloud photography were
also acquired. Luna 17 and 23, launeimd in 1970 and 1974, respectively,

:, carried automatic roving vehicles (Lunokhod 1 and 2) that traversed por-
tions of the lunar surface. Lunokhod 1 roamed in Mare Imbrium near Sinus
Iridum, and Lunokhod 2 roamed in the Crater Le Honnier at the eastern edge
of Mare Serenitatis. _e Luna 16, 20, and 24 missions soft-landed on the
lunar surface, scooped up lunar material, and returned these samples to

,.. Earth. q_mse three missions landed near Hare Crisium.

The few data acquired by NSSDC from the successful Soviet Union lunar mis-
sions are from Luna 3, 9, and 13 and from Zond 3, 6, 7, and 8. These
missions are compared in Table 6-1 and 6-2. The Luna 3 and Zond 5 space-
craft were flyby missions (Figure 6-1) that continued into solar orbits.

" Zond 6 through 8 (Figure 6-1) flew around the Moon m.d returned to Earth
i; Zond 6 and 7 were retrieved in the Soviet Union and Zond 8 in the Indian
,: Ocean. Luna 9 and 13 (Figure 6-2) were lunar landers that remained on the

_7.: Moon.

: NSSDC has acquired only small mounts of data from these missions, and these
are exclusively photographic. Iqm photographic samples received arc in the

.... form of paper prints. Some publications containing photographs, described
:- in the following sections, are considered data by NSSDC because these are
: virtually all the U.S.S.R. data that are available for general use.

FLYBY PHOTOGRAPHYEXPERII.IENTS
.,_

The purpose of the Luna 3, Zond 3, and Zond o through 8 flyby mission pho-
tography experiments was to obtain photographs of the hmar surface, partic-
ularly of the limb and farside regions. The Luna 3 spacecraft began the

: photographic coverage , f the farside and Zond 3 completed it. 2end 8 ob-
tained photographs of the Mare O;ientalc region eastward on the farsidc to
16S*E.
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Table 6-2. Luna Lander Missions
(for which NSSDC has data)

C

Parameters Mission Name
: Luna 9 Luna 13

am_

Launch Date Jan. 31, 1966 Dec. 21, 1966

Landing Date Feb. 3, 1966 Dec. 24, 1966

Landing Coordinates 64.5°W, 7°N 62.05°W, 18.87°N

Landing Area IVestern edge of 0ceanus
" Proce 11 arum*

: Photo Acquisition

._. iDates Feb. 4-5, 1966 Dec. 25-28, 1966

_ *Luna 13 landed 300 km from Luna 9.

The cameras used were phototelevision types designed to photograph and
:° transmit surface images. The Zond 3 camera lens had a focal length of

105.4 _ and an aperture of 13 mm. The 25.4-mm film used on Zond 3 had a
: halftone wedge impressed on the edge. _e film was exposed through a

shutter, passed along into a developing device, dried on a hot drum sur-
=:i rounded by a moisture absorbing device, then passed onto a holder, liere

the film was scanned with a light spot of 20-Bm diameter. _le beam wash. i

collected by a condenser and entered a photomultiplier that produced an
electrical signal proportional to the fiim wedge density. _,ese signals
were then transmitted by a narrow-beamparabolic antenna to a receiving

: station on Earth at 1100 lines/frame. The image signals received were re-
: corded on magnetic tape, and the image was reconstructed on electric-chem-
., ical pa_er.

There were two transmission modes. The first was a rapid scan that was
used for the 28 frames exposed. These were studied, and it was decided to
transmit 14 of the images in the normal mode. These frames _#ereenlarged

• by approximately a factor of 8, compared to the onboard frame size. Of
the 28 exposed frames, 23 were of the lunar surface, 3 _ere exposed through i
ultraviolet light, and 2 were either not transmitted or did not include the i

:' lunar surface.

Similar methods were used by Luna 3, although camera parameters differed.
The Luna 3 camera focal lengths were 200 and SO0 mm; apertures were l:SO
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Luna 3

Courtety of National Air and Spaco Museum

Zond 3

(_ 1976 D.R. Woods

Zond 6-8

Figure 6-1. Luna and Zond flyby spacecraft.
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Figure 6-2. Luna lander spacecraft.

and 1:9,5, respectively; transmission lines were -< 1000 lines per frame;
o: and film width was 35 ram.

_ The Zond 6 through 8 spacecraft obtained photographs as they flew around
• the Moon and then returned to Earth where the camera fil.m was retrieved.

.:: Therefore, the retrieved photographs are free of noise that occurs during
television data transmissions. Zond 6 carried a standard aerial camera

:: that had a focal length of 400 ram, a frame size of 13 x 18 cm, and a reso-
lution of SO lines/ram. The Zond 7 photographic equipment was similar and

_' obtained color as well as black nnd white photographs. Photographs were
: acquired of the lunar surface and of the Earth as it set beneath the lunar

horizon. Photographs of the Earth were transmitted from Zond 8 during its
.-. flight to the Moon. gach of these spacecraft carried out two hmar photo-
,:i graphic sequences: (1) photography of the lighted hmar disk during ap-

proach and (2) photography of the lunar farside during flight around the
Meon.
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: Flyby PhotographicData
Me data available from NSSDC are listed in Table 6-3 and are described

:: in the following sections. NSSDC IO numbers, necessary for ordering those
data, are listed in the Index to Available Data.

Table 6-3. Luna and Zond Flyby Photographic Data at NSSDC _"

!. Mission Atlases on Microfiche Photographs index

Luna 3 30 photographs*
,, 3 photographst'4

:,o Zond 3 23 photographs*
!:
.'," Zond 6 1 X
),
:- Zond 7 2 X
11

:_ Zond 8 18 photographs* 18 X
X:

:- *Russian.

.: %English translation.

," A Data Announoement Bul!etinj Status of Availability of Zond 8 (1970-

o,_ 088.4)Lunar Photography (NSSDC/WDC-A-R_S 76-01).,was published in 1976 and
describes nine of the available Zond 8 photographs. _%is DAB is listed on
the order form.

/'

d

,_. Photographtc Atl ases
Three atlases have been rublished by the U.S.S.R. that contain flyby photog-
raphy of the farside of the Moon:

• Atlas of the Farside of the Moon, containing 30 halftone paper
prints from Luna 3.

" • Atlas of the Farside of the Moon Part 2, containing 23 halftone
paper prints (9 are rapid scan only; no IN) from Zond 3.

• Atlas of the Faa,side of the Moon Paa, t 3, containing 18 halftone
- paper prints (9 disk and 9 closeup) from Zond 8.t
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These atlases contain discussions of the onboard phototelovision sy._toms,
cartographic information, and photometric characteristics of selected sur-
face objects. Lunar topographic features and the terrain photographed are
included in the first two volumes. Photngraphic maps of the lunar far_ide
compiled from the Zond 3 photography are contained in Part 2 and Part 3.
In Part 3, a discussion of the Zond 6 and 7 missions is included with the
discussion of the Zond 8 mission.

In addition to these atlases, three Luna 3 photographs appear in Fiv'ot
Photographs of the Farside of the Moon. This book also has brief discus-
sions o£ the equipment on Luna 3, its flight, and lunar surface features.

These publications may be viewed at NSSDC or obtaired on microfiche as in-
dicated in Table 6-3. NSSDC has the original Russi_ n language editions of
these publications and an English translation of Ati_s of the Favside off
the Moon Part 2 and First Photographs of the Farside of the Moon available
for viewing. The microfiche version reduces the quality o£ the photographs.

Zond 6, 7, and 8 Photographs

One Zond 6, two Zond 7, and eighteen Zond 8 photographs are available from
NSSDC and are stored as 10.2- x 12.7-cm (4- x S-in.) negatives. NSSDC can
provide negatives, positive transparencies, and slides as well as paper
prints of varying sizes. The photographs are of the _are Orientale region.

Nine o£ the Zond 8 photographs were announced in the DAB (NSSDC/_VDC-A-R_S
76-01) described previously. No supporting data or indexes were received
with these photographs, but feature identification was made at NSSDC and is
contained in the DAB. The nine additional Zond 8 _mtographs and the three
Zond 6 and 7 photographs were also identified at NSSDC, and an index (de-
scribed in the following section) giving approximate locations and features
will be provided with the photographs.

Z nd 6, 7, and 8 Indexes

An index and footprint map were supplied by the U.S.S.R. with the Zond 7
and 8 photographs. _le index provides the photograph number and corner co-
ordinates for the Zond 7 and Zond 8 photograph acquisition sessions. The
footprint maps indicate corner coordinates. Because the individual photo-
graphs received are unnumbered, the indexes and footprint maps cannot be
used for photograph selection but will be supplied with requested photographs.

Photographs received for the Zond 6, 7, and 8 missions have been identified
and indexed by NSSDC. The NSSDC index contains an assigned munber, approxi-
mate U.S. selenographic corner coordinates, major surface fcatuzes photographed,
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pos.s!blo corrospondJnR U.S.S.R. index numbers, and photol;rrll)h location of
the Zond 8 photographs in the Atl¢ln of the Far.ni,fi_ of t;h_, M,)on l'aJ,l; 3
(available _n microfiche). Thi._ index i:ill be supplied with the Zolld {_,
7, or 8 photo_Iraphn.

LANDERPIIOTOGRAPIIYEXPERIt_ENTS _.,

The mtrpose of the photo}Iralfl_y experiments on the Luna lander spacccrnft
was to obtain eloseup, large-scale photographs of thu lunar surface sur-
rounding the spacecraft landing ar_a on the Moon. The photographs provided
information on the following surface characteristics.

• Crazer densit£
• Crater size range
• Cral, morphologies
• Crater ejecta (amount, distribution, and size)
• Surface mechanical properties (bearing strength, cohesion,

compaction, etc.)

The objectives of the photographic exper;ment on Luna 9 and 13 included the
determination and recognition of geologic and impact processes that produce
lunar features. These combined studies helped to determine the feasibility
of manned landings on the Moon.

The imaging systems for Luna 9 and 15 were identical, each having a pano-
ramic television c_mera capable of a resolution to 1.5 mm, Scanning image
transmission speed was 1 line/second. _le camera was composed of a rota-
ting mirror that reflected the surface image through a lens to the diaphragm
forming an image element. The light flux was then received by a light re-
ceiver that converted St to an electrical signal determined by the bright-
ness of the object. _le signals were transmitted to Earth.

The signals received on Earth were x egistered on film and recorded on mag-
netic tape. The film was conducted to a drum-type phototelegraph £n which
one revolution of the drum corresponded to one line of the incoming image.
There were 500 elements per line and S00 lines per picture (or 0.06* per
TV element}. Special devices insured synchrm_ous and inphase operation of
ground registration equipment.

LanderPhotographicData

The data available from NSSDC for Luna 9 mid 13 are listed in Table o-4.
NSSDC data ID numbers necessary for ordering thuse data are listed in the
Index to Available Data.
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Table 6-4. Lander Photographic Data at NSSDC*
im

Panorama FulI Other
Mission Number Fragments Panorama Photographs
n n

Luna 9 1 9 X 12 stereo pairs
2 6 X from the three
3 7 X panoramas -.-

Luna 13 I 2
2 7 X
3 7 X
4 4
5 7 X

*Halftone paper prints contained in books.

%

The photographs are contained in a two-volume set of books, First PanoP_Taa8
of the LunaPSuPfaoe. Volume I contains photographs from Luna 9, and Volume
2 contains photographs from Luna 13.

Included in the first volume are also discussions of equipment, onboard
. systems, flight dynamics, results from studies of the panoramas of the

lunar surface, mapping of the surroundings of the spacecraft, and morphol-

_ ogy of the landing area. Panorama 3 and other photographs are presented
throughout the text.

Volume 2 of the set contains panoramas and individual fragments of the
lunar zurface taken by Luna 13. Also included are discussions and descrip-
tions of the spacecraft, flight conditions, scientific apparatus (i.e., the

i soil mechanics penetrometer and the radiation densitometer), results o£
scientific research with comparisions of the Luna 9 and 13 missions, pho-
togrammetric properties of the lunar panorama, locality of Luna 13, its

: relief, stereo studies of the rocks, morphological characteristics of the
landing site, and topography,

. These books were published in the Russian language and may be viewed at
NSSDC. fhere is an l_nglishtra:,slat. : available for Volume i, and a mi-
crofiche version of this transl.ttienzs available from NSSDC. An English
translation of Volume 2 is availablc on microfiche, but the Russian lan-
guage edition is only available for viewing at NSSDC. Note that the pho-

• tographs will be degraded in microfiche copies o£ these books.
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APPENDIXI - NONSATELLITEDATA

GROUND-BASEDLUI_R PHOTOGRAPltS .,.,
Table A1-1 provides a list of worldwide astronomical observatories that

obtained and can supply ground-based lunar photographs. Note that these

photographs are not available from NSSDC, and requests for photographs
should be made to t'---heappropriate institution listed. In addition to
those observatories listed, other observatories that were believed to

have lunar photographs (including Harvard and Leander-McCormick) were

contacted; however, some known photographs are not locatable (e.g., W. II.

Pickering's 51 x 61 cm (20 x 2_ in.) that appear in his atlas).

The photography that is available includes whole-disk photographs at sev-

eral phases and ages of the Moon as well as local features and regions of
the Moon at high magnifications. Photograph originals range from 7.6 x

12.7 to 20.3 x 25.4 cm (5 x 5 to 8 x 10 in.) for all observatories. Pho-

tographs that are available and were also incorporated in published at-
lases are noted, and an incomplete list of lunar atlases is provided in

the following section of this Appendix. _lose observatories that pub-

lish catalogs are noted.

In some cases, such as the Pic du Midi photographs archived at tileParis

Observatory, plates may be viewed at the Observatory. A few (~ I00) of

these are stored at the University of Manchester, England. _le Paris

Observatory at Meudon established the Planetary Photographs Center of
the Intelnaational Astronomical Union in ]961. Facilities and equipment

for study and reproduc[ion of the original plates and negatives are pro-
vided.

: GROUtlD-BASEDPHOTOGRAPHICLUI_R ATLASES

The following list of lunar atlases includes those photographic atlases
comprised of ground-based lunar photographs. Atlases comprised of sate1-

: ltte lunar photographs are not included here, but appear in the References/
Sources sections of tim CataZog or were described as data available from
NSSDC.

The list excludes atlases comprised solely of charts and map_ of the Moon,

:, although these forms may be included with tlle ground-based photographic
; atlases listed. In addition, tile Library of Congress shelf ntmber has been

included following tile references in parentheses where possible.
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Alter, D. (ed.), Lunar Atlas, Space Sciences Labs., N. American Aviation,
Inc., Dover Pub., New York, 1968. (QB595.N65)

Alter, D., Pio,orial Guide to the Moon, 3rd ed., Illus., _omas Y. Crowell,
New York, 1973. (QB595.A56)

de Calatay, V., Atlas de la Lune, (trans. by R. G. Lascelles), St. Martin's
Press, New York, 1964. (QB595.C313)

Firsoff, V. A., Moon Atlas, Hutchinson, London, 1961. (QBSgS.F52)

Kopal, Z., New Photographio Atlas of the Moon, Taplinger Press, New York,
1970. (QB595.K83N53)

Kopal, Z., J. Klepesta, and T. l_.Rackman (eds.), P;mtographie Atlas of
the Moon, Academic Press, Inc., Ne_ York, 1965. (QB595.K83)

Krieger, I. N., Mend-Atlas, Neue Folge (Atlas of the Moon, New Series),
Leipzig, Trieste, Vienna, 1898-1917.

Kuiper, G. P., Orthographio Atlas of the Moon (Suppl. No. I to the Photo-
gr_ph$o Lunar Atlas, Edition A showing the Standard Orthographic Co-
ordinate Grid), University of Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona, 1960.
(QB595.A75 No. i)

Kuiper, G. P., Orthographio Atlas of the Moon (Suppl. No. 1 to the Photo-
graphed Lunar Atlas, Edition B showing the Standard Orthographic Co-
ordinate Grid and the Mean Latitude-Longitude Grid), University of
Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona, 1961. (QB595.K96)

Kuiper, G. P., D. |_. G. Arthur, E. _oore, d. N. Tapscott, and E. A. l_hitaker,
Photo,_vraphio Lunar Atlas (Based on Photographs Taken at the Mr. I_ilson,
Lick, Pic du Midi, McDonald, and Yerkes Observatories), University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1960. (QB595.US)

Kuiper. G. P., E. A. Whitaker, R. G. Strom, J. W. Fountain, and S. M. Larsen,
Consolidated Lunar Atlas (Suppl. Nos. 5 and 4 to the Photocdraphic Lunar
Atlas, Using Photographs from the U. of Ariz. 61-in. reflector and the
Naval Observatory 61-in. reflector at Flagstaff), Lunar Planetary Labora-
tory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, 1967. (QB595.K96)

le Morvan, Carte Photograph_ue et Systamatique de la Lune, Paris Observa-
tory, Paxis, France, 1914-1921.

Loewy, M., and P. Puiseux, Atlas Photographique de la Lwae, Paris Obser-
vatory (published in Bulletin de la Sooiat6 Belge d'Astrono_de), Paris,
Francej 1896-1909.
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Miyamoto, S., and A. IIattori,(eds.), Photographio Atlas of the Moon, Second
Edition 2864, Contributions from the Institute of Astrophysics and Kwasan
Observatory, University of Kyoto, No. 137, Japan, 1964.

J

Pickering, IV. tt., The Moon, Doubleday, Page, and Co., New York, 1903.
(QB581 .P6)

Pickering, W. II.,Photographic Atlas of the Moon, Annals of Harvard Colleje _"
Obsern)atornJ, 61, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1903. (QB4.1t3300151)

: Weimer, Th., Atlas de Profil8 Lunaire8, Paris Observatory, Paris, France,
: 1952. (QB399.W4)

Weinek, L., and I. N. Krieger, Paris Atlas of the Moon, Paris, France,
1912.

Whitaker, E. A., G. P. Kuiper, et al., The Rectified Lunar Atlas (Suppl.
_[ No. 2 to the Photographic Lunar Atlas), University of Arizona Press,
/ Tucson, Arizona, 1965. (QB595.A73 14o.3)

,_ LUNARMAPS

,: Lunar maps that were prepared by the Defense Napping Agency and are now
;_ out of stock can be obtained, in reduced form, from NSSDC. _le original
: maps were prepared from lunar mission photography by the Defense Mapping

Agency Topographic Center for distribution and were described and cataloged
in the Lunar Cartographic Dossier (L. A. Schimerman, ed., 1973). The

i_ maps range in scale from I:I0,000,000 to I:i000.

.7 The Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DHAAC) prepared 70-mm color
,,- transparencies of maps that are now out of stock. These transparencies
i" are stored at NSSDC for request purposes.

NSSDC can supply black and white paper print enlargements in various sizes
• up to 51 x 61 cm (20 x 24 in.). However, resolution of large terrain fea-

_ tures and printed matter is fair to poor, while smaller items are illegible.
Scientific use will be limited. Requests directed to the distribution

; agencies for out-of-stock maps will be forwarded automatically to NSSDC.

: Most maps held at NSSDC are described in the Lunar Cartographic Dossier.
This document was prepared by and is available from:

Defense Haoping Agency Aerospace Center
; St. Louis Air Force Station

St. Louis, He 6_118
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APPENDIX2 - U.S.PRINCIPALINVESTIGATORSWITHDATAAT NSSDC

RANGERPROGRAM
Television Experiment: R. L. lteacock (G. P. Kuiper, deceased)

SURVEYORPROGRAM
Alpha-Scattering Surface Analyzer Experiment: A. Turkevich
Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler: R. F. Scott (Surveyor 7); _"
E. M. Shoemaker (Surveyor 3)

Television Experiment: E. M. Shoemaker

LUNAR ORBITER PROGRAM
Lunar Photographic Studies: L.J. Kosofsky
Meteoroid Experiment: C, A. Gurtler
Selenodesy Experiment: W, H, Michael, Jr.

APOLLO PROGRAM
Active Seismic: R. L. Kovach

Alpha Particle Spectrometer: P. Gorenstein
Atmospheric Composition Experiment: J. H. Hoffman
Biaxial Fluxgate Magnetometer: P, J. Coleman
Bistatic Radar: T. H. Howard
Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment: D, L. Reasoner
Closeup Stereoscopic Camera: T. E, Gold (Apollo 11, 12);
R. J, Allenby (Apollo 14)

Cold Cathode Ion Gage: F. S. Johnson
Contamination Photography: G, A. Gary
Cosmic Ray Detector: R. L. Fleischer
Far Ultraviolet Spectrometer: W. G. Fastie
Far OV Camera/Spectrograph: G. R. Carruthers
Gamma Ray Spectrometer: J, Re Arnold
Gegenschein: L. Dunkelman
Hasselblad Multispectral Photography: A, Fo H, Goetz
Hasselblad 70-mm Photography: Re J. Allenby (Apollo 8, 10-14);

F. J. Doyle (Apollo 15, 16, 17)
Heat Flow Experiment: Me G. Langseth
Hycon Camera: Mapping Sciences Laboratory, NASA/JSC
Laser Altimeter (Mapping Camera System): W. M. Kaula; W° L. Sjogren
Laser Ranging Retroreflector: C° O. Alley; J. Faller
Lunar Dust Detector: J. Re Bates
Lunar Field Geology: W. R. Muehlberger (Apollo 16); E. M. Shoemaker

(Apollo 11, 12); G. Swarm (Apollo 14, 15, 17)
Lunar Particle Shadows and Boundary Layer Experiment: K° Ao Anderson
Lunar Portable Magnetometers: P, Dyal
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Lunar Sounder Experiment: It. Phillips
Lunar Surface Cosmic Ray Experiment: R. _t. Nalkor

. Lunar Surface Magnetometers: P. Dyal (Apollo 15, 1_); C. 1'. Sonctt
(Apollo 12)

Mapping Camera System: F. d. Doyle
; Mass Spectrometer: J. 11. lloffman

Maurer Camera: R. J. Allenby (Apollo 8, 10-14)i F. J. Doyle
_ : (Apollo 15, 16, 17) _.

Neutron Probe: D. S. Burnett
? Nikon Camera: F. J. Doyle (Apollo 16); L. Dunkelman (Apollo 15);
: ' R. _sgrove (Apollo 17)
.... Panoramic Camera: F. J. Doyle

Passive Seismic Experiment: G. V. Latham
S-Band Transponder: _. L. Sjogren
Seismic Profiling: R. L. Kovach
Soil Mechanics Experiment: J. K, Mitchell

:r Solar Wind Spectrometer: C. W. Snyder
• Stellar Camera (Mapping Camera System): F. J. Doyle
_ Suprathermal Ion Detector: J. lV. Freeman

Surface Electrical Properties Experiment: M. G. Simmons
,-_ Traverse Gravimeter Experiment: M. Talwani

TV Kinescope Photography: F.J. Doyle
- X-Ray Fluorescence: I. Adler

'r
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:' APPENDIX 3 - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ALSD Apollo lunar surface drill
; ALSE Apollo lunar sounder experiment

ALSEP Apollo lunar surface oxporx,nonts package
AI_IS Army Map Service (now !)ofensoMapping Agency Topo-

i graphic Center)
APE Apollo photographic evaluation (data) "_
ASE active seismic exporlment

, BCD binary coded decimal
,:,_. bpi bits per inch
o': B/W black and white
;J,

Cal Tech California Institute of Technology
CCGE cold cathode gage experiment

.i_ CDR commander
':_ CM Command Module
; CMP Command Module pilot
i'

"-o+: CRD cosmic ray detector

+L CSAR coherent synthetic aperture radar
CSM Command and Service Module

DAB Data Announcement Bulletin
; DUN Data Users Note

:i D6R Deblock and Register (program)

,. EASEP early Apollo surface experiments package
.... EROS Earth Resources Observation Systems
. ::. EVA extravehicular activity

i "" f relative apertureOov F full
L_ FOV field of view

: o: fps frames per second
_-"..r: FTSP fine time scale parameters

: GET ground elapsed time
GMT Greenwich mean time

: GRE ground reconstruction equipment
.,¢
.2

:_ tIF high frequency
• ttR high resolution
J

7
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ID identification

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSC Johnson Space Center (formerly N_um_d Slmcocraft Center)

LAC lunar aeronautical charts
LaRC l,ang?,ey Research Center (formerly LRC)
IM Lunar Module _.
IMP Lunar Module pilot
LP long period
LPM lunar portable magneto;actor
LRRR laser ranging retroreflector
LRV lunar roving vehicle
LSCR lunar surface cosmic ray
LSM lunar surface magnetometer
LSPE lunar seismic prcfilln_ experiment

MCS mapping camera system
_T modularized equipment transporter
MR medium resolution

MSC Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson Space Center)

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NSDF Nonsatellite Data File
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
NTIS National Technical Information Service

ODG Orbit Data Generator (program)
ODP Orbit Determination Program

P partial
PSE passive seismic expex.ment

rms root mean square

SEP surface electrical properties
SIDE suprathermal ion detector experiment
SIM scientific instrument module
SM Service Module
SP short period
SS subsatellite
SWRF Sine Wave Response Filter (program)

TDP Tracking Data Processor (program)
TID total ion detector
TV television
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u unified atolltiC mrt:_g unit
U.S.S.R. tin:ion of Sovlc_t Sociali._t ReDul,llc:_
IJT universal ti.me
UV ultravJ.olot
UVS UV spectro_netor

VIIF very high frequency
V/II volocity-to-hoigilt (ct,tio) _"

WDC-A-R/_S IVorld Data Center A for l_ock_ts and Satullitus
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APPENDIX4 - tlSSDCFACILITIESAND ORDERINGPROCEDURES

NSSDC PURPOSEAND ORGANIZATION

The National Spacc Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by tile
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and
information from sImce science experiments in suppnrt of additional studies
beyond those performed by principal investigators. Available lunar ,tata in --
all disciplines are announced in this CataLog. Data available from NSSDC
in other disciplines (see inside front cover) comprise additional published
catalogs or catalogs to be published in the near future. In addition to its

_ main function of providing selected data _md supporting information for fur-..:
thor analysis of space science flight experiments, NSSDC produces other

publications. Among these are a report on active and planned spacecraft

and experiments and various users guides.

Virtually ali the data availal)le at or through NSSDC result from individual

_ experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has
developed an information system utilizing spacecraft/experiment/data identi-
fication hierarchy. This J..z_alc, Lf is based on this information system, and

. additional program information has been provided.

NSSDC FACILITIESANL}SERVICES

: NSSDC provides facilities for reprodu,:t£on of data and for onsite data use.
:- Resident and visiting researchers are invited co study the data while at

{ the Data Center. "he Data Center staff will assist users with additional
: data searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to satellite data,

", the Data Center maintains some supporting information and other supporting
data that may be related to the needs of researchers.

r

:,' DATA AVAILABILITY,COSTS,AND ORDERINGPROCEDURES
:c__,,

,_ The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individu_l or organiza-
: tion re:_ident in the United States and to researchers outside the United

States through the l_orld Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-P,6S).
; Normally a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of repro-
!! duction and the processing of the request. The researcher will be notified

of the charge, and payment must be received prior to processing the request.

:: liowever, as resources permit, the Director of NSSDC/NDC-A-RIiS may waive the
charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for .cientific

J studies or for specific educational purposes and when they are requested
by an individual affiliated with: (I) NASA installations, NASA contractors,

:: or NAS_ grantees; (2) other U.S. (;overnment agencies, ti_eir contractors, or
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-'_ their grantees; {3) universities or colleges; (4) _tate or local govern-
_< ments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.

, A researcher may obta.C.n data described in this CataloU by a letter or
,_ telephone request, an onsite visit, or the NSSDC/WDC-A-R$S data request

form provided specifically for lunar data. This form enables a requester
-:i to order (1) documentation that will facilitate ordering speciflc data a-
:[: and (2) specific data where definitive information can be obtained from
_: this Catalog. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scientific study;'

=,:: should specify the NSSDC identification number (provided in the Index to

Available Data), the common name of the satellite and the experiment, the,?;

-q[ form of the data, and the timespan (or location, when appropriate) of

interest A researcher should also specify why the data are needed, the,,I •

-_i subject of his work, his affiliation, and any Government contracts he may
: have for performing his study•

NSSDC would also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting

-L from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC ]lave been used. It is further

': requested that NSSDC be acknowledged as a source of the data in all publi-
-: cations resulting from use of the data provided.

Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that noted in the

i_ data descriptions. For example, magnetic tapes can be reformatted, computer

_" printout or microfilmed listings can be reproduced from magnetic tape, en-
d: larged paper prints are available from data on photographic film and micro-
,,; film, etc. The Data Center will provide the requester with an estimate of
_ tile response time and, when appropriate, the charge for such requests, tilden

'_ requesting data on magnetic tape, the user should specify whether he _ill
_i supply new tapes prior to the processing, return tile original NSSDC tapes
"Ti after tile data have been copiud, or pay for new tapes.
,9•

'_' Tile Data Center's address for requests is:
),

", National Space Science Data Center
Code 601.4

,: Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Haryland 20771

98.-OO95.' l'hone: (301) ' _ (

:. Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for data to:

: SVorld Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
":' Code 601

Goddard Space Flight Center+

,.. Greenbelt, Haryland 20771 U.S.A.
' Phone (301) 982-0695
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Because the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R6S)
also maintains listings of rocket experiments, requests for info_nation
concerning rocket launchings and experiments flown may be directed to this
institution.
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INDEX TO U.S. PRINCIPAL II_VESTIGATORS

Adler, I., University of Maryland, College Park, _4aryland
X-Ray Fluorescence, Apollo 15, 16 .......................... 96

Allenby, R. J., NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland
Closeup Stereoscopic Camera, Apollo 14 ..................... 70
Hasselblad 70-_ Photography, Apollo 8, 10-14 .............. 60
Maurer 16-mm Movie Camera, Apollo 8, I0-14 ................ 67

Alley, C. 0., University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Laser Ranging Retroreflector, Apollo 11, 14, 15 ............ 121

Anderson, K. A., University of California, Berkeley, California
Lunar Particle Shadows and Boundary Layer Experiment,
Apollo (_S) 15, 16 ........................................ 143

Arnold, J. R., University of California, San Diego, California
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, Apollo 15 .......................... 95

Bates, J. R., NASA/JSC, Itouston, Texas
Lunar Dust Detector, Apollo 11, 14, 15 ..................... 141

Burnett, D. S., California Institute of Technology, Pasadeua,
California

Neutron Probe, Apollo 17 ................................... 128

Carruthcrs, (;. R., Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, b.C.
Far UV C_mcra/Spectrograph, Apollo 1(_ ...................... 14U

Coleman, P. d., University of California, Los Angeles, California
Biaxial Fluxgate Magnetometer, Apollo 15, lb ............... 144
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• *Doyle, P. J., U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia
HassQlblad 70-mm Photography, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ............ 60
Mapping Camera System, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ................... 85
Maurer 16-mm Movie Camera, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ............... 67
Nikon Camera, Apollo 16 ***.... ............................. 75
Panoramic Camera, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ........................ 78

: Stellar Camera, Apollo 15, 16, 17 .......................... 88
TV Kinescope Photography, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ................ 77

Dunkelman, L., NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland
Gegenschein Apollo 14-17 67 73, oooo eoooeeooeeooeoooeeooeoooooooo ,

:_ Nikon Camera, Apollo 15 .................................... 75

Dyal, P., NASA/_tC, Moffett Field, California
:, Lunar Surface Magnetometers, Apollo 15, 16 ................. 122

Portable Magnetometers Apollo 14 16 122, , eeooooeoeoooeeoeeooooo

i* Pallet, J., Uulversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
Laser Ranging Retroreflector, Apollo 11, 14, 15 ............ 121

: Pastie, IV.G., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
Far Ultraviolet Spectrometer, Apollo 17 .................... I00

, Fleischer, R. L., National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
+ Cosmic-Ray Detector, Apollo 16 139-% ooooeoooeoeoooooooooooooeooeo

Freeman, J. I_.,Rice University, Houston, Texas
" Suprathermal Ion Detector, Apollo 12, 14, 15 ............... 129

Gary, G. A., NASA/MSFC, I[untsville, Alabama
.: Contamination Photography, Apollo 16 ....................... 70

Goetz, A. F. ]J., NASA/JPL, Pasadena, California
llasselblad 5_ltispectral Photographs, Apollo 12 ............ b0

*_lr. Doyle was the chairman of the CS_! Orbital Science Photograpl,ic Team.
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Gold, T. E., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
Closeup Stereoscopic Camera, Apollo 11, 12 ................. 70

Gorenstein, P., Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Alpha Particle Spectrometer, Apollo 15, 16 ................. 97 _"

Gurtler, C. A., N_A/LaRC, Hampton, Virginia
Meteoroid Experiment, Lunar Orbiter I-5 .................... 48

Heacock, R. L., NASA/JPL, Pasadena, California
Television Experiment, Ranger 7, 8, 9 ...................... 10

Hof_man, J. H., University of Texas, Dallas, Texas
Atmospheric Composition Experiment, Apollo 17 .............. 155
Mass Spectrometer, Apollo 15, 16 ........................... 98

Howard, H. T., Stanford University, Stanford, California
Bistatic Radar, Apollo 14, 1S, 16 .......................... 93

Johnson_ F. S., University of Texas, Dallas, Texas
Cold Cathode Ion Gage, Apollo 12, 14, 15 ................... 132

Kaula, W. M., University of California, Los Angeles, California
Laser Altimeter, Apollo 15, 16, 17 ......................... 89

*Zosofsky, L. J., NASA lleadquarters,Washington, D.C.
Lunar Photographic Studies, Lunar Orbiter 1-5 .............. 40

Kovach, R. L., Stanford University, Stanford, California
Active Seismic and Seismic Prcfilin_ Experiments,
Apollo 14, 16, 17 ......................................... 117

*Retired.
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*Kuiper, G. P., University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
Television Experiment, Ranger 7, 8, 9 ...................... 10

Langseth, M. G., Columbia University, Palisades, New York
Heat Flow Experiment, Apollo 15, 16, 17 .................... 125

Latham, G. V., University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
Passive Seismic Experiment, Apollo ll, 12, 14, 15, 16 ...... IIi

Mapping Sciences Laboratory, NASA/JSC, Houston, Texas
Hycon Camera Photography, Apollo 14 ........................ 71

Mercer, R.,
Gegenschein, Apollo 14-17 .................................. 67,73

Michael, W. H., Jr., NASA/LaRC, Hampton, Virginia
Selenodesy Experiment, Lunar Orbiter 1-5 ................... 47

Mitchell, J. K., University of California, Berkeley, California
Soil Mechanics Experiment, Apollo 12, 14-17 ................ 109

Muehlberger, IV.R., University of Texas, Austin, Texas
Lunar Field Geology, Apollo 16 ............................. i05

ldusgrove, R., NASA/JSC, ttouston, Texas
Nikon Camera, Apollo 17 .................................... 73

Phillips, R., NASA/JPL, Pasadena, California
Lunar Sounder Experiment, Apollo 17 ........................ 101

Reasoner, D. L., NASA/b_FC, lluntsville, Alabama
Charged Particle Lmmr £nvironment lixperiment. Apollo 14 ... 133

*Deceased, see lleacock.
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Scott, R. P., California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, ,
California

Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler, Surveyor 7 . ................ 28

Shoemaker, E. M., California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California

Lunar Field Geology, Apollo II, 12 ......................... i05
Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler, Surveyor 3 ................. 28
Television Experiment, Surveyor I, 3, 5, 6, 7 .............. 22

: Simmons, M. G., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Surface Electrical Properties Experiment, Apollo 17 ........ 127
f

|5 _

, Sjogren, W. L., NASA/JPL, Pasadena, California
Laser Altimeter, Apollo 1S, 16, 17 ......................... 89
S-Band Transponder, Apollo 12, 14-17 ........... . ........... 91

Snyder, C. tq., NASA/JPL, Pasadena, California
Solar Wind Spectrometer, Apollo 12, 15 ..................... 137

: Sonett, C. P., University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
Lunar Surface Magnetometers, Apollo 12 ..................... 122

_i Swann, G., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona
Lunar Field Geology, Apollo 14, 15, 17 ..................... 105

/,

Talwani, M., Columbia University, Palisades, New York
Traverse Gravimeter Experiment, _)ollo 17 .................. 12b

o Turkevich, A. University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
; Alpha-Scattering Surface Analyzer Experiment, Surveyor 5,

_, 6, 7 ..... . ............................................. ... 30

|-_ ,
_" : |Valker, R. M., |Vashington University, St. Louis, t.lissouri
;. Lunar Surfacc Cosmic-Ray Experiment, Apollo 17 ............. 139
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INDEXTO AVAILABLEDATA

Spacocraf t i4SSDCData ID*

THE RANGER PROGRAM ........................................... 7
Television Experiment ........................................ I{)

I,unarPhotographs ....................................... 14
Ranger 7 64-041A-01A
Ranger 8 65-0JOA-01A
Ranger 9 65-023A-01A

Atlases of Lunar Photographs ............................ 14
Ranger 7 64-041A-01B
Ranger 8 65-010A-01B
Ranger 9 65-023A-01B

THE SURVEYOR PROGRAM ......................................... 17

Television Experiment ........................................ 22
70-mm Photography ....................................... 2o

Surveyor 1 66-045A-01A
Surveyor 3 67-035A-01A
Surveyor 5 67-084A-01A
Surveyor 6 67-112A-OIA
Surveyor 7 68-O01A-01A

Digitally Processed 35-mm Photography ................... 26
Surveyor 1 66-045A-OIB
Surveyor 3 67-03SA-01B
Surveyor S 67-084A-01B
Surveyor 6 67-112A-01B
Surveyor 7 68-O01A-OIB

Mosaic Negatives ........................................ 27
Surveyor 1 6b-O4SA-01D
Surveyor S O7-035A-OID
Surveyor 5 67-O84A-01D
Surveyor 6 6/-112A-O1D
Surveyor 7 OS-O01A-OID

Regenerated 70-mm Photography ........................... 27
Surveyor 3 o7-O35A-OIF
Surveyor 5 67-084A-OIF
Surveyor b o7-112A-01F
Surveyor 7 o8-O01A-O1F

Catalogs of TV Photographs 27OOOOO,eeoOeOQeO,QO6eOOQe_QO_eO

' Surveyor 1 oo-I)45A-0IC
Surveyor 5 o7-084A-01C

*This number refers to the NSSDC data identification and must be used whvn
requesting data.
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NSSDC,ata ID
: Photographic Identification Information ................. 28

..- Surveyor 1 66-045A-O1E
: Surveyor 3 67-035A-01E
.:2 Surveyor 5 67-084A-O1E
f Surveyor 6 67-I12A-01E

Surveyor 7 O8-0OlA=011i
:i Animated Sunset Sequence of w-
' Lunar First Day 28eoeoeooeoooeeeoeoeoeoeeooeeeooeoeeeeo_eo

: Surveyor 3 07-035A-01G
Selected Mosaics ........................................ 28

Surveyor 5 67-084A-01G
'L
.. Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler ............................... 28

Animated Field Sequence Mosaics ......................... 30
_: Surveyor 3 67-035A-02A

Surface Sampler Motor Current Data ...................... 30
Surveyor 7 68-001A-02A

Alpha-Scattering Surface Analyzer Experiment 30
_, oeeoeooeeeoooe_eo

j_ Alpha-Scattering Data ................................... 31
Surveyor 5 67-084A-02A
Surveyor 6 67-112A-02A

....: Surveyor 7 68-001A-03A

THE LUNARORBITER PROGRA_I.................................... 37
: Photographic Studies 40Lunar .................,........,.,...,..

LaRC First Generation 35-_ Framelets ................... 45
Lunar Orbiter I 66-073A-01E
Lunar Orbiter 2 o6-100A-01E
Lunar Orbiter 3 67-008A-01E
Lunar Orbiter 4 67-041A-O1D

, Lunar Orbiter 5 67-075A-01D
.. LaRC ltand-Asse_)led Regenerated Frames .................. 45

,, Lunar Orbiter 1 66-073A-01C
:, Lunar Orbiter 2 66-100A-01C
,_ Lunar Orbiter 3 67-008A-01C

Lunar Orbiter 4 o7-041A-O1B,i

_" Lunar Orbiter 5 O7-075A-0_B
Microfiche Catalog of LaRC Photography .................. 4o

_.: LuDar Orbiter 1 0o-073,_-011,

Lunar Orbiter 2 b(i-IOOA-01LLunar Orbiter 3 O7-008A-OIL

r h Lunar Orbiter 4 ()7-041A-()IK i

Po, Lunar Orbiter 5 o7-075A=OIK i
l, i
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Spacecraft NSSDC b;)ta i1_

Boeing ('ompany Revised Photop.raphic Sul)portihg
Data ................................................... 4(,

Lunar Orbiter 1 b(,-O73A-0111
l.tmar Orbiter 2 I:()-liHIA-0ll[
Lunar Orbiter 3 o7-0OSA-OIII
Lunar Orbiter 4 o7-o41A-o1(;
Lunar Orbiter 5 I)7-(17SA-01{;

l'hotographic Supporting Data ............................ 4(, ""
l.nnar Orbiter 1 (NSS¿)C) oo-073A-01.1

(Cal Tech) bb-073A-0' i'.l
Lunar Orbiter 2 (NSSI)C) ob-lOOA-01J

(Cal teeN) oo- 100A-01M
Lunar Orbiter 3 (NSSDC) o7-008A-01J

(Cal 'rech) O7-008A-01M
Lunar Orbiter 4 (NSSI)C) 67-041A-01I

(C'al Tech) 67-041A-OIL
Lunar Orbiter 5 (NSSDC) 07-075A-011

(Cal Tech) 07-075A-O1L
Interim Photograph-Site Accuracy Calculations ........... 47

Lunar Orbiter i o6-073A-OIK

Lunar Orbiter 2 6o-100A-01X
Lunar Orbiter 3 o7-008A-01K

Lunar Orbiter 4 o7-041A-01J

Lunar Orbiter 5 07-075A-OIJ

Selenodesy l.:xperanent ........................................ 47
Selenodesy Experiment Data .............................. 47

Lunar Orbiter I (TDP) oo-073A-',12A

(O11P) (_0-073A- 02B
(Blocked TI)P) 00-073A-02C
(Blocked O1)l') OO-073A-021)

Lunar Orbiter 2 ('rDI') o(_-I00A-O2A

((J|)P ] OO- 1 (IOA-()2B
(Blocked TI)I') ()o- lt)0A-02C
[Blocked t)l)l') t,o-lOOA-O21)

Lunar Orbiter 3 ('rl)l,) o7-0oSA-02A
(t)DI') o7- OO8.\-02 B
(Blocked 'rl)P) _,7-0t)8 \-02c
(Blocked tll)P) o7-008A-0111

Lunar Orbiter 4 (TDI') o7-0.11:\-O2A
(el)P) l_7-O.I 1A-O2B
{Blocked TI)I') o7-1'.11,\-O2C
(Blocked C)llP} ()7-ll.11A-t}2D

Lttnar tlrbiter 5 (TI)I') 1,7-1)75.\-O2A
(111)1') (,7-1175,\-t)2 B
(Blocked TDI"I oT-tl75A-tl2C
(Blocked (.}I)I'3 1,7=075;\-t)21)
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Meteoroid llxlmrimcnt .............................. , .......... ,tvi
H.icrometeroid Penetration liata .......................... ,1_)

I,umlr Orbiter 1 ()0-073A-1)._1_
I,Ilnllr Orb] tot 2 ()()-IOOA-O3A
I,Ilnlil" ()rbjter 3 ()7-OI)SA=IISA
Luliar ()rliite, 4 ()7-(i,llA=II3A
lalnllr Orbiter 5 o7-075A-O3A ""

'rllli APOLI,O PIIOGP,AM ........................................... 53
Command Modme and Secvice Module l!xperimellts ................ 59
Ilasselblad 70-ram I)hotography ................................. ()11

ilassolblad 70-into l)hotographs ........................... o,1
Apollo 8 ((B/IV, photolnetr, ) O8-I18A=(11C

(B/IV, logetronic) o8=I IS,\-OllJ
{col(Jr) o8= I 18A-OIA

Apollo I0 (B/W) photometric) og=t),13._=OlC
{BIW, logetronic) o9-O,lSA-t) II)
(color) og=O,13A=OIA

Apollo II (B/IV, photometric) o9=O59A=011)
{P./W) 1ogetronic] og=059A=OIE
(color) o9=059A-01:\

Apollo 12 (B/W) photometric) (¢.)=099A=1111)
(B/W, logetronic) ()9-099A-OIL
(color) t)9-o99.\-O [C

Apollo 13 (B/W, photometric} 70-()29A-01C
(B/W, logetronic) 71)=t)29:\=011)
(color) 70-02_.).\-()I B

AI;ollo 14 (B/II', photoinetri.c) ,'I=008A-O1C
{B/IV, logetronic) 71-0uS,k=t)lB
(color) 71=t)08,\-0111

Apollo 15 (B/W, photometric) 71-Oo3A-O1B
(BIW) logetronic) 71 -()h3A=t)l.\
(co Ior) 71 - Oo3.\-t) I t'

Apollo lo tlWlV, photometrlc) 72-i131A-01.\
(co I or) 72-O3 l.\-t) 1I'
(particles in fluid) 7.2-O31.\-1)11)

,.\polio 17 {lllW) l)l'ott;ilietric) "2-;)t)(,.t=t)SB
(color) 72-t):)t,A=()SC

l'hotograifliic Catalogs {eli Inicroriche ulites:; noted ....... O|
Apollo 8 (B/W) (,S-l lSA-till

(color} (,S- 1l S.k-(lll
Apollo 1() (Bill') 1,9-1).13\-I)il.

(color) iqi-() IS.k-till
A1)ol 1o 11 (BliP') (,9-1)5:).\-1)11'

(color ) ()!)-liS:).\-()It;
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Sjmeec ra l't N,5-',SI)L'I)nta II) !_[;[8_

Alml]o 12 (B/W) h9-O99A-t)!l,
{¢o] or) (P,I- (19!)A-II I (;

ADol, lo 13 (color and B/]q) 70-1.129A..(111,
Apollo 14 (B/b/) 71-0()8A-()11,

(color) 71 =o08A-Olll
Apol It) 1S (B/W, Ca1 Tech'} 71=o03A-01.1

(B/b/, NSSI)C) 7 )-O03A-OJ I,
(B/W) mi croft lm) 7 I-O03A-O 1K

Apollo 10 (B/l% Cal Tech) 72-t)31A-OIII
(B/W, NSSI)(,) 7..-0.)1A-OIJ
(B/W) microfilm) 72=031A-011

Apollo 17 (l:fI_l) Cal Tech" 7.-O.)(,\-L.,I:
(B/W, NSSDC) 72-09oA-051
lIB/W, microfilm) 72-09oA-0511

Photography Indexe._ ..................................... b(_
: Apollo 15 (microfilm) 71-003:\-9111

(microfiche) 71- 063A-O 1!_
Apollo 1(, (microfilm) 72=031A-Olk

.. (,microfiche) 72-031,\-01bt
Apollo 17 Uaicrofilm) 72-0'10,\,,05F

(microfiche) 72-090A-(}SH
Supporting IJata by L¢C Areas ............................ (,6

Apollo 8 68-118A-0111
Apol lo 10 o9-043._,-(1111
,\pollo 11 69-059A-01I
Apollo 12 og-099A-(H I
Apollo 13 70-t129,\-Olt;
Apol lo 1.l 71-008A-(11.'/

Panoramic blosaic,_ ..................... ... ............... o(_
.\pollo 12 (B/I_') (,9-O_.)9.\-t)lJ
Apollo 14 (B/I_') 71-008A-i'll

(co 1or) 71-O08A-O 1K
Apol 1o 1S (B/I_') 71-003.,\-011,

'. (color) 71 -0(>S,,\-tl 11;
" (microfiche catalog) 71-OoSA-OI_,I

,_lult ispect ral l'hotograph._ ................................ t,t,
5pollo I2 bg-O99A-O9,\

Maurer l(,-nfin ._.lovie Camera ............. . ...................... (,7
_laurer Filnls 09o • q) q) o o • • 6 _) 8 $ 6 • o 8 i) 6 i) ) o i) q) ) o o lb 6 $ 6 )oQ6a *Q Oq)))) • e

,\pol lo S (.8=llSA-tlll_
.. ,\pt,1 lt) 11) (,!)-tI-|3\=01B
. AI),J1 lo 11 (,9-O59A-O1B

,\I)O I Io 12 ()t)- t)99A-O 1,\
,\pol Io 13 7t)-029,\-01,\

:. ,\pol Io I.I 71-()t)8,V.O II)
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Apollo 15 71-063A-01D
,, Apollo 16 72-031A-01C

• : (gegenschein) 72-031A-01E
Apollo 17 72-096A-05A

Maurer Film Indexes 70,_: oooooooooeoooooooooooooooooe_oooeoooo

. Apollo 15 71-063A-011
11" Apollo 16 72-031A-01L
. , Apollo 17 72-096A-05L
_"< , Closeup Stereoscopic Camera 70Q. oo@@o@_o#@eeoo@e_eoeeo_oooeo@ooooo

Apollo ii 69..059A-01C
" Apollo 12 69-099A-01B

Apollo 14 71-008A-01A
: Hyeon Camera ................................................. 71

Hycon Photographs ........ . .............................. 72
• Apollo 14 (photometric) 71-008A-01F

(logetronic) 71-008A-01G
Nikon Camera .................. . .............................. 73

Nikon Photographs and Indexes 75ooeooooooeoooooooo_oo6ooooo

=_ Apollo 15 (photographs) 71-065A-01P
(indexes) 71-063A-01Q

Apollo 16 (photographs) 72-051A-01B
(gegenschein) 72-031A-ISA

-_, (indexes) 72-031A-01N

i Apollo 17 (photographs) 72-096A-0SD_; [ (indexes) 72-096A-OSJ(index on microfiche) 72-096A-05N
I Contamination Photography Experiment 76ooeeooeoeooQooeeooeooooeo

_: Contamination Photographs ............................... 77

Apollo 16 73-051A-15B
' _ontamination Digitized Data ............................ 77

.,. Apollo 16 72-031A-15A
Photography 77_scope *************************************

;" TV Kinescope Film and Indexes 78Ooooooooo@oooleeeooeoeooooo

. Apollo 15 (_ilm) 71-063A-01G
_: (index) 71-063A-01S

Apollo 16 (_ilm) 72-051A-01G
(index) 72-031A-010

Apollo 17 (film) 72-096A-05G
(index) 72-096A-05K

Panoramic Camera ............................................. 78
Panoramic Photographs .... .. ............... . ............. 81

l_pollo 15 (photometric) 71-063A-02A

f (logetronic) 71-063A-02B_ (terminator) 71-063A-02C
=': , Apollo 16 (photometric) 72-031A-02A

1 Apollo 17 (photometric) 72-096A-06A
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Panoramic Rectified Photographs ......................... 81
Apollo 1S 71-063A-02G
Apollo 16 72-031A-02E
Apollo 17 72-096A-06F

Panoramic Photography Supporting Data ................... 82 "-
Apollo 15 71-063A-O2D

(SIM bay) 71-063A-02I
(APE) 71-063A-02J

Apollo 16 72-031A-02C
(SIN bay) 72-031A-02G

Apollo 17 72-096A-06B
(SIM bay) 72-096A-06fi

Panoramic Photography Indexes ........................... 82

Apollo 15 (microfilm) 71-063A-02E

(microfiche) 71-C63A-02H

Apollo 16 (microfilm) 72-031A-02B

(microfiche) 72-051A-02F

Apollo 17 (microfilm) 72-096A-06C

(microfiche) 72-096A-06E

Panoramic Photography Catalogs .......................... 82
Apollo 15 71-063A-02F

Apollo 16 72-051A-02D

Apollo 17 72-096A-06D

Mapping Camera System ........................................ 83

Mapping Camera ............................................... 84
Mapping Camera Photography ... .......................... 85

Apollo 15 (logetronic) 71-063A-03A

(photometric) 71-063A-03B

(terminator) 71- 063A-03C

Apollo 16 (photometric) 72-031A-03A

Apollo 17 (high gain) 72-096A-07A

(low gain) 72-096A-07B

Mapping Camera Photography Supporting Data .............. 87

Apollo 15 71-063A-O3D

(geodetic reference) 71-063A-03J

(SIM bay) 71-063A-O3K
GAPE) 71-063A-O3L

Apollo 16 72-031A-03C
(geodetic reference) 72-031A-031t
(SIM bay) 72-031A-03I

Apollo 17 72-096A-07C
(SIM bay) 72-096A-07J

(geodetic reference) 72-096A-07K
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Mapping Camera Photography Indexes .... ......... . ........ 87
Apollo 15 (microfilm) 71-063A-03E

(microfiche) 71-065A-05I

Apollo 16 (microfilm) 72-051A-03B

(microfiche) 72-031A-05G _-

Apollo 17 tmicrofilm) 72-096A-07E ....

(microfiche) 72-096A-07G

Mapping Camera Photography Catalogs (microfiche
unless noted) ......................................... 87

Apollo 15 (Cal Tech) 71-063A-03F
(NSSDC) 71-065A-05H
(microfilm) 71-065A-05G

Apollo 16 (Cal Tech) 72-051A-05D

(NSSDC) 72-051A-05F
(microfilm) 72-031A-03E

Apollo 17 (Cal Tech) 72-096A-07D
(NSSDC) 72-096A-071

(microfilm) 72-096A-07H
Stellar Camera ............................................... 88

Stellar Camera Photographs .............................. 88

Apollo 15 71-065A-04A

Apollo 16 72-051A-04A

Apollo 17 72-096A-08A

Stellar Camera Photography Supporting Data .............. 89

Apollo IS (SIM bay) 71-063A-04C

(geodetic reference) 71-063A-04B

Apollo 16 (geodetic reference) 72-051A-04B

(SIM bay) 72-051A-04C
Apollo 17 (geodetic reference) 72-096A-08B

(SIM bay) 72-096A-08C
Laser Altimeter .............................................. 89

Laser Altimeter Incidence Data .......................... 90

" Apollo 15 71-063A-05A

Apollo 17 72-096A-09A

Laser Altimeter Photographic Supporting Data ............ 90

Apollo 17 (SIM bay) 72-096A-09B
(geodetic reference) 72-096A-09C

S-band Transponder ...... ..... ................................ 91
Acceleration Data ......................... .............. 92

Apollo 12 (CSM) (microfilm) 69-099A-12A
(_I) (microfilm) 69-0_9C-09A

Apollo 14 (CS_) (magnetic tape) 71-008A-03A
(CSM) (microfilm) 71-008A-03B

(LM) (microfilm) 71-008C-IIA
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Apollo 15 (CSM) (magnetic tape) 71-063A-IIA
(CSM) (microfilm) 71-063A-lIB

(SS) (magnetic tape) 71-063D-03B

o: (SS) (microfilm) 71-063D-03C

: Apollo 16 (CSM) (magnetic tape) 72-031A-10A

4: (CSM) (microfilm) 72-051A-10B
": (SS) (magnetic tape) 72-031D-03B

_! (SS) (microfilm) 72-031D-03C

2 Apollo 17 (CSM) (magnetic tape) 72-096A-OIA
_ (CSM) (microfilm) 72-096A-01B

, (LM) (magnetic tape) 72-096C-14A
':. (I_i) (microfilm) 72-096C-14B

:_"- Bistatic Radar 95$eeeeoeeooooeeooooeooeeeaeoeoeoo*eoooooeo_eoeee

, Reduced Short-Time Averages ............ ................. 94

Apollo 14 (15 cm) 71-008A-04A

i (I16cm) 71-008A-04B

'=:, (combined) 71-008A-04C

Apollo 15 (15 cm) 71-063A-14A
(116 cm) 71-063A-14B

(combined) 71-063A-14C

;. Apollo 16 (15 cm) 72-051A-12A
" (116cm) 72-031A-12B

-_ (combined) _ 72-051A-12C

:_ Gamma-Ray Spectrometer 95' oose*eooe_e@,oooooooe,,e,e,,*_oeoeeQ_oo

Gamma Ray Spectrometer Merged Data 95" ,Q,,eeeoeoooee,eoeeoeo

=: Apollo 15 71-063A-08A
,_;: Gamma-Ray Count Rate Data .......................... ..... 96

• Apollo 15 71-063A-08D
-_ X-Ray Fluorescence ......... ...... .............. ......... ..... 96

Lunar Orbit X-Ray Data ...... .................... ........ 97

_ Apollo 15 71-063A-09A

Apollo 16 72-031A-08A

= Alpha Particle Spectrometer 97'_, eQ,eeeQeooeooe4eQeeQaQee4eeee@eeee

) 256-Channel Pulse-lieight Analyzer Data .... ......... ,.... 98

Apollo 15 71-063A-10A

'; t spOlIo 16 72-031A-09A

; Mass Spectrometer ............. ..., ................... .... .... 98
_;: Mass ectrometer Data .... ........ ................. ..... 99

Apollo 15 (magnetic tape) 71-063A-13A

_ (microfilm) 71-063A-15B

._ [ Apollo 16 (magnetic tape) 72-031A-IIA
i _ (microfilm) 72-031A-lIB

Far Ultraviolet Spectrometer ..... ....................... ..... i00

Par UV Spectrometer Data ........ ........................ 100

" Apollo 17 (magnetic tape) 72-096A-02A

_;,i, ( (microfilm) 72-096A-02B
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Lunar Sounder Experiment ........ ............................. 101
Lunar Sounder Data .... . ................ ... .............. 102

Apollo 17 (%qlFsystem) 72-096A-04A
(HF-2) 72-096A-04B

(HF-I) 72-096A-04C _-

Lunar Sounder Supporting Data .......... ................. i03

Apol lo 17 72-096A-04D

Lunar Surface Experiments ................................ .... I03

Lunar Field Geology Investigation ........... ............. .... 105

Pho%ographs of Geologic Samples ................... ...... 107

Apollo Ii (35 mm B/W) 69-059C-01A

(70 mm color) 69-059C-01C

(4 x 5 in. B/W) 69-059C-01E

(4 x 5 in. color) 69-059C-01F

Apollo 12 (35 mm B/W) 69-099C-01A

(70 mm B/W) 69-099C-01C
(70 mm color) 69-099C-01D

(4 x 5 in. B/W) 69-099C-01E

(4 x 5 in. color) 69-099C-01F

Apollo 14 (55 mm B/IV) 71-008C-01D
(70 mm B/IV) 71-008C-01B

(4 x 5 in. B/W) 71-008C-01C

(4 x 5 in. color) 71-008C-01E

(8 x 10 in. B/W) 71-008C-01A
(8 x I0 in. color) 71-008C-01F

Apollo 15 (70 mm color) 71-063C-IOD
(4 x 5 in. B/I_) 71-06SC-10C

(4 x 5 in. color) 71-063C-IOE

(8 x 10 in. B/W) 71-06SC-IOA

(8 x I0 in. color) 71-06SC-IOB

Apollo 16 [35 mm B/W) 72-031C-05F

(4 x 5 in. B/IV) 72-031C-05G

(4 x 5 in. color) 72-031C-05A

Apollo 17 (4 x 5 in. B/I_) 72-096C-02G
(4 x 5 in. color) 72-096C-02A

Lunar Sample Data Base .................................. 107

Apol Io 11 69-059C-01G

Apollo 12 69-099C-01G

Apollo 14 71-008C-01G

Apollo 15 71-063C-IOF

Apollo 16 72-031C-05B

Apollo 17 72-096C-02B
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: Lunar Sample Indexes .................. . ................. 108
Apollo 11 69-059C-01K
Apollo 12 69-099C-01K

Apollo I_ 71-008C-01K

Apollo 15 71-063C-10J

Apollo 16 72-051C-051i

_ Apollo 17 72-096C-02F

Lunar Sample Catalogs ................................... 108
; Apollo II 69-059C-01H

:' Apollo 12 69-099C-011!

Apollo 14 71-008C-01H

:; Apollo 15 71-063C-IOG

Apollo 16 72-051C-05C

Apollo 17 72-096C-02C

Drawings of Rock Sample Cuttings ........................ 109
Apollo 12 69-099C-01L

Apollo 14 71-008C-01L

Apollo 15 71-063C-10K
" Soil Mechanics Experiment

• "°eQoeeeeeeole,eQeeo,oeo,oooBoooooo, 109
• Mechanics Data

Soil ..................................... II0
Apollo II 69-059C-06A
Apollo 12 69-099C-IOA

Apollo 14 71-008C-02A

- Apollo 15 71-063C-02A

Apollo 16 72-031C-09A
Apollo 17 72-096C-04A

_ Passive Seismic Experiment ................................... IIi
"- Passive Seismograms I"'''""-''.-.-...o................,. 112
:. Apollo II 69-059C-03A

- Passive Seismic Event Data ...., ......................... 113
i_ Apollo 12 69-099C-03A

Apollo 14 71-008C-04B

Apollo 15 71-063C-01B

Apollo 16 72-031C-01B

_ Passive Seismic Continuous Data ......................... i15
_ Apollo 12 69-099C-03E
i Apollo 14 71-008C-04A •

Apollo 15 71-063C-01A

- Apollo 16 72-031C-01A

Compressed Scale Playouts ............................... 114
Apollo 12 69-099C-03B

Apollo 14 71-008C-04C

: Apollo 15 71-Ob3C-OID
_,. Apollo 16 72-031C-01D
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Compressed Scale Event Playouts ......................... 114
Apollo 12 69-099C-03C

Apollo 14 71-008C-041i

Apollo 15 71-063C-01F

Apollo 16 72-031C-01F

Hxpanded Scale Event Playouts ........................... 115

Apollo 12 69-099C-03b _"

Apollo 14 71-008C-04D

Apollo 15 71-063C-01C

Apollo 16 72-031C-01C
Artificial Lunar Impact Data ............................ 115

Apollo 12 69-099C-03F

Apollo 14 71-008C-04F

Apollo 15 71-063C-01E

Apollo 16 72-031C-01E
Selected Seismic Event Data ............................. 115

Apollo 12 (meteoroid) 69-099C-03R
(teleseismic) 69-099C-05S

(moonquakes) 69-099C-03T

Apollo 14 (meteoroid) 71-008C-04R
(teleseismic) 71-008C-04S

(moonquakes) 71-008C-04T

Apollo 15 (meteoroid) 71-065C-01R

(teleseismic) 71-063C-01S

(moonquakes) 71-063C-01T

Apollo 16 (meteoroid) 72-031C-01R

(te]eseismic) 72-031C-01S

(moonquakes) 72-031C-01T

Compressed Scale Playouts of Selected Events ............ 116

Apollo 12 (meteoroid) 69-099C-03I
(teleseismic) 69-099C-03L

(moonquakes) 69-099C-03H

Apollo 14 (meteoroid) 71-u08C-04I

(teleseismic) 71-008C-04L

(moonquakes) 71-008C-04M

Apollo 15 (meteoroid) 71-063C-01I

(teleseismic) 71-065C-01L

(moonquakes) 71-063C-01M

Apollo 16 (meteoroid) 72-031C-01I
(teleseismic) 72-031C-01L

(moonquakes) 72-031C-01M

ExpandedScale Playouts of Selected Lvents .............. 116

Apollo 12 (meteoroid) 69-099C-03J
(teleseismic) 69-099C-03K

(moonquakes) 69-099C-03N

(artificial impacts) 69-099C-030
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Apollo 14 (meteoroid) 71-008C-04J
:. (teleseismic) 71-008C-04K
: (moonquakes) 71-008C-04N

(artificial impacts) 71-008C-040
_- Apollo 15 (meteoroid) 71-063C-01J

[teleseismic) 71.063C-01K
(moonquakes) 71-063C-01N _"
(artificial impacts) 71-063C-010

Apollo 16 (meteoroid) 72-031C-01J
(teleseismic) 72-031C-01K
(moonquakes) 72-051C-01N
(artificial impacts) 72-031C-010

Catalog of Selected Events .............................. 117
Apollo 12 69-099C-03Q
Apollo 14 71-008C-04Q

: Apollo IS 71-063C-01Q
Apollo 16 72-031C-01Q

Seismic Event Log ....................................... I17
Apollo 12 (magnetic tape) 69-099C-03G

(microfilm) 69_09_C-051{
Apollo 14 (magnetic tape) 71-008C-04G

:. (microfilm) 71-008C-04H
_ Apollo IS (magnetic tape) 71-063C-01G

(microfilm) 71-063C-01}!
Apollo 16 (magnetic tape) 72-031C-01G

(microfilm) "2-051C-011{
Active Seismic and Seismic Profiling F_,periments............. 117

Active Seismic Hvent Data ............................... 120

,, Apollo 14 71-008C-05A
, Apollo 16 72-031C-02A

Apollo 17 (profiling, active
mode) 72-096C-06B

Active Seismic Event Plots .............................. 120

Apollo 16 72-051C-02B
Seismic Profillng Data for One Lunation ................. 121

Apollo 17 72-096C-06A
Laser Ranging Retroreflector ................................. 121

Filtered and Unfiltered Laser Hmton Detections ......... 121
: Apollo 11 69-059C-04C
: Apollo 14 71-008C-09A

Apol]o 15 71-063C-08A
: Lunar Surface Magnetometers and Lunar Portable

Magnetometers .............................................. 122
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Total Magnetic Field Magnitude ann Components ........... 124
• Apollo 12 69-099C-04A

Apollo 15 71-063C-03A
Apollo 16 72-031C-03A

_- 0.3-s Magnetic Vectors .................................. 124
Apollo 12 69-099C-04B

_ _ Apollo 15 71-063C-03B -_
"'_, Apollo 16 72-031C-03B
<" Filtered and Decimated Magnetic Field Data .............. 124

Apollo 12 69-099C-04C
.,...! Apollo IS 71-063C-0_C

_,_. Heat Flow Experiment ......................................... 12S
.'. Thermal Conductivity .................................... 125
,.:i Apollo 15 71-063C-06A

..... Apollo 17 72-095C-01A
; Heat Flow Error Analysis ................................ 126
,._ Apollo 17 72-096C-01B
7 Traverse Gravimeter Experiment 126oeooeoooooooeeooiooeeo_eeeooeeo

Traverse Gravimeter Experiment Final Report ............. 127
q Apollo 17 72-096C-03A
: Surface Electrical Properties Experiment 127oooooooooooeeoooooooo

,, Demultiplexed Data ...................................... 127
Apoll9 17 72-096C-07B

..=:, Data Plots .............................................. 128
"" A_llo 17 72-096C-07C

4..,. Neutron Pzobe 128oo,ooo,ooooooo_oeo6oooooo6oeoooeooeoeeoooooo_ooo

= _ Published Reports 129oooetQooeoooooooooooooooeeooe*o_o-ooeoo

Apollo 17 72-096C-13A
° Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment 129_' ooooooo6ooQoot_e_o_o_e_oe

_', Mass Analyzer and Total Ion 24-s Resolution Data ........ 130
._ Apollo 12 (plots) 69-099C-05A
o:: (listings) 69-099C-05B

Apollo 14 (plots) 71-008C-06A
"_ (listings) 71-008C-06B
._°!, Apollo 15 (plots) 71-063C-05A
_" (listings) 71-063C-05B

_ Analyzer Data 131Mass .................................. ,o..
Apollo 12 69=099C-05C
Apollo 14 71-0()8C-06C

-"" Apollo 15 71-065C-05C
,,. Engineering Parameters .................................. 131

" Apollo 12 69-099C-051)
Apollo 14 71-008C-06D
Apollo 15 7]-0o3C-05D
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Ion Spectrograms ........................................ 132
_pollo 12 69-099fi-051!
Apollo 14 71-008C-06E
Apollo 15 71-063C-051!

Total Ion Detector Data ................................. 132
Apollo 12 o9-099C-05F
Apollo 14 71-008C-0oF
Apollo 1S 71-003C-05F

Cold Cathode Ion Gage Experiment ............................. 132 "
Plots of Lunar Atmosphere Density versus Time ........... 133

Apollo 14 71-008C-07A
Apollo 15 71-065C-07A

Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment ................ 153
Count Rate Data ......................................... 134

Apollo 14 71-008C-08A
Position and Orientation Information versus Time ........ 134

Apollo 14 71-008C-08B
200-eV Electron Count Rate Plots ........................ 135

Apollo 14 71-008C-08C
Atmospheric Composition Experiment ........................... 135

Mass Peak Summary Data .................................. 13o
Apollo 17 (magnetic tape) 72-096C-08A

(microfilm) 72-096C-08D
Tables of Mass Peaks .................................... 136

Apollo 17 (microfilm) 72-096C-08B

(magnetic tape) 72-096C-08C

Solar Wind Spectrometer ...................................... 157
Fine Resolution (28-s) Plasma Parameters ................ 137

Apollo 12 69-099C-02A

Apollo 15 71-065C-04A

Hourly-Averaged Plasma Parameters ....................... 138

Apollo 12 (mag,_etic tape) 69-099C-02B
(microfilm) 69-099C-02C

Apollo 15 (magnetic tape) 71-063C-04B
(microfilm) 71-063C-04C

Cosmic-Ray Experiments ....................................... 139
Published Reports ....................................... 139

Apollo 16 72-051C-07A

Apollo 17 72-096C-12A
Far UV Camera/Spectrograph ................................... 140

Far UV Photographs/Spectra .............................. 140

Apollo 16 72-031C-IOA
Catalog and Supporting Data ,............................ 140

Apollo 16 72-031C-10C
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I,unar Dust l,etector ... ....................................... 141
Daytimo Data ....... . .................................... 141

Apollo 14 71-008C-12A
Apollo 15 71-003C-09A

Eclipse Data ............................................ 142
Apollo 14 71-008C-1213

Subsatellite Experiments ..................................... 142
Lunar Particle Shadows and Bom_dary Layer Experiment ......... 143

10-min and 2-h Averaged Particle Count Rates ............ 144
Apollo 15 71-063D-01A
Apollo 16 72-031D-01A

24-s and 10-rainAveraged Particle Count Rates ........... 144
Apollo 15 71-063D-01B
Apollo 16 72-031D-01B

2-h Averaged Count Rates (Orbital Summary) .............. 144
Apollo 15 71-063D-01C
Apollo 16 71-031D-01C

Biaxial Fluxgate Magnetometer ................................ 144
24-s Biaxial Vector Magnetic Field Measurements ......... 145

:, Apollo 15 71-063D-02A
" Apollo 16 (Univac) 72-031D-02A

(IBm.0 72-031D-O2A
Plots o£ Triaxial 192-s Averaged Magnetic Field Data .... 146

Apollo 15 71-063D-02B
Apollo 16 72-031D-02B

_" 192-s Averaged Magnetic Field VecT.orsand Magnitude ..... 146
:-_ Apollo 15 71-063D-02C
_ Apollo 16 72-031D-02C

TileLUNA AND ZOND PROGRAMS ................................... 151
!-

Flyby Photography Experiments ............................... 153
Photographic Atlases .................................... 158

Luna 3 (3 photos) 59-008_-01A
59-008_-01B

_ Zond 3 65-OSOA-01A
Zond 6 68-I01A-02C

'-" Zond 7 69-067A-02D
Zond 8 70-088A-021)

_- Zond 6 7 and 8 l'hotographs 159;-_" p _ ooooe*o¢ooo oooet, eoe _o_ooeo- o

Zond 6 o8-101A-02A
Zond 7 69-067A-02B
Zond 8 70-088A-02B
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, Zond 6 7 and 8 Indoxos 159
i); _ $ oeooo oe qpooee eooooeqPe oo oeeeooooee

Zond 6 (NSSI}C) 68_lO1A=O2B
Zond 7 (U.S.S.R.) o9=OO7A=O2A

(NSSIIC:) 69- 067A-02C
_, Zond 8 (U,S,S,R,) 70=088A=02A _.
.:.. (NSSDC) 70-088A-02C/

...., Lander Photography Experiments ............................... 160
Landor Photographic Data ................................ 100

_-:" Luna 9 66-006A=01A
: Luna 13 66-116A=O1A
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